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Senate resumes contra-aid debate 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate voted 97-1 
yesterday to commend a new Central American 
peace plan, then resumed its long and bitterly 
divisive debate on arming Nicaragua's contra 
rebels. 
One contra aid opponent, however, said that in 
the preliminary stages of the debate at least, he 
and his allies are really engaged in "shadow 
boxing," their legislative weapons armed only 
with  rubber bullets." 
The real target, said Sen. James Sasser, D- 
Tenn., is not aid already in the pipeline but any 
future aid requests by President Reagan. 
One day after the House voted 230-196 to freeze 
$40 million in aid to the contras for six months 
pending an accounting of how previous aid was 
spent, Senate Democratic leaders said Congress 
likely would balk at future requests. 
Senate Democratic Leader Robert Byrd of West 
Virginia said Reagan would have a hard time 
winning approval of the additional $105 million in 
contra aid he has requested for the fiscal year 
beginning Oct. 1. 
BYRD AND other leaders in the fight to end U.S. 
aid to the contras said they will not be able to stop 
the release of the $40 million - the last installment 
of a $100 million aid package approved last year - 
because they cannot muster the two thirds major- 
ity needed to override a presidential veto. 
Future contra aid requests would be easier to 
block because only simple House and Senate 
majorities would be needed. 
Still, Sasser and other contra aid opponents said 
they would seek votes now to subject the $40 
million to a six-month moratorium or to disap- 
Srove it outright, even though they recognized 
ley would not prevail on that issue. 
"We are firing rubber bullets here because 
there is a realization that we are not going to be 
able to override a presidential veto," Sasser said. 
"So the vote to some extent will be symbolic." 
"The real fight is over the $105 million," Sasser 
said. "The rest is just shadow boxing." 
Some conservatives said they they would seek to 
block a move to freeze the $40 million by offering 
controversial amendments, including proposals to 
curb abortion and repeal the recent congressional 
pay raise. 
"There's no doubt that there will be every cat 
and dog known to man tacked onto this thing," 
Sasser said. "We'll just try to get it up and provide 
a little comic relief." 
OPPONENTS OF contra aid recently have 
pinned hopes for developing an alternative policy 
on the peace initiative offered last month by Costa 
Rican President Oscar Arias. That plan is now 
being studied by the presidents of Honduras, El 
Salvador and Guatemala, Central America's 
three other democracies. 
Progress made 
in Affirmative 
Action search 
by Beth Thomas 
staff reporter 
The University's search for an 
Affirmative Action director is 
continuing, and some progress 
was made this week. 
University President Paul 
Olscamp said he has begun in- 
terviewing candidates for the 
Ksit ion, but would not release 
eir names. He said two or 
three candidates will be brought 
to campus for open forum dis- 
cussions "sometime in the near 
future," as has been the practice 
with previous candidates. 
Olscamp said he hopes to offer 
the position to one of them in 
about 2V4 weeks. 
He declined to say if these 
candidates will be the same 
three candidates recommended 
to him by the Affirmative Action 
Search Committee, chaired by 
Rolando Andrade, associate pro- 
fessor of ethnic studies. 
The committee had originally 
recommended two candidates 
for the position, Karen Geizer 
and Margaret Bretzloff. Ols- 
camp offered the job to both of 
them, but was turned down by 
each. He then requested An- 
drade to provide the commit- 
tee's next three choices. 
Andrade informed Olscamp 
that the committee's next three 
choices were Miguel Ornelas, 
Pat Folkerth and Sue Kindred. 
The University's search for a 
permanent Affirmative Action 
director has been a saga of 
search committees, final candi- 
dates and public forums. 
THERE HAVE been three 
separate search committees 
formed to find a director. The 
first was formed in June of 1986, 
but the candidate it recom- 
mended, Janet ScottBey, quit 
soon after accepting the posi- 
tion. 
The second committee was 
formed last August, and it nomi- 
nated two finalists, James Wad- 
ley and Joanne Gall. This 
committee was disbanded fol- 
lowing a request by Faculty 
Senate concerning what it saw 
as a lack of representation of 
women and black faculty mem- 
bers. Olscamp complied with 
the request, and the current 
committee was formed. 
Suzanne Crawford and Phil 
Mason, executive assistant to 
Olscamp, are serving as interim 
directors of the office until a new 
director is hired. 
Actor ages to become Twain 
Court asked to block 
indictment of Deaver 
by Amanda Stein 
staff reporter 
Most people try to stop the 
Brocess of aging - the wrinkles, 
le gray hair. Not Ken Richters. 
Richters uses makeup, paint 
and a wie to change his youthful 
"thirtyisn" features into those 
of Mark Twain as he was "some- 
where between 65 and death." 
Richters undertakes the three- 
hour transformation an average 
of 140 days a year in order to 
present "Mark Twain on Tour" 
to theaters and universities 
around the country. 
He learned the procedure of 
making himself into Twain 
largely through trial and error. 
He studied many pictures of 
the writer/lecturer but said he 
mainly just tries to create an 
illusion of age. 
"Without gluing a lot of things 
on, there's no way you can get 
the look. I just try to create an 
illusion of being old," he said. 
"If they're (the audience) not 
going to buy the premise, 
they re not going to t>uy the 
routine." 
Richters' routine begins with 
a quick change of clothes. 
Sweats and a T-shirt give the 
actor some room to get messy. 
The next step is applying 
moisturizer (Richters recom- 
mends Keri lotion), which he 
said is crucial because he needs 
to protect his skin. 
"The trick is to moisturize 
before you put it all on. Makeup 
really dries up the skin. And 
then it's important to make sure 
to get it all off and moisturize 
O See Twain, page 3. 
Actor Ken Richters prepares for his performance last night in 
Kobacker Hall. Above, he Telaxes before his tedious makeup 
BG News/Pete Fellman 
application. Bottom left, he aplies the makeup with a paint brush 
and he becomes the aged Twain, bottom right. 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Law- 
yers for lobbyist Michael 
Deaver asked a federal appeals 
court yesterday to block an in- 
dictment of the former presi- 
dential aide, while they continue 
to mount a constitutional chal- 
lenge to the office of indepen- 
dent counsel. 
Deaver lawyers Randall Turk 
and Herbert Miller Jr. asked the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for "an 
expedited ruling because "it is 
anticipated that an indictment 
against the plaintiff will be 
sought immediately." 
Independent counsel Whitney 
North Seymour Jr., who has 
been investigating Deaver's lob- 
bying activities, announced in 
court Feb. 25 that he planned to 
Thursday 
O For many students, 'spring fever' has 
anything but pleasant connotations: See 
story, page 4. 
D Lt. Col Oliver North's challenge to an 
Independent counsel In the Iran-contra probe 
Is dismissed: See story, page 8. 
D Woody Mayes, the controversial coach 
who led the Ohio State football team to two 
national championships, is dead at 74: See 
stories, page 9. 
seek a four-count perjury indict- 
ment. 
That day, U.S. District Judge 
Thomas Jackson issued a tem- 
porary restraining order to 
block Seymour's move. But the 
emergency order was dissolved 
Wednesday when Jackson re- 
fused Deaver's request for a 
longer-term preliminary injunc- 
tion. 
Deaver wants the status quo to 
remain while court arguments 
are heard on his contention that 
only the executive branch can 
conduct a criminal prosecution. 
An independent counsel, who 
investigates top current or for- 
mer federal officials, is ap- 
pointed by a three-i^dge federal 
court under provisions of the 
1978 Ethics in Government Act. 
Trustees vary in backgrounds 
Editor's Note: This is the final segment in a 
two-part series concerning the University 
Board of Trustees. 
by Kate Foster 
staff reporter 
The backgrounds of each of the members 
of the University's Board of Trustees reveal 
unwritten criteria sought after by the gover- 
nor in his trustee appointments. The com- 
mon thread connecting the trustees include 
political ties, business prestige or a history 
of financial and service contributions to the 
University. 
Nick Mileti, appointed to the board in 1985, 
has been a close personal friend and sup- 
porter of Gov. Celeste   dating back to 
their common roots in Cleveland. 
The 1953 University graduate said his 
friendship with the governor served to his 
advantage in gaining the trustee appoint- 
ment because the governor already knew of 
Mileti's long history of financial and service 
contributions to the University. 
Mileti has received nearly every honor 
bestowed upon an individual by the univer- 
sity including distinguished alumni award 
and an honorary University doctorate. 
MILETI SAID alumni status should be a 
criterion for members of the Board of Trust- 
ees to ensure that each trustee is fully 
devoted to the University. 
"If you don't have a love for the school, 
then what is the point?" lie said, adding, 
"Normally, blood is thicker than water." 
William Spengler has been more active in 
state politics than the other trustees. Ap- 
pointed in 1979 by James 
Rhodes, Spengler was a member of the Ohio 
Businessmen, an organization set up by 
Rhodes to conduct a long-term study of state 
government. 
Spengler has run United Way in Toledo 
ana has served as vice chairman of the 
board at Toledo Hospital. The past business 
executive of Owens niinios currently resides 
in a town outside of London and works with □ See Trustees, page 7. 
News in brief 
Mangione concert is April 11       Computer law degree planned      Weekend weather watch 
Tickets go on sale Monday for two April 11 
concerts featuring award-winning jazz trum- 
peter Chuck Mangione. 
Tickets for the concerts, set for 6:30 p.m. and 
10 p.m in Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts 
Center, are priced at $10, $13 and $16. They can 
be bought at the Kobacker box office weekdays 
10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m, or reserved by calling 372- 
8171. There is a $3 discount with a University 
student I.D.Tickets go on sale March 20 at 
Finder's Records, 128 N. Main. 
The University management information sys- 
tems program is developing a graduate program 
which would involve the study of computer law. 
Dennis Strouble, MIS program coordinator, 
said the goal is to offer a master's degree in 
MIS with a minor in law. 
The proposal has been submitted to the Board 
of Regents, and if accepted, would take two or 
three years to implement, he said. 
-bySharon Yoder 
Cloudy today, high 35 to 40. Cloudy tonight with 
snow developing. Low in the mid 20s. Chance of 
snow 90 percent. Tomorrow, snow ending but 
remaining cloudy. High in the mid 30s. Chance of 
snow is 80 percent. 
Fair Sunday. Warmer Monday with a chance 
of showers in the south. Warmer with a chance of 
showers Tuesday. Highs from between 45 and 55 
Sunday to between 55 and 65 Tuesday. 
- by Associated Press 
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Religion or irreligion 
A recent decision by a federal judge in Alabama 
/\has drawn cheers from religious fundamental- 
ists and jeers from educators and civil libertarians 
across the country. 
U.S. District Judge W. Brevard Hand ordered 44 
textbooks removed from the Alabama public school 
curriculum because, he said, they promoted "secu- 
lar humanism." 
The significance of the decision lies in the fact 
that Hand has declared secular humanism a "reli- 
gious belief system" which violates the Constitu- 
tion's prohibition of a government-established 
religion. 
Hand justified his decision by writing that when 
one religious belief is explicitly denied, a contrary 
belief is affirmed which itself becomes a religion. 
With reservations, we support the judge's deci- 
sion. 
The decision has been called "judicial book-burn- 
ing" by, groups such as the American Civil Liber- 
ties Union and People for the American Way. 
There is a difference, however, between 
censorship and regulation. If a school board de- 
cides not to use a given textbook, the board is 
regulating, not censoring. If a federal judge disal- 
lows books from a school's curriculum because of 
their religious content, that also is regulation. 
All Orwellian speculations of book-burning aside, 
Judge Hand has recognized - and attempted to 
stop - some significant and dangerous trends in 
public education. First, he has defined a structured 
movement that denies a transcendent reality and 
establishes an independent set of morals. 
Second, he has pointed out the decline of cultural 
perspective in education that has resulted from the 
attempt to remove all traces of Judeo-Christianity 
from Western-history texts. 
Reviewing the booKs, Hand said that because of 
the lack of reference to Judeo-Christianity, the 
books are not only bad history, but they "lack so 
many facts as to equal ideological promotion." 
Additionally, Hand is right in applying the same 
legal standards to an "anti-religion" that denies 
the existence of a deity as state law has applied to 
traditional religion. Traditional religious teaching 
has been banished from public education, in 
accordance with the First and 14th Amendments. 
Judge Hand's decision admittedly leaves some- 
thing of a quandary over what can be taught in 
public schools. Ideally, textbook publishers will 
reach a compromise, devoting more space to the 
role of religion in history without actuauy advocat- 
ing a belief system. 
Two views of campus racism 
Is there really a problem? 
by Philip E. Ridenour 
Every day I pick up a paper, 
including the BG News, I see an 
article on the subject of racism. 
My feelings are that this is a 
subject that is being beat into 
the ground. 
In each article I read, there is 
someone complaining about how 
the black population does not 
receive fair and equal treatment 
in today's society. However, I 
feel that this needs to be looked 
at more in depth. 
Just last week the Supreme 
Court of the United States 
upheld the racial quotas to has- 
ten the promotion of blacks. 
They had previously upheld hir- 
ing quotas [BGNews). 
And don't BGSU and other 
schools make an effort to recruit 
more minorities than they cur- 
rently have? The answer is yes. 
In fact, Berkeley offers a mi- 
nority research-grant program 
and a post-doctoral minority 
fellowship program, yet only 
has 34 blacks of 1593 faculty 
members (Newsweek On Cam- 
pus, Feb. 1987). 
As Dawanna Carmichael of 
AU says, "It doesn't make sense 
that the number of black stu- 
dents is decreasing." 
The conclusion from this is 
that the black population must 
not be attending college for 
more than the reason of racism 
that we hear is the cause. In 
fact, there are even special soro- 
rities and fraternities that have 
only black members. Two exam- 
K" s are Delta Sigma Theta and 
ppa Alpha Psi respectively. 
Even here at Bowling Green, 
there are special groups for 
blacks. There is the Black Stu- 
dent Union, for example. In- 
stead of a student union lor both, 
there is one for blacks and one 
for anyone else (BG News, Feb. 
28). 
The president of the Black 
Student Union is a "political 
activist, feminist, part-time 
worker, scholarship winner and 
public speaker" (Friday Mag- 
azine, Feb. 28). If one can suc- 
ceed in this, why can't more? In 
fact, the president of the Under- 
graduate Student Government, 
Kelly McCoy, is black. 
This should prove that there is 
not widespread racism every- 
where as we hear or she would 
not be there - only a white per- 
son would. 
In addition, was not a recent 
Miss America black? And what 
needs to be said of the pageants 
only for black females? Should 
the Irish population cry reverse 
racism? Even more important, 
would they be heard or would it 
do them any good? 
Another subject is Black His- 
tory Month - we don't have an 
Irish heritage month or a day off 
from college for any Irish per- 
son killed. 
So just why is the black pop- 
ulation so "deprived" of col- 
lege? 
''One irony is that many of 
same students who find suste- 
nance in black activities say 
they turned down offers from 
black colleges because they 
wanted the 'real world' experi- 
ence of a predominantly white 
environment" (Newsweek On 
Campus, February 1987). 
Although "the most visible 
roadblock is money ... there 
are both loans and grants avail- 
able" (Newsweek On Campus, 
February 1987). 
In fact, "The NAACP had 
managed to increase the propor- 
tion of minorities in their public 
colleges in 1984" (Newsweek On 
Campus, February 1987). ".. . 
These people [blacks] don't re- 
alize the power that they could 
have," (BG News, Feb. 27). 
Since "racism is mostly igno- 
rance . . ."(BG News, Feb. 27), 
why do not the black people try 
to educate and work with the 
whites instead of crying racism 
and using the sympathy of those 
who will support them in their 
efforts to form their own groups 
to get whatever they want? 
Ridenour is a junior account- 
ing major from Lima. 
Cooperation is the answer 
by Jeff Smith 
In the February issue of News- 
week On Campus, there was an 
article called "Missing Per- 
sons." This article took a dis- 
turbing look at the declining rate 
of black students going on to and 
staying in higher education. 
The declining rate of black 
students attending universities 
is a growing problem. According 
to the Newsweek article, at the 
start of the 1980s, 11 percent of 
all college students were black 
undergraduates; however, for 
the first time since the '60s, the 
number is dropping. In the 1984- 
85 school year, says Newsweek, 
"blacks in college decreased 20 
percent." 
After reading this article, 
those of us at Bowling Green 
might be tempted to think that 
the problems of minority reten- 
tion and racist behavior occur 
only at other colleges and insti- 
tutions. But this way of thinking 
is a trap that we must not fail 
into. 
As a black student, I am 
aware that racism is a real 
problem on our campus. I am 
not saying that the majority of 
whites are racist or ignorant. 
My experiences with white stu- 
dents nave been positive. The 
experiences of many of my 
black friends, however, have 
been far from positive because 
of the behavior of too many 
students, and even some teach- 
ers and administrators. 
Some people might Question 
the need to   dredge up   exam- 
Eles of this problem. I have 
eard people say, "Everyone 
knows there is racism here, so 
we don't need to hear any more 
examples of it." 
But this is not true. At a Peace 
Coalition meeting a couple of 
weeks ago, several majority stu- 
dents said they were unaware of 
the extent of racism on this 
campus until that night. 
At that meeting, several black 
students told of experiences of 
racial injustice. Three of them 
later gave me permission to 
share their experiences in this 
column. 
Theo, a sophomore, said when 
he moved into Founders, the 
father of Theo's roommate-to-be 
said something to the effect of 
"My snn will not live with a 
black.' Within a week, the stu- 
dent moved to another room. 
Theo also told of how disap- 
pointed he was with the response 
of some white students to Martin 
Luther King Day. He told of a 
ceremony for King that was heW 
in Founders. According to Theo, 
many white students looked at 
the picture of King and said, 
"Who's that?" 
William Reed, a senior and a 
member of Sigma Phi Beta fra- 
ternity, told of a time last se- 
mester when he was escorting 
home two female students, who 
happened to be white, when a 
car-load of white students threw 
eggs and shouted obscenities 
and racial slurs at him. 
Another student, Calvin Col- 
lins, said that he couldn't in good 
conscience recruit minorities 
for this school. If his brother or 
sister wanted to attend the Uni- 
versity, he said he would do all 
he could to talk them out of it. 
At Tuesday night's Forum on 
Racism, President Olscamp 
struck me as being sincerely 
concerned about minority reten- 
tion and treatment. 
The Peace Coalition meeting 
two weeks ago led to the devel- 
opment of a new group called 
AFRICA - Americans Fighting 
Racial Injustice through Con- 
cern and Action. 
This new group, composed of 
minority and majority students, 
can work with the Black Student 
Union, which should continue to 
be the main voice for black 
students and administrators, 
and President Olscamp to bring 
about what all three of them 
want. 
Students who are interested in 
hearing more about these issues 
are invited to come to a "Unite 
Against Racism" rally Monday 
at the Union Oval from 11:30 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
Smith is a sophomore finance 
major. 
Letters 
Chisholm's speech 
was educational 
With the vitality of Shirley 
Chisholm's handshake still 
coursing through my bones, I 
write this letter to thank her for 
the most inspiring talk I have 
heard. Little did I know on 
Thursday night while watching 
"Our World," that the black 
woman on the screen running 
for president in 1972 was going to 
be on the Bowling Green State 
University campus. 
Anyone missing this brilliant, 
totally captivating woman 
speak missed insightful and 
valuable information on the 
continuing sickness of institutio- 
nalized racism in America, and 
the history behind it. 
Ms. Chisholm also commented 
on some other problems that 
face this country like the Iran- 
contra crisis and the deteriora- 
tion of public educaUon. And this 
lecture was not the end of Black 
History Month but a reminder 
that the black issue is a continu- 
ing, year-round issue. 
I want to thank the Black 
Student Union and the co-spon- 
sors of Shirley Chisholm's 
speech for giving this commu- 
nity opportunity to listen and 
learn. 
Stephen M. Graubard 
257 Kohl 
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77ie BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
letters to the editor and guest 
columns should be typewritten, 
double-spaced and signed. Let- 
ters should be no longer than 200 
words and columns should be no 
longer than 500 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject submissions we consider 
to be in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. 
All submissions are subject to 
condensation. Please include ad- 
dress or on campus mailbox 
number and telephone number 
with all letters and columns. 
Opinions expressed on the edi- 
torial page do not necessarily 
reflect those of the staff. 
Send submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
210 West Hall 
New activism 
on the increase 
There is something out there. 
It's something new to me, and 
new to my generation. It is excit- 
ing, important and perhaps even 
deadly. It is a new awareness, a 
new activism. 
I hear it on the airwaves. It 
sings forth from many, the popu- 
lar and the not-so-popular. Their 
words tell of social decay, moral 
ignorance, nuclear follies, hu- 
man suffering and the world we 
have created. But in the music 
and lyrics there can also be 
found hope - but the hope 
evolves from the acknowledge- 
ment, and dedication to accept 
the duty set before us by this 
new activism. 
I see it in the actions and 
monuments slowly being built 
today. Perhaps it began to grow 
when the monuments of yester- 
day, and to our mistakes of days 
Kst, were erected. There have 
en printed stories - words 
that may often haunt our imagi- 
nations. Motion and painted pic- 
tures have opened our eyes too, 
and for me, a simple, sunken, 
sullen memorial to men fallen, 
guarded by courageous com- 
rades, opened my soul to this 
thing I feel in the air. And now, 
many actions of today acknowl- 
edge its existence. There are sit- 
ins, marches and marathons, 
shabby reminders on public 
ovals of injustices miles away, 
and many more - some subtle, 
some not so subtle, each as 
Xrtant as the other, 
was active before, not so 
long ago. It was a time I have 
only read of, when this thing in 
the air manifested itself in many 
varied, often violent, forms and 
words. There was the Freedom 
March, "Hell no, we won't go," 
the snail-darter and countless 
other actions that succeeded in, 
at the very least, activating our 
social mechanisms toward ac- 
ceptance of new-found morals. 
Perhaps it never died, only 
hibernated until the right mo- 
ment. That moment when condi- 
tions were suitable- 
necessary - for it to rise again 
and take hold of us - youth and 
the American conciousness. 
That time is now. 
John Holden 
OCMB2406 
Tower residents 
treated unfairly 
This letter is in response to the 
completely inconsiderate man- 
ner in which the residents of 
Offenhauer West have been 
treated in regards to next year's 
housing arrangements. Monday 
Feb. 23, all residents of Offen- 
hauer Towers who wish to live 
on campus next year, were re- 
quired to turn in their applica- 
tion for on-campus housing. Tnla 
was done with the understand- 
ing that current residents would 
have priority and therefore be 
almost assured of getting their 
same room if they so desired 
On Tuesday the 24th, we wer* 
informed that next year tlje 
ninth and tenth floor of Weft 
would become floors for women! 
The reason for this change U 
because Joette Siertle, assistant 
hall director for Offenhauer 
West, in her infinite wisdom 
decided that four floors of men 
in a row (7-10) is counterprodm* 
tive to our development. 
(J Continued on page 3. 
-*• 
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Offenhauer 
G Continued from page 2. 
No one debates Ms. Siertle's 
authority in tearing us from our 
homes. We question her 
judgment in the way she carried 
out this decision. Would it really 
have been too difficult for Ms. 
Siertle to inform us of this deci- 
sion, if not ask us our opinion, 
before we turned in our housing 
cards? Another question is why 
9th and 10th, instead of 7th and 
,8th? No survey was ever taken 
to determine the number of re- 
turning students per floor, so as 
to affect the least amount of 
people. 
We all realize that, as usual, 
we have no voice in those mat- 
ters which affect us most. What 
the administration (especially 
Ms. Siertle) has to realize is that 
this is America, not Amerika. 
Decisions directly affecting our 
lives should not be made behind 
our backs. Is this not the same 
fault that the American people 
found with our government con- 
cerning the Iranian arms scan- 
dal? Toe only difference is that 
while they are getting justice, 
we are getting the shaft. 
I once heard a student saying 
that there were no virgins at 
Bowline Green. Now f know 
; why - this school •«#%$! every- 
one. 
James Dye and 
the men of 10th West 
1009 Offenhauer West 
So what does 
he do, anyway? 
What exactly does Mr. Ols- 
camp do at this university? 
Lori Peterson 
Julie Wilson 
303 Ashley 
Open minds needed 
by all people 
On the morning of Wednesday, 
March 4, as I was eating my 
daily bowl of Captain Crunch, I 
came upon a very distressing 
letter. Douglas Heidenreich's 
"Backmasking in Christian 
Rock" letter was a response to a 
well-written satire, It's only 
Rock-n-Roll ..." written by 
Nancy Erickson. I would like to 
thank Ms. Erickson for a very 
entertaining piece. It's nice to 
know someone enjoys just listen- 
ing to the music as music, in- 
stead of as an anti-Christian 
statement which was or was not 
intended anyway. 
In answer to your question, 
"What is it about people that 
makes them want to listen to 
songs about the devil?" there 
are two possible answers. Some 
people enjoy a certain type of 
music just for the musical qual- 
ities, and not because of the 
lyrics of the song or the views 
which the artist possesses. 
Most music listeners are very 
casual, and listen to music to 
enhance or produce a certain 
mood (that the beat and tone 
quality of the music produces) 
and not for the religious impact. 
Perhaps a person may have the 
same views as the artist, and 
that is part of the ideals of 
freedom in America. Isn't it? 
I would also like to answer 
your absurd questions, "Why 
can't people listen to Christian 
rock music instead?" and "Are 
they afraid to?" 
People who don't listen to 
Christian rock obviously don't 
like it because of their musical 
tastes, not their religious views. 
There is no degree of fear in- 
volved. 
Individuality is a large part of 
life. Our society is made up of 
individuals that respect another 
person's views and of those who 
don't. Pushing your personal 
opinions on others is just an 
immature and closed-minded 
way of thinking. It's about time 
that all of us stopped criticizing 
the likes, thoughts and interests 
of others and open our minds. 
Ben Brecher 
112 Chapman 
Girl b-ball needs 
support from band 
Anyone who went to the girls' 
championship basketball game 
on Saturday, March 7, at Cen- 
tennial Hall in Toledo, saw one 
of the most thrilling games ever 
played. The BG girls showed us 
that no matter what kind of 
Eressure they're under, we can 
ave faith in them winning. 
The support for BG was great, 
except for one "minor" detail. 
OMU   had   their   band   and 
cheerleaders there to back them 
r" iut the BG girls only had the 
rleaders and the crowd. 
We don't understand why the 
"only" way the band was going 
to play for the girls' game on 
Saturday was if the guys played 
in the championship game also. 
It's a great accomplishment 
for both of the teams to have 
made it as far as they did, and 
yet the girls didn't get the same 
support as the guys and they 
went further in the tournament. 
The girls' team went to the guys' 
game on Thursday and Friday, 
and few, if any, of the guys went 
to the girls' final game on Satur- 
day. 
The girls showed that they can 
win without the "entire" support 
of BGSU. They've proven in the 
past that they can get psyched 
up and win without the support 
ot the band, so we're sure they 
can do the same in the future. 
We realize that guys' sports 
receive a lot more attention than 
the girls', but when the band 
Clays for the guys on Friday and 
ley don't play for the girls on 
Friday or Saturday, there's 
something wrong. The girls de- 
serve a lot more support and 
recognition than they've re- 
ceived! 
Shelley Long 
Helen Holmes 
(and others) 
211 Mercer «42 
Swim team's food 
play is all wet 
See the swim team. They are 
having a good fight. See them 
throw food. See tne swim team 
member. He throws food be- 
cause he is a Zany Guy Who 
Lives On The Edge. Zany, zany, 
zany. Isn't throwing food fun? 
Fun, fun, fun. He is proud of 
what he does. See him beam 
with pride. Beam, beam, beam. 
He might have an athletic schol- 
arship. See the team get away 
with a food fight because it is a 
tradition. Aren't they cute? It is 
their way of "mentally prepar- 
ing themselves" for competi- 
tion. 
As far as I'm concerned, these 
people aren't "mentally pre- 
pared" for kindergarten. I won- 
der what would happen to me if I 
went to Harshman to "mentally 
prepare" myself for mid-terms. 
Chris Posadny 
310 Darrow 
Profs don't have 
300 hours, either 
What kind of professional 
training received in graduate 
school Qualifies a graduate stu- 
dent to be a professor? 
I infer from your first article 
in the series that Amy Weasner 
feels cheated when she has to 
take a course taught by a teach- 
ing assistant who does not have 
"300 hours of field and clinical 
education hours in addition to 
student teaching." 
I wonder how many university 
professors in the state of Ohio 
are qualified in terms of the 
above criteria. It is likely that 
the only prior teaching experi- 
ence some professors had before 
their appointment was as teach- 
ing assistants in some univer- 
sity. Moreover, some of them 
may not have had to undergo the 
type of intensive orientation pro- 
gram that teaching and re- 
search assistants at BGSU have 
to go through. 
Alphon.se Amey 
Dept. of math and statistics 
Profs don't meet 
state standards 
I think your article, "Quality 
of teaching examined" {BG 
News, March 4), relies too heav- 
ily on a previous letter written 
by Amy Weasner. Ms. Weasner 
seems to be disturbed by the fact 
that graduate assistants do not 
have "education training." That 
may often be the case. 
According to her, professors 
are much better teachers, since 
they have a "nice syllabus," the 
writing of which they presu- 
mably learned during their edu- 
cation training. 
Professors don't go through 
education training either. They just walk out of graduate school 
and then start teaching. Maybe 
there should be education 
classes required for people who 
desire to teach in higher educ- 
tion. However, this then be- 
comes a problem concerning 
everybody teaching on the col- 
el. lege lev  
Dorothea Wilson 
Department of German 
and Russian and East 
Asian languages 
Symbol of morality 
has become eyesore 
It is not often that students 
take an active part in supporting 
an issue at our university. We 
have had the opportunity to par- 
ticipate in forums presented by 
the Undergraduate Student Gov- 
ernment. 
And to those members of our 
University Divestment Building 
Contractors Company, you have 
done an effective job of making 
students aware of the divest- 
ment issue. I, myself, am not 
knowledgeable enough on the 
subject to take a justifiable 
stand, for or against. 
Therefore, my following ques- 
tion does not reflect a political 
stand. My question is... has the 
physical expression of opinion in 
the Union Oval become a perma- 
nent fixture? If so, could I see 
the building permit? 
I highly doubt the structure 
meets the Code of Building Reg- 
ulations for Wood County. The 
structure, once an issue of mor- 
als, has become an issue of 
appearance. 
Michele Nemes 
OCMB3918 
Twain 
r, Continued from page 1. 
before you go to bed,   he said. 
The moisturizing must work, 
because Richters has never had 
skin problems in the eight years 
he has been doing Twain. 
After applying a makeup 
base, similar to what millions of 
women use every morning, 
Richters applies a dark paint to 
his face, under and around his 
eyes, forehead and chin, follow- 
ing the natural lines of his face. 
The biggest mistake people 
make when doing age makeup is 
putting things on that aren't 
naturally a part of the face. You 
have to follow your natural lines 
and emphasize what's already 
there. If you move on stage and 
the lines don't move with you, 
then you run into problems, he 
said. 
He has no strict procedure for 
the makeup application and said 
the outcome can vary from night 
tonight. 
"The makeup is self-altering 
and looks different every night. 
That's just because I'm not a 
makeup artist. Some nights it 
comes out looking wonderful 
and other times I come out 
looking very much like 
Einstein," Richters said. 
RICHTERS HAS the colors he 
uses, which range from browns 
to reds to yellows, custom- 
blended in New York. Every 
month, the old containers of 
paint are thrown out and new 
ones are begun. He estimated 
that makeup, excluding the 
tousled gray wig, costs him 
about $300 per year. 
After the lines are applied to 
his face, Richters uses a 
"stipple" sponge to fill in the 
lines and add some texture to his 
face. "The thing I need most is 
to break up my smooth skin," he 
said. 
Richters also uses makeup to 
give the illusion of a double chin 
or a wider nose. 
"I try to make my nose look 
wider and longer. And that's 
difficult to do since my nose is 
about as wide as wide can be," 
he said. 
Basically, Richters said the 
only flaw he has to deal with in 
order to become Twain is his 
youth. 
"My youth is about the only 
thing that needs to be covered 
up. Well, I wouldn't mind if my 
eyes were a little smaller. 
They're fine for the stage but 
they're a little big for close-up 
work," he said. 
A native of Connecticut, Rich- 
ters has performed on several 
television shows, including 
"Magnum P.I.," and movies. 
Richters studied theater at 
Yale but said he left school 
seven months before graduation 
when he got a job on Broadway. 
"Looking back, I wish I would 
have stayed, but there's no way 
I could go back now," he said. 
After his face is finished, 
Richters makes his hands up in 
a similar fashion, dons a wig and 
puts on a white suit. 
And when he leaves the room, 
three hours after he began, Ken 
Richters exists no more. In- 
stead, Mark Twain rambles onto 
the stage. 
The funny part is, it only takes 
10 minutes to take everything 
off. 
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Students "tune in' to chemistry class 
by Beth Thomas 
staff reporter 
An extremely high demand by elementary edu- 
cation majors for a required class caused the 
chemistry department to devise an unusual solu- 
tion. 
Instead of telling 40 students that they would not 
be able to take Chemistry 104 (Chemistry for 
Elementary Education Majors), the department 
divided the class into two separate sections. 
While one group of students attends class in the 
lecture hall, 210 Math Science, another group gets 
to watch TV. 
But they don't take in "The Phil Donahue Show" 
or "Happy Days" re-runs. They watch the profes- 
sor who is lecturing in the classroom upstairs. 
David Newman, chemistry professor, said 320 
students requested the class. The largest lecture 
hall available for the class, however, only seats 
275. He said the department had to either shut 
students out, open a second section of the class or 
use television. 
He said closing students out of the class was not 
an option because state requirements for elemen- 
tary education majors force many of them to have 
strictly planned schedules. Telling the students 
they could not take the class this semester would 
have prevented some students from ever taking it, 
he said. 
THE STUDENTS who would take the class from 
the other room were chosen randomly, Newman 
said. 
The class has had one exam, and Newman said 
students who watch him on television got a higher 
average score than the ones in the lecture hall. 
Students in the main classroom received an 
average score of 66.5 percent, while students 
watching on television scored 70 percent. 
He said this figure shows that students in the 
smaller classroom are not losing anvthing. 
There is an intercom system linking the two 
rooms together so students can ask questions of 
Newman. However, he said the class is largely 
lecture-oriented and few students ask questions 
under normal circumstances. 
The system consists of a loudspeaker in the 
smaller classroom that turns on a light in the 
lecture hall when there is a question. The question 
can be asked and all students in both rooms can 
hear it. 
The smaller classroom has its own transparen- 
cies and a graduate student to help the students 
understand the lecture material, he said. 
Newman said most students who watch the 
class do not seem to mind it. He said there are 
students who can learn better sitting in front of a 
television than being in the back of a large lecture 
hall. 
He also said the system provides a good oppor- 
tunity for students from the Instructional Media 
Center to get practice operating cameras. 
BG News/Pete Fellman 
'Daze of Rock' 
may get funds 
The Bowling Green City- 
University Relations Com- 
mittee voted yesterday to ex- 
plore the possibility of 
Sranting financial support to 
le upcoming "Daze of Rock" 
outdoor party to be held Sat- 
urday, April 25. 
The committee has funds 
totaling nearly $4,000 remain- 
ing from last year's Spring- 
fest event. 
The City of Bowling Green 
and the University canceled 
this year's Springfest due to 
concerns about potential lia- 
bility problems. 
A subcommittee composed 
of John Quinn, president of 
Bowling Green City Council, 
and BOD Arrowsmith, Univer- 
sity assistant vice president 
for student affairs, will meet 
with the organizers of the 
event and make a recommen- 
dation to the committee 
whether to grant additional 
funding. 
The funds are currently be- 
ing held in a University ac- 
count, Arrowsmith said. 
The event is being co-spon- 
sored by the University Activ- 
ities Organization, Resident 
Student Association, the Com- 
muter Off-Campus Organiza- 
tion and University Food 
Operations. 
Depression 'blooms' in spring 
by Julie Wallace 
staff reporter 
the r. 
The Michael R. Ferrari Award 
NOMINATIONS ARE NOW OPEN 
for the presentation of 
The 1987 Michael R. Ferrari Award 
Faculty, siudenis and stall may submil nomi- 
nations (or ihis award. Nominees must be from 
the Adminisiraiive Staff. Nomination forms and 
explanation of criteria are available in the follow- 
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Administrative Staff Personnel Office 
911 Administration Building 
Faculty Senate Office 
140 McFall Center 
University Union Lobby 
University Bookstore 
All nominations are due by April 15,1987 
If you are feeling somewhat 
depressed or are thinking you 
might go crazy if you have to 
spend one more day inside, then 
you are not alone. 
Like many other University 
students, you are probably suf- 
fering from a typical case of 
spring fever. 
Traditionally, this is the time 
of year when students find them- 
selves suffering from depression 
and frustration. Because of their 
feelings, they tend to be short- 
tempered with those around 
them. 
The Link, a county counseling 
center, reported an 11.9 percent 
increase in the number of emo- 
tion-related contacts handled by 
the center from a fall month, 
September, to a spring month, 
April. 
A representative of the center, 
Debbie, explained an emotion- 
related contact as falling into 
any one of 13 categories ranging 
from something as serious as a 
suicide attempt to a minor dis- 
turbance discussion, where the 
Scheduling, unsatisfying break 
add to frustration, irritability 
person simply talks about his 
problems. 
Of the 767 contacts the coun- 
seling center received in April 
1986, 214 concerned suicide at- 
tempts. In September 1986, simi- 
lar emotional topics amounted 
to only 16 percent of the total 
number of contacts. 
"THERE IS obviously a dis- 
tinct rise of emotional problems 
during the springtime, Debbie 
said. 
Many people suffering from 
spring fever Dlame their change 
in attitude on the return to bad 
weather after having a few nice 
days. But Rich Rocheleau, hall 
manager of Darrow, said there 
are several other reasons. 
"The attitude change doesn't 
have as much to do with the 
weather as it does to do with the 
time of the year," he said. 
"There are a lot of things going 
on  for   the   students - it   can 
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' 
really be a stressful time." 
One reason for depression, 
Rocheleau said, is that many 
students are facing a spring 
break at home and it becomes 
difficult for those unable to go to 
a vacation spot to share the 
enthusiasm of those able to 
make the trip to Florida or else- 
where. 
Another reason, he said, is 
that students are planning their 
schedules for next year, and if a 
student is confused about his or 
her major or has yet to decide 
upon one, it can cause a great 
deal of frustration. 
Pam Walter, hall director of 
Offenhauer Towers, said the 
length of time between 
Christmas break and spring 
break also is a factor in the 
problems that develop with stu- 
dent attitudes. 
"It's such a long period of 
time after Christmas break, the 
novelty of school has worn off 
... people get set into routines 
and don't get the opportunity to 
get out," she said. "People are 
really in need of a change about 
this time of the year." 
Walter and Rocheleau both 
said there is not a significant 
increase of problems within 
their residence halls because of 
the tension, and both agreed that 
the nicer weather helps improve 
the students' outlook. 
"Last weekend was actually 
one of our best weekends as far 
as the hall goes," Rocheleau 
said. "The couple days of nice 
weather we had gave the stu- 
dents a break from studying for 
midterms." 
Sandra Crill, hall manager of 
Batchelder, agreed the lack of 
activity increases the moodine* 
of the students. She also said 
that although there is a slight 
increase in roommate problems 
before break, those problems 
are usually gone when the stu- 
dents return. 
"People are more relaxed af- 
ter spring break, everyone 
seems to get along better," she 
said. 
After spring break, Rocheleau 
said the students have trouble 
concentrating on academics 
again, but Augie Galvan, hajl 
manager of Chapman, said the 
students are ready to be back tp 
school. 
"They are ready to come ba<£ 
... some people even try to 
come back early, before thj 
halls are open." he said. 
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Coach uses skills to share faith 
by Tempo Bieriey 
reporter 
The combination of athletic 
elaques and symbols of Christ in 
er office shows Denise Van De 
Walle's commitment to two im- 
portant elements in her life. 
That dedication led the Uni- 
versity's head volleyball coach 
to Athletes In Action. 
"The whole idea of AIA is to 
use your athletic talents to talk 
to people in different countries 
about Christ and to learn how to 
have a personal relationship 
with Him;' Van De Walle said. 
AIA allows athletes to use 
their talents as a ministry, she 
said. 
She said her experience with 
AIA has brought tier closer to 
Jesus and has shown her that 
Americans are incredibly ad- 
vantaged. 
"Being involved with AIA 
changed my life tremendously. 
It gave me a broader vision of 
the world and the fact that ev- 
eryone needs to know the Lord," 
she said. 
. AIA was founded in 1951 and is 
a separate ministry of Campus 
Crusade for Christ, said Univer- 
sity CCC staff member Bill 
Mast. 
AIA offers basketball, golf, 
gymnastics, Softball, swimming 
and track for women, and bas- 
Athletes in Action provides Van De Walle 
with opportunity for worldwide ministry 
ketball, baseball, cycling, gym- 
nastics, soccer, swimming, 
track, volleyball and wrestling 
for men. 
STAFF MEMBERS compete 
with and witness to others year- 
round, while college students 
are selected for a short-term 
summer ministry, Mast said. 
Division I athletes must fill 
out an application and are 
screened by the national staff in 
Colorado Springs. 
Todd Bieriey, junior biology 
major, will be staying with a 
host family this summer when 
he travels to Switzerland with 
AIA. He is the only University 
student who has been accepted 
by the national staff so fax. 
Participants are selected to an 
AIA team based on their Chris- 
tian beliefs and athletic abili- 
ties, and on letters of 
recommendation from their pas- 
tor and coach. 
Van De Walle coached AIA 
volleyball in the summer of 1983 
and  1984.  She  was  assistant 
coach and head coach, respec- 
tively. She said she was partic- 
ularly impressed with the 
team's stay in China in 1984. 
"It showed me how incredibly 
spoiled we are in the United 
States. We have so much Chris- 
tian support on a day-to-day 
basis that we take it for granted. 
In China, I saw people starved of 
information and persecuted for 
their Christian faith," Van De 
Walle said. 
HER TEAM also ministered 
to people while in Japan. 
Generally speaking, one per- 
son stands up and gives a snort, 
concise testimony to the 
crowd," she said. 
The team also goes into the 
crowd after games and distrib- 
utes scriptural literature 
printed in the opponents' lan- 
guage, she said. 
The gospel is a vital part of 
AIA. 
"There is a tour leader who is 
responsible for making arrange- 
ments, a tour disciple who is 
responsible for devotions each 
day, a team manager and a 
trainer," she said. 
She said going overseas with 
AIA strengthens one spiritually 
and teaches one to cope with 
hardships. 
"It was such an eye-opener to 
see how other people live," Van 
De Walle said. "In China it was 
102 degrees and we couldn't 
drink the water. There was a 
language barrier and the food 
was really spicy. Some players 
got pretty sick/' 
About $3,000 must be raised by 
each athlete to go abroad with 
AIA. Funds are usually donated 
by friends and relatives, or by 
service-oriented organizations 
that have a special area in their 
budget for such things, she said. 
Perhaps recognizable names 
in AIA are basketball stars 
Ralph Drollinger from UCLA, 
Joe Ward from Georgia, Don 
Redden from LSU and Terry 
Cummings from DePaul, Mast 
said. 
k
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Coach Denise Van De Walle helps a player warm up. 
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ROTC places second in state competition 
by Jared O. Wadley 
staff reporter 
For six months, several members of 
the University Army Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps prepared themselves 
for a competition that would test their 
skills against 12 other schools. 
Last weekend, the hard work paid off 
as the ROTC finished second to Ohio 
University in this year's Ohio Ranger 
Challenge. They missed the number 
one spot by a point. 
According to Capt. Fred Smith, assis- 
tant professor of military science and 
University ROTC trainer for the com- 
petition, Ohio Ranger Challenge is an 
eight-event, three-day competition 
which tests participants physically and 
mentally at the Ravenna Arsenal, Ra- 
venna, Ohio. 
He said he was pleased with the 
team's performance because this was 
the first time the team had participated 
in Ranger Challenge. 
The other schools that participated in 
the Ohio Ranger Challenge were the 
University of Akron, Central State Uni- 
versity, University of Dayton, John 
Carroll University, Kent State Univer- 
sity, Ohio State University, Ohio Uni- 
versity, University of Toledo, Xavier 
University, Youngstown State Univer- 
sity and Rio Grande College. 
SMITH SATO Ohio University will join Eastern Kentucky, winner of the 
Ranger Challenge in November, for the 
regional competition at Fort Knox, Ky. 
Ranger Challenge was originated by 
Blotter 
"Other schools were all talk. When it came down 
to it, the competition was decided by who really 
wanted it the most." 
Capt. Fred Smith, asst. professor of military science 
Maj. Gen. Robert Wagoner from Fort 
Lewis in Washington. Smith said Wag- 
oner wanted to start a competition that 
would test ROTC cadets in leadership, 
tactics and training. 
The competition, in which all ROTC 
programs must participate, was incor- 
porated in four U.S. regions after it was 
successful on the West Coast, he said. 
Smith said the University team had 
nine members. Eight members partici- 
pated in each event except for the road 
march competition, which required all 
of them, he added. 
Smith said he didn't know his team's 
final score or how many points the 
other teams had. He said he knew they 
lost the competition by a point, and the 
third'place team followed them by a 
half point. 
The events included: 
C M-16 rifle shooting. Each member 
shot at an indoor 25-yard standard bull 
target. 
. Orienteering. The two-man teams 
had two hours to find 20 flags in a IS 
square kilometer area. 
LJ Military Skills. In the first compe- 
tition of this event, an M-16 rifle and M- 
60 machine gun had to be assembled. 
Once each piece was completed, the 
team had to cross the finish line with 
weapons. 
In the second event, one member 
took a piece of rope across the river 
and tied it to the other side so that other 
members wouldn't get wet. The other 
members hooked and pulled them- 
selves by their belts with the equip- 
ment. 
In the last event, participants threw 
hand grenades through a 2-by-2 meter 
window 20 meters away. 
I Army Physical Fitness Test. Par- 
ticipants had to do push-ups (82 for 
males, 58 for females) and sit-ups (92 
for both) within two minutes. 
The fitness test also involved a two- 
mile run, in which the maximum time 
for males was 11:54, and 14:54 for 
females. Q Combat raid. Each team had six 
hours to plan, organize and execute a 
mission on unfamiliar terrain. 
[ i 10-kilometer run (6.2 miles). In 
this event, which was also called the 
road march, each member had to carry 
about 55 pounds of equipment over hills 
and through mud. 
THE UNIVERSITY took first place 
in this event, which Smith said was the 
most difficult. He also said the other 
teams finished more than an hour 
behind the University. 
First and second place winners re- 
ceived ribbons for each event won, he 
said. 
Set. Maj. Scott Caldwell, junior aero- 
technology major who was ranger com- 
mander of the University team, said 
compared to the other teams, BG 
looked skinny. 
He said although the other partici- 
pants were big and husky, the team 
wanted to do their best in the competi- 
tion. 
"In Ranger Challenge, you're not 
challenging other schools, but you're 
challenging yourself," Smith said. 
"However, you can never get the feel of 
the competition unless you're there." 
Smith also said before the road 
march, some of the schools try to 
intimidate the other teams. 
"Other schools were all talk," Smith 
said. "When it came down to it, the 
competition was decided by who really 
wanted it the most." 
"It was the biggest emotional experi- 
ence I have ever faced in my life. It was 
the hardest thing I had done both 
physically and mentally," he added. 
CALDWELL ALSO said he was sur- 
prised about their performance be- 
cause they were inexperienced. He said 
it was the first time they competed in 
Ranger Challenge. 
"It's like starting a football team 
with all freshmen and playing Big Ten 
teams," Caldwell said. 
For six months, Smith and Master 
Sgt. Charles Homan, chief instructor, 
recruited  and  trained   participants. 
Smith said he began with 24 volunteers. 
Smith said their training had to be 
ehysically demanding for the competi- 
on. To prepare, the cadets swam, ran 
and lifted weights at the Student Recre- 
ation Center for five days every week. 
Since the team practiced 14 hours a 
week, Smith said some of them had to 
leave the team because of other com- 
mitments and school work. 
When it was all over, nine cadets 
finished the training, including one 
woman. 
Out of 117 participants, Shelly Bam- 
mel, junior business major, was one of 
six women who participated in Ranger 
Challenge. 
Bammel, who is 4 feet 11 inches, was 
nicknamed the "Rock" by her team- 
mates because they considered her 
tough as a rock. 
Bammel said she didn't think she 
would make the team because the team 
had practiced a month before she 
started. 
"I was surprised to make the team," 
Bammel said. "They didn't treat me 
like a girl. They made me feel like I 
was one of them." 
Bammel said they did well in the 
competition because everyone was 
good at a different event, and they 
performed as a team instead of individ- 
uals. 
Smith agreed with Bammel about 
working as a team. He said they kept 
encouraging each other to do their best. 
City police assisted Wood 
County Sheriff's deputies in the 
capture of a juvenile escapee 
yesterday afternoon. 
Deputies said the juvenile, 
whose age was not known, was 
being brought to the Wood 
County Juvenile Detention Cen- 
ter by police officers from Pi- 
oneer, a village in Williams 
County. 
The juvenile escaped from the 
police officers and ran west 
across 1-75 into a wheat field at 
12:34 p.m. City police officers 
and deputies surrounded the 
field and the juvenile surren- 
dered to a city police officer, 
deputies said. 
C Police said a bomb threat 
was phoned in to Burger King, 
1570 E. Wooster St., at 6 p.m. 
Wednesday. A Burger King em- 
ployee said a whispering male 
caller told her that a bomb was 
hidden in one of the restrooms. 
Bowling Green firefighters were 
put on standby while police 
checked the restroom, but no 
bomb was found, police said. 
. Police said a resident of an 
apartment at 147 E. Wooster St. 
heard a window breaking at 
about 2:15 a.m. yesterday. The 
resident told police she heard 
two male voices in the hall out- 
side her apartment at the same 
time. She checked later and 
found the broken window. No 
one was around. 
0 There were three reports of 
harrassing telephone calls yes- 
terday and Wednesday, police 
said. 
One report was from an em- 
ployee of the Gas and Shop, 1060 
S. Main St., who reported 
Wednesday at 8:12 p.m. that he 
had been receiving several calls 
during the previous few nights 
where the caller would play loud 
GR€€Nl3RIAR INC. 
CH€CK US OUT 
FOR SUMM6R R6NTAIS 
516 €. M€RRV flV€NU€ flPTS. 
FI€LD MANOR RPflRTMCNTS 
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RIDG€ MRNOR RPRRTMCNTS 
501 PIK€ RPRRTMCNTS 
plus manu other apartments 
and houses avoiloblelll 
224 €. WOOST6R 352-0717 
music over the telephone for 
several hours at a time, tying up 
the telephone line and interfer- 
ing with business. 
Another was from a Univer- 
sity student who said Wednes- 
day at 5:44 p.m. that she had 
been receiving obscene calls da- 
ily since March 5. She was re- 
ferred to the telephone 
company's nuisance bureau. 
The third was from a man who 
said he had received three 
threatening calls from two 
women with whom he had had 
"on-going problems," police 
said. 
G A Bowling Green man was 
arrested for shoplifting Wednes- 
day after he allegedly stole a (12 
Bur of sunglasses from State 
iscount Store, 902 E. Wooster 
St., police said. John Byrne, 23, 
707 Sixth St. Apt. 2, was charged 
with petty theft at 4:29 p.m. and 
released on his own recogni- 
zance. 
D Police said a men's red 
Schwinn 3-speed bicycle was 
stolen from the front of Wood 
County Hospital sometime 
Wednesday. 
Video to boost Toledo-area 
wheelchair basketball team 
by Brian Chambers 
reporter 
An area wheelchair basketball 
team is trying to solve its finan- 
cial woes by producing a music 
video this weekend, and Univer- 
sity students are invited to par- 
ticipate. 
The Toledo Silver Streaks 
made pleas for money in August 
because of the withdrawal of 
financial support from Mar- 
athon Oil, which gave the team 
about $15,000 a year over the last 
13 years, according to an Aug. 14 
article in The{Toledo)Blade. 
In an effort to make up for that 
loss, the team will be filming the 
"Silver Streakin' " music video 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Centen- 
nial Hall in Toledo. 
The video is expected to be 
marketed both nationally and 
internationally on shows such as 
M-TV programs and "Friday 
Night videos," said Tami Apple- 
garth, a University senior radio- 
television-film major and pro- 
duction assistant for the video. 
She said the event is being- 
used as a fund-raiser for the 
team, and anyone can partici- 
pate as an extra in the video. 
"The money will be used to 
help the Silver Streaks become 
financially self-sufficient," Ap- 
plegarth said. 
THE MONEY raised by the 
ticket sales from Saturday's 
filming and the sale of the video 
will pay for the basketball 
team's operating costs. 
The team, made up of 14 dis- 
abled men who are confined to 
wheelchairs, is currently ranked 
number one in the nation with a 
42-1 record. 
Applegarth was asked to help 
produce the music video after 
she had completed a corporate 
video about the basketball team 
for an RTVF class. 
"As they say in radio, tele- 
vision, film, it's being in the 
right place at the right time," 
she said. 
Applegarth said she has al- 
ways been interested in sports, 
and would like to continue doing 
Sromotional   work  for   sports 
lams after graduation. 
"This video will provide me 
with great experience toward 
my career," she said. 
Production costs for the video 
project are being paid for by 
individual and company contri- 
butions. Media consultants from 
most Toledo television stations 
will be on hand to help organize 
and film the video. 
Students can participate in the 
filming of the video by purchas- 
ing tickets from the Alpha 
Gamma Delta sorority. Prices 
are (1 for upper-deck seats, $2 
for bleacher seats and $3 for 
lower-deck seats. 
Tickets may be purchased at 
University Hall or at Centennial 
Hall the morning of the event. 
Between 3,000 and 9,000 "ac- 
tors" and "actresses" are ex- 
pected to attend the filming. 
Applegarth encourages partici- 
Sants to dress outrageously and 
ring banners and signs sup- 
porting the team. 
"We want participants to pro- 
vide excitement and grab peo- 
ple's attention," Applegarth 
said. 
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Coalition cites 
nuclear plants' 
health hazards 
Environmentalists 
watch Great Lakes 
by Amanda Stein 
' staff reporter 
After a weekend full of 
workshops discussing "The Nu- 
clear Power and Nuclear Weap- 
ons Connection," The Coalition 
for a Nuclear Free Great Lakes 
came to the conclusion that this 
nation is presently engaged in a 
nuclear war. 
Michael Keegan, teaching fel- 
low in sociology and chairman of 
the coalition, said this war has 
been underway since 1940. 
"This war has claimed many 
victims. The casualties have 
been infants born with congeni- 
tal birth defects, infant mortali- 
ties, cancers and several other 
deaths due to diseases asso- 
ciated with radiation," he said. 
Keegan pointed out that one- 
seventh of the nuclear reactors 
in the world are placed on the 
Great Lakes, which account for 
more than 20 percent of the 
world's fresh water supply. 
"They (the lakes) are in tre- 
mendous jeopardy. This re- 
source is not renewable. If there 
is a Chernobyl-type accident at 
one of these reactors, we could 
potentially lose the largest body 
of fresh water in the world," he 
said. 
The Coalition for a Nuclear 
Free Great Lakes represents 
environmental groups from 
eight states and Ontario, Can- 
ada, which came together in 
September 1986 to protect the 
Great Lakes Basin from nuclear 
facilities and radioactive waste, 
according to Keegan. 
THE CONFERENCE, the sec- 
ond one for the group, was held 
in the Union last weekend and 
offered workshops ranging from 
radioactive waste and the ef- 
fects on reproductive health to 
the social, political and eco- 
nomic effects of militarization. 
Among other things, the coali- 
tion is pursuing the options for 
safe and more economical 
sources of electric power that 
are available but have not been 
implemented or fully consid- 
ered. 
Chris Nichols, of the Environ- 
mental Action Foundation in 
Washington D.C., cited the 
Perry nuclear power plant in the 
Cleveland area, calling it a typ- 
ical example of a utility overes- 
timating the demand for 
electricity in its service terri- 
tory, but building anyway and 
expecting taxpayers to cover its 
mistake. 
"Perry's estimated $7.25 bil- 
lion in completion costs could 
have been better spent in the 
local economy," she said. 
Instead of spending that 
amount of money on Perry. 
Nichols estimated they could 
have bought new $100,000 homes 
for 10 percent of the families in 
Cleveland, four $100 million hos- 
pitals, five $3 million libraries, 
two $15 million recreational 
complexes and two $15 million 
retirement centers. 
"AND THAT'S not all," she 
continued. "You'd still have 
enough money left over to write 
a check for $135 to each of the 
670,000 Cleveland families. In- 
stead, those families will pay an 
average of 20 percent rugher 
rates for Perry's electricity - 
which they won't even use." 
The group also concluded that 
radiation has an effect on both 
male and female infertility and 
reproductive cancers. Marcia 
Bedard, assistant professor of 
sociology, said that one out of 
seven U.S. couples is infertile 
and this can, in part, be tied to 
low-level radiation. 
"It is clear that what has been 
overlooked until recently is that 
both sperm and ova may be 
killed or damaged by low-level 
radiation. Therefore, the cur- 
rent trend of protecting only the 
female from exposure because 
she may be pregnant, is only 
shifting the potential radiation 
risk onto her male partner," she 
said. 
Bedard pleaded to President 
Reagan to end the nuclear arms 
buildup. 
"President Reagan has re- 
peatedly proclaimed himself the 
champion of the rights of the 
unborn, and has proclaimed his 
administration to be adamantly 
'pro-family.'   Nothing   would 
Cse me more than to have 
make good on these com- 
mitments and claim a truly sig- 
nificant place in human history 
by stopping the nuclear prolif- 
eration which now threatens the 
entire human species," she said. 
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Film at eleven 
Brendan Coakley, junior interpersonal and public communications 
major,   pulls  boards  off  the  shanty  in  the  Union  Oval.   Mike 
Schmidt, senior theater major, gets the perfect angle for a 
film portraying student apathy which they are making for a 
16mm filmmaking class. 
BG News/Pete Fellman 
Trustees 
D Continued from page 1. 
The Distiller's Co., the largest 
distiller in the world. 
Virginia Platt, a 1984 appoin- 
tee to the board, is not a Univer- 
sity alumna, but has spent most 
of her life with the University. 
She began teaching at the Uni- 
versity in 1947 and became a full 
Crofessor of history 10 years 
iter. Platt retired in 1976. Platt 
said that at the time of her 
appointment, Celeste was seek- 
ing a University trustee with a 
strong academic background. 
SEVEN OF the nine trustees 
are men, all of whom are or 
have been in executive positions 
of companies and corpora- 
tions.Brian Usher, press secre- 
tary for Ohio Governor Richard 
Celeste, said this common factor 
is more than a coincidence. 
Aside from preferring Univer- 
sity alumni to serve on the 
board, strong business back- 
grounds are essential in order to 
effectively handle the finances 
of the University. 
J. Warren Hall, a 1981 appoin- 
tee to the Board, graduated 
from the University in 1953 and 
has kept an interest in the Uni- 
versity since that time. The se- 
nior vice president of the 
National City Bank in Cleveland 
attributes his appointment to his 
strong background in finance. 
"My basic job in life is the 
management of other people's 
money," he said. 
Robert Ludwig, a 1955 Univer- 
sity graduate, began his term on 
the Board in 1978. He is the 
chairman and chief executive of 
LiC Motels Inc. Ludwig has 
served on the Advisory Board to 
the College of Business Adminis- 
tration, the BGSU Foundation 
Board and was instrumental in 
the development of the hospital- 
ity management program. 
Herbert Moorehead Jr., was 
appointed to the Board in the fall 
of 1986. Moorehead, a 1957 Uni- 
versity graduate, has managed 
the marketing departments of 
AT&T in a number of cities in 
Ohio. Moorehead currently 
manages the Detroit branch of 
AT&T. 
Many University students had 
known Moorehead prior to his 
appointment, as a result of his 
frequent visits and lectures at 
theUniversity. 
Another trustee who falls into 
the "presidents' club" is Melvin 
Murray, who, until 1985, was 
president of Seneca Radio Cor- 
poration and former Vice Presi- 
dent of Wood County Cable TV. 
Murray is an Ohio State Univer- 
am a registered Democrat who 
was appointed by a Republi- 
can," be said, referring to his 
appointment under the Rhodes 
administration. 
Murray's previous connection 
with the University includes 
nearly twenty years of broad- 
casting Falcon basketball for 
WFOB Radio in Fostoria. 
Richard Newlove, vice presi- 
dent of Newlove Realty Inc. in 
Bowling Green, received his ap- 
pointment in 1983. The Bowling 
Green native has a long history 
of activity in local politics, in- 
cluding Bowling Green City 
Council, Bowling Green Cham- 
ber of Commerce. 
Newlove said one of his func- 
tions as a board member is to 
act as a link between the Univer- 
sity and the city of Bowling 
Green. The 1969 University 
graduate said his influence 
could be useful in the case of a 
dispute between the city and the 
University. 
Ann Russell joined the Board 
of Trustees in 1980 to fill an 
unexpired term, and her own 
term began in 1982. Russell is 
originally from Indiana but has 
lived in Toledo, Maumee and 
Sandusky. 
Russell's background in busi- 
ness is minimal; however, she 
and her husband, John, have 
made a number of significant 
contributions to the University 
including her donation to the co- 
ed fund which was used to estab- 
lish the Firelands campus. She 
has also served on the Mission 
and Goals Committee at Fire- 
lands and currently serves in 
that capacity on the main cam- 
pus. 
Pisanello's Pizza 
The Office of Student Activities ond 
Orientation with Greyhound Bus Serv- 
ice, will be offering transportation to 
sibs in the Cleveland/lorain/€lyria area 
For Sibs Weekend (Rpril 10-12) 
This Offer Includes: 
s * $28 ticket 
* round-trip service 
* non-stop service 
* sibs-only buses 
Letters will be moiled home within the next week. The specific purchosing information will be 
included. For more information, please call Debbie at 372-2543, or The Office of Student 
Fktivities and Orientation at 372-2843. 
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Court dismisses North's suit 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal iudge 
vesterday dismissed a suit by I.t. Col. Oliver 
North that sought to stop an independent 
counsel's investigation of his central role in 
the Iran-contra affair. 
U.S. District Judge Barrington Parker 
said North's contention that the office of 
independent counsel is unconstitutional was 
premature. 
"The plaintiff has not suffered an injury of 
sufficient keenness to warrant the court's 
intercession," Parker said. "For that rea- 
son, the court finds that plaintiff's challenge 
to the constitutionality of the independent 
counsel machinery is not ripe for adjudica- 
tion and that his complaints should be dis- 
missed." 
Parker said the nation needs "an expedi- 
tious and complete disclosure of our govern- 
ment's involvement in the Iran-contra 
affair" and said that independent counsel 
Lawrence Walsh "is pursuing the investiga- 
tion energetically and responsibly." 
The presidential^/ appointed Tower com- 
mission said in its recent report that North 
was heavily involved in both the secret arms 
sales to Iran and in supplies for the Nicara- 
guan rebels, who are known as contras. 
Attorney General Edwin Meese III said last 
November that some of the profits from the 
arms sales had been diverted to the contras. 
PARKER NOTED yesterday that Meese 
has appointed Walsh as a special Justice 
Department prosecutor "to ensure that the 
investigation continues unimpeded" should 
Walsh's separate court-appointed position 
eventually be found unconstitutional. 
North, who was fired last November from 
his post as a National Security Council aide, 
has actually filed two lawsuits. Parker ruled 
in the first, which contends the independent 
counsel is operating unconstitutionally be- 
cause he was appointed by a three-judge 
federal court instead of by the president or 
other executive branch officials. 
The second suit argues that Walsh's posi- 
tion is still unconstitutional even with the 
Justice Department appointment. 
Parker said the overall case "presents 
issues of particularly grave constitutional 
importance" because North's challenge 
questions the constitutionality of vesting 
prosecutorial power in independent agen- 
cies and non-executive branch institutions. 
But the judge said, "The strong policy 
against intervening in ongoing criminal 
investigations also persuades the court to 
refrain from reviewing plaintiff's substan- 
tive claim." 
"COURTS HAVE almost never found that 
an ongoing criminal investigation imposes a 
sufficient hardship to the person investi- 
gated to warrant judicial review prior to his 
or her indictment." 
S. Africans rally for detainees 
JOHANNESBURG, South Af- 
rica (AP) - Blacks and whites 
joined in rallies and lighted can- 
dles yesterday for the thousands 
of people jailed without charge 
under South Africa's 9-month- 
old state of emergency. 
The Rev. Beyers Naude, an 
Afrikaner who broke with the 
mainstream of the dominant 
white ethnic group over apart- 
heid, told the largest gathering 
on National Detainees Day: 
"We call for our country to be 
free of dictatorship and tyranny. 
As long as one child remains in 
prison and detained, our country 
remains in shackles." 
"Don't remain silent any 
longer!" he appealed to other 
Afrikaners. "Stand up and be 
counted!" 
People in the audience of 
about 800, which included many 
prominent anti-apartheid activ- 
ists, raised cheers and fists in 
response. A hall at Johannes- 
burg's Central Methodist 
Church was packed to hear 
Naude, who is general secretary 
of the South African Council of 
Churches. 
After the rally, about 60 blacks 
from the audience jogged along 
a downtown sidewalk singing 
freedom   songs.   They   were 
turned back by tear gas and 
followed through side streets 
during an operation that cannot 
be fully described because of 
restrictions on reporting secu- 
rity-force actions. 
CENSORSHIP RULES under 
the state of emergency imposed 
June 12, restrict reporting about 
unrest, security force actions, 
treatment of detainees, most 
forms of peaceful protest and a 
range of statements the govern- 
ment considers subversive. 
Other rallies were held at the 
University of Cape Town and in 
Johannesburg at the University 
of the Witwatersrand and the 
headquarters of the Congress of 
South African Trade Unions, the 
nation's largest labor feder- 
ation. Residents of black town- 
ships lit candles as part of the 
observance. 
The main organizer was the 
Detainees Parents Support 
Committee. 
It says at least 25,000 people, 
including about 10,000 minors, 
have been held at some point 
since President P.W. Botha de- 
clared the emergency to combat 
nearly two years of violence and 
protest against the official 
apartheid policy of race dis- 
crimination. 
Soviets conduct second nuclear test 
MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet 
Union detonated an under- 
ground nuclear explosion yes- 
terday, the second test in the two 
weeks since the Kremlin ended a 
19-month halt in nuclear weap- 
ons testing. 
At the same time, a Kremlin 
spokesman rejected as "specu- 
lations and outright lies" Ameri- 
can charges of Soviet cheating 
on arms accords. 
But the spokesman, Boris 
Pyadyshev, expressed optimism 
that the superpowers could soon 
agree to rid Europe of their 
medium-range missiles. He said 
Soviet envoys to the Geneva 
arms talks had been told "to 
work for agreement in the short- 
est time possible." 
The underground nuclear ex- 
plosion in Soviet Kazakhstan 
was the second since Feb. 26 
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IT'S AN ADVENTURE. 
when the Kremlin ended the test 
moratorium that had been a 
centerpiece of Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev's foreign 
policy. 
Soviet officials urged the 
United States to halt testing and 
have asserted that the American 
refusal to make the test freeze 
mutual forced the Kremlin to 
resume testing. 
The unilateral Soviet mora- 
torium was announced Aug. 6, 
1945, the 40th anniversary of the 
U.S. atomic bombing of Hiro- 
shima, Japan. Before the Feb- 
ruary resumption, the last 
Soviet blast had been recorded 
on July 25,1985. 
THE TASS news agency said 
that at 5 a.m. Moscow time at 
the Semipalatinsk test range, a 
nuclear device was detonated 
with a yield of "up to 20 ta- 
lcums." the force of the U.S. 
atomic bomb dropped on Hiro- 
shima. 
Tass said the blast at the site 
1,700 miles southeast of Moscow 
had been conducted "with a 
view to upgrading military tech- 
nology," but the news agency 
provided no further details. 
"The Soviet Union had to in- 
terrupt its moratorium," 
Pyadyshev told a news briefing 
at the Soviet Foreign Ministry 
following the test. 
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Chief justice says Ohio Court 
now marked by dignity, respect 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Chief 
Justice Thomas Mover said 
yesterday that an atmo- 
sphere of mutual respect now 
pervades the Ohio Supreme 
Court and that cases are be- 
ing heard with dispatch and 
on their merits. 
In what he called an over- 
view of his first 10 weeks in 
office, Mover told members 
of the Press Club of Ohio that 
the judges are enjoying the 
"the liveliness of debate . . . 
the collegiality of discourse." 
During the speech, and in a 
question-and-answer session 
that followed, Moyer did not 
mention his predecessor, for- 
mer Chief Justice Frank Ce- 
lebrezze, by name. 
However, he made it clear 
that he thinks operations of 
the state's highest court have 
been enhanced by Ce- 
lebrezze's departure and in a 
manner "that I didn't expect 
this early." 
Moyer, a Republican, un- 
seated Democrat Celebrezze 
last year in one of the bit- 
terest Supreme Court races 
Ohio has seen. 
He built his campaign 
mostly around claims that the 
court had lost dignity and 
respect as a result of Ce- 
lebrezze's political involve- 
ments and his alleged affinity 
for punishing enemies 
through judicial preroga- 
tives. 
Nuke plant may have operated 
unsafely in South Carolina 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Re- 
actors at the Savannah River 
nuclear production plant op- 
erated for six years at higher 
Kwer levels than may have 
en safe for the cooling sys- 
tem in the event of an acci- 
dent, federal officials said 
yesterday. 
Keith Fultz, an associate 
director of the U.S. General 
Accounting Office, said in tes- 
timony to the Senate Govern- 
mental Affairs Committee 
that power levels at the South 
Carolina plant were reduced 
by 26 percent in 1986. 
The reductions were made 
after questions were raised 
by plant operators about 
whether the emergency cool- 
ing system was capable of 
preventing fuel melting dur- 
ing an accident when the re- 
actor was operating at 
maximum power, he said. 
"The circumstances we 
have just described illustrate 
that the reactors had oper- 
ated for about six years at a 
higher power level than may 
have been safe for the emer- 
gency cooling system in the 
event of an accident," Fultz 
testified. 
Joe Spencer, program man- 
ager of nuclear reactor tech- 
nology with Savannah River 
Laboratory, said that while 
new experiments on power 
levels had raised some con- 
cerns, they "did not reveal 
that we were operating in 
unsafe conditions." 
GC student government wants 
condom dispensers on campus 
CINCINNATI (AP) -The 
University of Cincinnati's stu- 
dent government, acknowl- 
edging that there are moral 
concerns about the proposal, 
is asking the university to 
install condom dispensers in 
all campus residence halls. 
The proposal, adopted 
Wednesday night by the stu- 
dent senate, passed over the 
objections of opponents who 
said it amounts to indirect 
approval of sex. 
"Not only could this create 
an image problem for UC, but 
there is no way we can pass 
this bill without giving our 
approval for illicit sex, said 
Scott Mclntosh, a student sen- 
ator who tried to persuade his 
fellow representatives to de- 
feat the bill. 
After three hours of debate 
among students, faculty and 
parents, the student senate 
voted 16-1, with one absten- 
tion, in favor of a bill urging 
the Office of Residence Life to 
install condom machines in 
dormitory restrooms. The 
student senate has no power 
to compel university officials 
to act on the request. 
The bill also encourages the 
35,000-student university to 
support efforts to distribute 
literature promoting safe sex 
practices and educating the 
sexually active on the risk of 
contracting diseases, such as 
the sometimes-fatal acquired 
immune deficiency syn- 
drome. 
Newly discovered galaxy 
largest found to date 
WASHINGTON (AP) - As- 
tronomers peering past 
clouds of gas and the glare of 
starlight say they have dis- 
covered the largest known 
galaxy, a giant spiral of stars 
13 times as big as the Milky 
Way. 
The galaxy, located 300 mil- 
lion light-years from Earth in 
the direction of the constella- 
tion Andromeda, is an oddly 
shaped mass of stars and 
gases which puts out tremen- 
dous amounts of energy, says 
a report to be published to- 
morrow in Science. 
Researchers say the gal- 
axy, called Markarian 348, is 
1.3 million light-years in di- 
ameter. The Milky Way, in 
which the Earth's solar sys- 
tem is located, is about 
100,000 light-years, or 5.9 tril- 
lion miles, in diameter. 
Dr. Susan Simkin, profes- 
sor of astronomy at Michigan 
State University, made the 
discovery with Dr. Hong-Jun 
Su of Nanjing, China, for- 
merly a visiting scientist at 
Michigan State, and Drs. Jac- 
aueline van Gorkom and John 
libbard of the National Ra- 
dio Astronomy Observatory 
at Socorro, N.M. 
CHARLESTOWN- 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—Summer 
1987 and 1987-88 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
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Legendary Woody Hayes passes away 
Memories of Woody 
not soon forgotten 
In The Game 
(^ by Milt Wink 11 John 
ass'l. sports editor 
What can you say when 
someone like Woody Hayes 
dies? The answer is anything 
but simple in Ohio. Especially 
for a sports fanatic who grew 
up in Columbus like I did. 
People usually affiliate 
Columbus with Buckeye 
football before anything else. 
The city can thank Woody 
Hayes for most of that. He 
was Ohio State football. 
I remember riding a 
Greyhound bus to the 
Philmont Scout Ranch in New 
Mexico as a 16-year old. When 
you're a kid in a St. Louis bus 
station, or Kansas City bus 
station, or a Denver bus 
station, a lot of people want to 
know where you're from. 
Columbus, Ohio. 
"Oh. Bet you're a Buckeye 
fan, huh. Ever meet Woody 
Hayes?" 
I was a Buckeye fan and I 
still am. And I met Woody 
Hayes several times. 
IU never forget the first 
time I met him. 
During summers I used to 
ride my Dike down to the Ohio 
State campus all the time. I 
would go down to Ohio 
Stadium and mess around on 
the field and do whatever I 
could to occupy myself. 
There was (and 1 assume 
still is) a weightroom at the 
end   of   the   west   side   of 
the horseshoe. I used to watch 
in bewilderment as these 
humans, nay, football 
players, tossed around what 
looked like thousands of 
pounds of iron. 
Then, one day, Mr. Hayes 
walked through a door 
opposite me and into the 
room. I was 11, maybe 12 at 
the most. I was also in shock. 
I had been to a few Buckeye 
games, and coach Hayes 
always looked like such a 
champion when he would 
charge out onto the field in 
front of his beloved Buckeyes. 
And he was so charismatic on 
the post-game shows. He had 
a warm smile and an earthy 
voice. 
I was used to seeing him on 
posters, in books, and even on 
billboards. I was not used to 
seeing him up close. And I 
mean close. He walked 
straight at me. After posting 
something on the wall, he said 
something like, "How are 
you, son? 
Having always been a 
person more than happy to 
talk the legs off a centipede, I 
was happy to give him a 
detailed description of my 
life. "OK," I said as I began 
slowly backpedaling and 
fiddling with my shirt. 
"Hold on there friend. 
Where you going?" 
"Nowhere," I said. "Well, 
looks like nowhere is 
somewhere. What's your 
name?" I stopped moving. 
"Matt," I squeeked. "And 
how old are you. Matt?" 
I don't remember if I was 11 
or 12. 
The words might not be 
identical, but the memory of 
the moment is as clear as 
clear can be. It was summer. 
There was a smell of cut 
grass in the air and the sun 
was as bright as the sun gets. 
The marching band was 
practicing on the field across 
from the stadium. 
Woody was big. There was 
something about his eyes. It 
seemed as though he had the 
power to look right through 
me. And I was shocked at now 
deep the wrinkles were cut 
into his face. I had always 
thought he was perfect. 
Coach Hayes talked to me for 
about 10 minutes. He was 
interested in my school. He 
wanted to know if I liked 
school! I mumbled my way 
through most of my answers. 
Especially that one, I'm sure. 
He told me school was going 
to make a big difference in 
the life I would live. 
He told me to listen to my 
parents, but to keep my 
dreams. 
He told me I was doing a 
good thing by involving 
myself in athletics and boy 
scouts. 
I didn't keep a diary when I 
was a kid, but that night I 
wrote out two pages of 
"notes" about my meeting 
with Mr. Hayes. 
I saw Hayes speak at a few 
banquets, and sign 
autographs at a few stores in 
the next few years. But I last 
saw, and heard, Hayes in his 
office in the ROTC building 
next to St. John Arena at Ohio 
State. 
I was down on campus the 
summer after graduating 
from Whetstone High School. 
A friend of mine was taking 
an SAT or an ACT test 
somewhere on campus and I 
was wandering around 
looking for a bathroom. □ See Memories, page 10. 
OSU's fiery ex-grid 
coach dies in his sleep 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Woody 
Hayes, whose successful 28-sea- 
son coaching career at Ohio 
State University was capped by 
two national championships and 
peppered by controversy, died 
in his sleep yesterday morning 
at his home. He was 74. 
Dr. Robert Murphy, Hayes' 
physician, said Hayes suffered 
an apparent heart attack. 
Hayes wife, Anne, discovered 
his body about 6 a.m., Murphy 
said. 
Hayes, who ruled his football 
teams like one of the generals he 
so admired, left behind a 33-year 
coaching career that included 
238 victories and a .744 winning 
percentage. 
Two of his teams, in 1954 and 
1968, captured Associated Press 
national championships. He was 
the fifth-winningest coach ever 
in college football, compiling a 
record of 238-72-10 overall and 
20541-10 at Ohio State. He also 
coached at Denison University 
and Miami of Ohio. 
Only Grambling's Eddie Rob- 
inson, with 336 victories, Ala- 
bama's Paul "Bear" Bryant, 
with 323, Amos Alonzo Stagg, 
314. and Glenn "Pop" Warner, 
with 313, won more games. 
His teams won or shared 13 
Big Ten Conference 
championships, including six 
consecutive titles won or shared. 
He sent teams to seven Rose 
Bowls, and the Buckeyes also 
appeared in the Orange. Sugar 
and Gator Bowls under nis 
guidance. 
He produced two Heisman 
Trophy winners, tailback How- 
ard "Hopalong" Cassady in 
1955, and the only two-time win- 
ner, tailback Archie Griffin, in 
1974 and 1975. 
Woody Hayes 
Among those who were assistant 
coaches under him and went on 
to head coaching positions are 
Earle Bruce at Ohio State, who 
succeeded him in 1979, Bo 
Schembechler at Michigan, Bill 
Mallory at Indiana and Lou 
Holtz at Notre Dame. 
Reaction to Hayes' death 
came from diverse quarters. 
President Reagan, in a 
statement issued by the White 
BG News illustration/Don Lee 
House, called Hayes "a legend 
in college football." 
"Colorful and sometimes even 
controversial, he cared deeply 
about his players, his team and 
his school/' Reagan said. 
"Nancy and I extend our deep 
sympathy to his family and to 
the Ohio State University com- 
munity." 
Griffin called Hayes "a father □ See Hayes, page 10. 
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Time stands still for Knight 
Indiana's controversial coach keeps on winning 'his way' 
Tumblers host 
tough N.H. team 
Reed  This 
Evolutionist Charles Darwin 
said those who best adapt to 
their changing environment will 
be the ones that survive. 
It's a theory more than 100 
years old, but one people still 
follow today. 
You have to keep up with the 
times. What is 'in' today will be 
'out' tomorrow. Michael 
Jackson used to rule pop music, 
but Bruce Springsteen is the 
Boss now. 
Nerds once needed revenge, 
now it's "Hip to be Square. 
Society is fast-paced these days. 
A couple years ago, you were 
supposed to 'keep up with the 
Joneses,' now it's the Jetsons. 
Change is everywhere - well, 
almost everywhere. 
There are still a few who revel 
in the past. They cling to the 
belief that change is bad. 
Look at Indiana University 
basketball coach Bob Knight. He 
has spent years fighting change. 
And yet Knight survives. No, 
make that thrives. 
His record is impeccable. 
Knight's ledger stands at 350-119 
after 16 years with Indiana. He 
has guided the Hoosiers to eight 
Big Ten championships, two 
NCAA titles and a NIT crown. 
This year, the Hoosiers posted 
a 24-4 mark and gained the top 
seed in the NCAA Midwest 
Regional which began last night. 
And still there is a future tor 
the man who lives in the past. 
There is a calender in his 
office. But in Knight's eyes, the 
dates sometimes blur. 
Is it 1987 or 1977? It doesn't 
Today, this behavior isn't supposed to be 
tolerated in society. These stormtrooper 
tactics have failed recent 
disciplinarians.. . yet Knight endures. 
There are still battles to be won. Don't be 
surprised if he takes another NCAA 
championship this year. 
matter to Knight. Today is 
yesterday and yesterday is 
today. 
Indiana only started 
experimenting with zone 
defense two years ago. Knight 
thinks it's a lazy man's 
approach to the game. 
Knight believes what worked 
20 years ago can still cut it 
today. And he reinforces his 
theory with every win. 
Nowadays, you are supposed 
to communicate with your 
players. Knight still believes in 
intimidating the hell out of 
them. 
Oh, he's all for give-and-take. 
But in Knight's world, that 
means you give it your all or 
take it elsewhere. 
He is overbearing. He is a 
tyrant. He is the last of the great 
disciplinarians. 
Think Freddie Kruger is 
nasty? The ultimate Knight- 
mare is living through an 
Indiana basketball practice. 
The horror stories are 
unbeliveable. He works himself 
into a frenzy ridiculing players. 
He curses them and has made 
them weep in front of their 
teammates. 
Do it until you get it right. 
If Knight could bring back the 
medieval rack as a means of 
torture, he probably would. 
Although, he's done a good job 
stretching a player to his limits 
without it. 
This   year's   squad   is   no 
exception. 
After guard Steve Alford, 
there is no one resembling a 
superstar. As usual, Knight has 
a group of blue-collar, no-names 
which always manages to win. 
He has only coached one 
multi-talented team - the 1984 
Olympic team. People told 
Knight he couldn't treat the 
Jorden's and Ewing's the same 
way he did most of his squads. 
Knight listened, then did it his 
way. He turned the American 
team Red, White, Black and 
Blue. He ran the prima donnas 
ragged. 
He cut players like Charles 
Barkley and kept Jon Koncak. 
Barkley didn't want it enough 
according to Knight. The 
Americans destroyed everyone, 
their closest game was decided 
by 11 points. 
Knight, who won two national 
titles, had conquered the world. 
The dictator had reached his 
zenith. 
But Knight has not made it to 
the top by just stepping on 
everyone. Believe it or not, he 
can also be compassionate. 
In 1981, he worked six months 
to establish the Landon Turner 
fund. Turner was a former 
Hoosier star who was paralyzed 
in an auto accident. Knight 
campaigned for money to make 
sure Turner's house was 
remodeled with wheel chair 
ramps. He bought Turner a van 
for a handicapped driver. 
This is the same Knight who 
once hung a tampon in Turner's 
locker because the coach 
claimed he played like a woman. 
Knight has done many good 
things that have gone unnoticed 
by the public. People are to busy 
reading about his fiery 
outbursts. 
There was the time he got 
arrested during the Pan- 
American Games for punching a 
cop during a practice. Or how 
about the time he threw a chair 
on the floor during a game in 
'85.? 
In a game against Illinois, he 
benched four starters in favor of 
all freshman. The Hoosiers got 
crushed. It was the funniest 
nationally-televised freshmen 
initiation since "Animal 
House." 
He's done it before and don't 
think he'd hesitate to do it again. 
Today, this behavior isn't 
supposed to be tolerated in 
society. These stormtrooper 
tactics have failed recent 
disciplinarians. The Minnesota 
Vikings canned Les Steckel and 
the Baltimore Colts fired Frank 
Kush. 
Yet Knight endures. There are 
still battles to be won. Don't be 
surprised if he takes another 
NCAA championship this year. 
You may not like Knight, but 
you can't dispute his results. He 
not only produces good players, 
but also quality citizens. Knight 
stresses education. Nearly all of 
his players graduate. 
No matter how out-dated his 
system seems, it still works. 
What brought him success 
during the age of the pet rock 
will carry him through the 
walkman fad. He was a winner 
then and now. 
If Darwin was still alive, 
Knight would probably call him 
a pencil neck right before he 
tossed the old owl off his Ivory 
Tower. 
Now that's what I call survival 
of the fittest. 
Hayes 
D Continued from page 9. 
figure to me." 
"I just remember how Coach 
Hayes cared for people." Griffin 
said. "He was unreal in that 
kind of way. He was a great, 
great man. 
"His passing this morning was 
something I thought I would be 
prepared for, but it still hit me 
pretty hard. 
Hayes was bom in Clifton, 
Oh., on Valentine's Day, 1913. 
He grew up in Newcomerstown, 
where his father was the school 
superintendent until his death in 
1929. 
After graduation, Hayes at- 
tended Denison University in 
Granville, where he played of- 
fensive tackle for three years. 
He graduated in 1935, majoring 
in history and English. 
In his book, "Man In Motion," 
Schembechler said that when he 
was an assistant coach at Ohio 
State, Hayes would constantly 
correct his assistant coaches 
when they used incorrect gram- 
mar. 
His office at Ohio State was 
stocked with books on history 
and his speeches were peppered 
with   references   to   General 
e Jb3iirf„-Jfowafae 
.SUBQURV* 
Sandwiches A Salads 
NO COUPONS NEEDED 
FAMILY PACK-$11.00 
2 FOOT LONG SUBS - 2 SNACKS 
4 SMALL DRINKS - 4 POTATO CHIPS 
SAVE UP TO $7.96 
MEAL DEAL - $3.39 
FOOT LONG SUB - MEDIUM DRINK - CHIPS 
SAVE UP TO $2.10 
LUNCH SPECIAL -$2.79 
SNACK SANDWICH - MEDIUM DRINK - CHIPS 
SEAFOOD DELIGHT - $6.78 
TWO FOOT LONG SEAFOOD SUBS 
NO COUPONS NEEDED 
NOT VALID ON DELIVERIES 
109 N. MAIN 
352-8391 
George Patton and Lord Nelson. 
He taught and coached at two 
high schools before enlisting in 
the Navy in July of 1941, even- 
tually rising to lieutenant com- 
mander. 
Upon leaving the service, he 
returned to Denison as the head 
football coach. The war veter- 
ans who made up his first team 
were less than enthusiastic 
about his tough and demanding 
coaching methods and the team 
won just one game the entire 
year. The next two years, how- 
ever, his team won 18 straight 
games. 
Next he moved to Miami Uni- 
versity, where, after a 5-4 first 
season, his 1950 team went 8-1. 
Arizona State balked initially at 
playing a school the size of Mi- 
ami in the postseason Salad 
Bowl. But in his book, "You Win 
With People," Hayes said he 
taunted the Arizona State coach 
by telephone, accusing him of 
being afraid to play Miami. 
Eventually, Arizona State re- 
lented and Miami rolled to a 34- 
21 victory in the Salad Bowl. 
He interviewed for the vacant 
Ohio State position soon after 
and although the interview went 
well, Hayes later said that he got 
the job because of an off-handed 
remark that appealed to one 
committeeman with an agricul- 
tural background. As he rose to 
leave,   Hayes   said,   "Well,   I 
$1.00 off any 
Sunglasses or Suntan Lotion 
in stock 
(expires 3/31/87) 
■ ■ ■ 
Dorsey s Drugs 
500E.Wooster 
"Behind the tracks" 
FREDDIE AND FRIEDA 
applications available 
March 16 - 20 
405 Student Services 
Cheerleader Information 
Meeting 
Sunday March 15 
6:00 p.m. 
220 Math Science 
Tryouts For 1987 - 88 
by Andy Woodard 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green gymnas- 
tics team, fresh from a three- 
win weekend at Central Michi- 
gan, will host New Hampshire, 
Sunday on Senior Appreciation 
Day. 
A ceremony will preceed the 
meet honoring the Falcons grad- 
uating seniors; Ellen DiCola, 
Julia Wicks and Mary Part 
Farr. 
New Hampshire, which had a 
season-high score of 176.4 
against Northeastern last week- 
end, is currently ranked fifth in 
the NCAA Northeast regional 
behind the fourth-place Falcons. 
BG coach Charles Simpson 
said the meet will not become a 
heated battle for the NCAA 
rankings. 
"This will be kind of a fun 
meet, a special day for the se- 
niors," he said. "We want to 
make it a good, friendly type of 
competition. We want to do our job like they want to theirs." 
BG, 7-3 overall, may have to 
perform  without   junior   Kim 
Trost. Trost caught the flu ear- 
lier in the week and her status 
for the meet is not known. 
"She may have to compete on 
a limited basis." Simpson said. 
"If we can, we'll put her on the 
beam. But if she can't go, it'll 
give someone else a chance to 
work." 
The Wildcats, who are 9-3 
overall and who will be at Ohio 
State Saturday night, are lead 
by all-arounder.s Denise Brack- 
esy and Betsy Anderson who had 
scores of 35.85 and 35.05, respec- 
tively, against NU. 
Brackesy leads the team on 
the uneven bars and floor exer- 
cise with a score of 9.3 in each 
event. 
Kim Fuller and Peggy Dono- 
van lead the team on the vault 
with a 9.1, while Patty Converse 
has a team best on the floor 
exercise (9.3). 
Eighth-year UNH coach Gail 
Goodspeed was in practice and 
unavailable for comment about 
the meet. 
The meet will begin at 1 p.m. 
in the Eppler North gym. 
4J     Sports Cop    /^ 
TRACK: Bowling Greens' mens and womens teams compete today 
and tomorrow at Oklahoma. City. Ok. in the NCAA indoors 
championships 
TENNIS: The men's team takes on the Butler University squad 
tonight at 9:00 at the Laurel Hills Club in Toledo. The women's 
team travels to Akron Sunday for a 12:30 match with the Zips. 
BASEBALL: The hardballers begin their spring schedule at 
Wright State with doubleheader tomorrow. Action contingent 
upon the cooperation of the weather. 
guess the hay's in the barn." 
Although Paul Brown, a former 
coach with the Cleveland 
Browns and Cincinnati Bengals, 
appeared to be the front-runner 
to come back for another stint as 
coach at Ohio State, Hayes won 
the job. 
After a shaky 4-3-2 record in 
1951, his first year at Ohio State, 
his program took off. But 
throughout his many successes 
at Ohio State, he was continually 
dogged by controversies of his 
own making. 
Outbursts against officials 
and the media became common- 
place, but he eventually lost his job over such a temper tantrum. 
His 7-3-11978 team was driving 
down the field in the waning 
moments of the Gator Bowl 
while trailing Clemson 17-15 
when quarterback Art Schlicht- 
er's pass over the middle was 
intercepted by linebacker Char- 
lie Bauman. Bauman was then 
knocked out of bounds at the 
Ohio State sideline. Hayes, in a 
fit of anger, punched him. Buck- 
eye players pulled their angry 
coach away from Bauman and 
later escorted him off the field. 
He was fired the next day. 
$ 300 off 
Large Pan Pizza 
with 2 or more items 
Pollyeyes 
352-9638 
_,_ expires 3/20/87 ^_ 
Memories 
n Continued from page 9. 
I ended up in the ROTC building. 
After using the facilities, I 
snooped around. Damned if I did 
not end up right on top of Mr. 
Hayes' office. He was no longer 
coach of the Buckeyes, but he 
still had an office. 
I don't know who he was 
talking to, but he was talking 
about war. Coach Hayes was a 
history freak and an afficianado 
of military strategy. After 
walking past his office, I stopped 
and rested against the wall just 
beyond his opened door. 
I stayed long enough to realize 
coach Hayes was talking about 
the difficulties America nad in 
Vietnam. What sticks out most 
in my memory is his description 
of the fighting valor of the North 
Vietnamese soldier. 
"Those sons-of-bitches 
wouldn't stop until they were in 
pieces. You could shoot 'em and 
shoot 'em and they'd keep 
coming. The bastards just 
wouldn't quit. They never, 
never, never quit, they had to be 
We could use more 
like that." 
lyes did not use those terms 
with derogatory intention, but 
rather with earnest admiration. 
Woody Hayes never, never, 
never quit. He was stopped. And 
we could use more people like 
that. 
Howard's club H 
210 N. Main No Cover 
J\Avtrv6ogr' 
__-Civil-Oefens0   " 
The 
Hcmgliders 
Thurs-Fri-Sat 
Howard's is a designated 
driver participant 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
"Attention Ed. Majota'' 
Nail HaMIng la luai., March 17th at »:00 In 
121 Wa.l Hall. Louise KuU. OSEA'a Student 
Consultant will apeak on lha Entry Vaar Pro- 
gram   'alao EiacHoni" 
MM 
An information session aDool AIDS vr* be new 
Monday March 16. 8-10 pm in Giah Film 
Theater. The speaker we be Karen Krause. 
R N . M P H . Deector ol Nursing Services ol 
Lucas County and Coordinator of the Toledo 
Area AIDS Tea* Force Thia « information 
everybody should know Open to the public 
ALPHA ETA RHO 
IS HAVING A HAPPy HOURS AT 
ROCKy ROCOCO'S FRI  13TH AT 7 00 PM 
ATTENTION' RAPPEl' 
Reminder to students going to France. FAI 87 
Orientation meeting Sunday. March 16 3 00 
PM 830 E   Wooster 
B.O.S.U. RACOUETBALl CLUB 
CONGRATULATIONS ON WINNING FRIDAV 
NIGHT AND SATURDAY MORNING AT O U 
LAST WEEKEND CALL ON THE CHALLENGE 
LADDER THIS WEEKEND TO GET READY FOR 
OUR MATCH WITH U OF M 
BG News meeting lor volunteers -writers and 
photographers-every Sunday. 8 p.m., 210 
West Halt For further information call 
372-2603 
Do you Re FRENCH FOOD? 
French House is seeing tickets to buy lunch 
March 17-11 30* 1230 
Menu includes Orson Soup. 
Sandwich, and Cream Puffs 
Costs onry $3 75 
Cal French House 372-2671 to buy ticket 
GRADUATE STUDENTS TAX WORKSHOPS 
ARE   COMING'QGeneral   Sessions   on   the 
1040EZ 1040A1 1040. and on the 1040NR. 
with an H&R Block consultant wi be held next 
week Watch this space lor details, or check 
with the GSS office after this Thursday 
International Business Association 
Pre-Sphng Break Warm-up Party 
Friday. Merch 13th 7 30 pm 
at Dave's Toledo members of 
AIESEC oil be there Questions? 
Please cal Shannon 372 6139 or 
Lon-363-0129 
IBA IBA IBA IBA IBA IBA IBA IBA IBA 
INTRAMURAL SOCCER |M 1 WI entries due 
March 17th by 4:00 PM In 108 SRC Play 
begins March 30th 
INTRAMURAL SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDED 
AM interested MUST attend an offices ckmc 
Tues March 17 at 5 00 PM m the Golf Archery 
room In the SRC Play begins March 30th 
INTRAMURAL BOWLING (CO-ED) entries due 
March 16th by 4:00 pm in 108 SRC Play 
begins March 30th 
Journalism Scholarships-Applications are 
available now for $5 000 in scholarships 
Freshmen. Sophomores. Juniors and Graduate 
Students who major in Journaasm or Education 
(with Journaasm emphasis) are encouraged to 
apply Forma available in school ol Mass Com- 
munication. Rm 302 and Dept ot Journalism. 
Rm 319 West Hal Deadsne March 17 
Learn about the exciting opportunities and 
chaeenges ot working for or starting a small 
business from a panel ol working professionals 
Coma to BEYOND THE FORTUNE 500 
ALTERNATIVES TO CORPORATE EMPLOY- 
MENT on Tueaday. February 17 at 7 00 p m In 
Bryan Recital Hal Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Sponsored 0^ University Placement Services 
School ol HPER Saturday Recreation Program 
for youth with disabilities Director Dolores A 
BHck Sal. Mar 14. 11 am-lpm Group I at 
Rec Center Group ll meet 11am-l2pm at 
Hayes Gym Al assigned students to attend 
Visitors are welcome 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATION*. INC. 
WISHES ALL MEMBERS GREAT LUCK IN FRF 
DAY THE I3THI CELBRATE THIS LUCKY DAY 
TONIGHT AT BENTLEY S. HOLIDAY INN 
FROM 4-» P.M. HAPPY HOURS! GET INVOLV- 
ED IN A PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION! 
LOST & FOUND 
St00 reward lor the return of my large codec 
non ot beautiful horse statues and terrahum 
taken from my gang* Fab. 10-12 at 207 Byal 
Ave.BG   Cal 353-8306 or 352-7160 
FOUND 
ONE JAVEUN 
CALL TO IDENTIFY JON 2-6752 
LOOKING lor 2 RINGS 1 diamonds. 1 rubiea t 
diamonds MUCH SENTIMENTAL VALUE   No 
.   LARGE SREWARDI 372-5716 
LOST-YELLOW CAT WITH WHITE COLLAR. 
VICINITY OF ENTERPRISE a PALMER VERY 
PLAYFUL-IF FOUND. PLEASE CALL 
353-4508 OR 353-1620 
LOST Man's bi-foU brown leather watet Lost 
on Sunday night in Dunbar Hal or parking lot 
Cal Linda 372-5067 
To the person who stole my Escort Radar 
Detector wfvie I was parked on 8th SI. Saturday 
the 7th I found a witness who saw you In my 
car Please return lit If I find you first. I'l pro- 
secute Cal 352-2597. L.C. 
RIDES 
Ride Needed to U ol Michigan anytime on Fri- 
day 3-13 and return on Sunday 3-1S. I we" pay 
lor your gas S PLEASE CALL ROBIN 
3725616 
Ride needed to-from Canton Massaon Navarre 
area Can leave anytime Thursday. March 19 
Wish to return anytime Sunday. March 22. On* 
or both ways' Please Cal' 
Jan 372-6589 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Al your typwg neada 
Prompt a Pioleeennal 
Clara al 352-4017 
Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, ob- 
rectrve information  By appointment or wafk-m a 
Cal NOW 354-HOPE 
STUDENTS' How lo pass your exam with less 
effort, even if you have to cram Send S3 for the 
report A Y . 230 Irving No 507. Toledo. OH 
43620  
TYPING SERVICES for al fvpea of papers in- 
during dissertations using Xerox Memory 
Writer 352-3987 from 8 a.m -9pm 
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
2 700 Monroe St . Toledo Offering 
gynecokKKal services A pregnancy termination 
by ecensad physician including, prenatal. 
obstetrics, pregnancy testing Pap teel (for cer- 
vical cancer), VD acreening. birth control silo , 
Tubaf LJgatlon. termination of pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (special rates for students ) 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
Wordprocessmg typing, done. Iree disk 
storage, cal Sue in Maumee 893-4186. 
PERSONALS 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS 
ARE DUE BY 5 PM 
TODAY. MARCH 13. AT 
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER"' 
Congratulations Cindy Price 
on your recent engagement to 
BradMankm 
Love. 
The brothers ol Delta Tau Delta 
Denrse Reading the Brothera 
of Detta Tau Delta are goarg 
lo Mrs* You Very Much"' 
--You're the greatest 
-Good Luck 
Love, the brothers of 
Delia Tau Chapter 
Sweatshirts 
Entire Stock 
bears, tigers, ducks, froga 
bunnies, hearts, etc 
40% OFF 
Now thru Sal 
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU DELTA 
WOULD KIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
T.R. SMITH AND QAYLE STRNAD 
ON THEIR 'SPRING FORMAL', 
DELTA TAU DELTA-ALPHA XI DELTA 
PINNING 
WANT TO TRY 
'PUB-GRUB' 
OR ENGLISH LAGER?? 
FINO OUT ABOUT ITII 
EVERY WED. EVENING at 7:30 IN 
411 SOUTH HALL 
'FALCON HOUSE' 
Just in time lor Spring Break'! 
swxnsuits ' linrjlaaaa* 
shorts ' lops * tights 
AND WHEN YOU THOUGHT THE 
PARTY WAS OVER 
MANVILLE MADNESS 
PART II 
THE DAY AFTER 
BE A PART OF HISTORY 
"SILVER STREAKIN"' WHEELCHAIR 
BASKETBALL MUSIC VIDEO 
Centennial Hall (Toledo) 
Sat.. March 14 10:00 sm-5:00 pm 
DON'T BE LEFT OUT" 
Contact Taml Applegarth for further 
Info. 353-3026 
"'ALPHA XI DELTA'" 
WIN A COMPACT DISK PLAYER 
WIN A COMPACT DISK PLAYER 
WIN A COMPACT DISK PLAYER 
•••DB.TA TAU DELTA"' 
•"Brian Van Pen"" 
Good luck with initiation tomorrow! 
You I do great I know It! DELTA SIGMA PL 
Love. Dawn 
■ 'WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. INC •' 
FRIDAY THE 13TH-HAPPY HOURS 
4-9 PM TONIGHT AT BENTLEYS-HOUDAY 
INN 
'ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI' 
KELLY (MAY. THANKS FOR 
BEING SUCH A WONDERFUL BIG' 
I LOVE YA. IIBBY 
•ALPHA PHI-ALPHA PHI*ALPHA PHI' 
'Attention Ed  Ma|ora- 
OSEA meeting Tues.. March 17th 
a) «00 In 121 Weal Hall'Elections' 
'ATTENTION KAPPAS' 
I wanted lo lei al ol you that I couldn't have 
picked a more sensitive chapter. Thank you tor 
al your support and I think you're GREAT' 
•KBTH KREMYAR- 
Good Luck Saturday utle Brother' I Hope You 
Enjoy Many Great Times As A Brother in DELTA 
SIGMA Pll Love. 
Maflenn 
' Raff la- 
Win a 13" color, remote control T V or a $300 
cash scnctersrvp Help support the Wood Coun 
ty Council on Alcohoesm and Drug Abuse 
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
•THETA CHI AND LAMBDA CHI ALPHA* 
Get psyched for the leal blast before Spring 
Break'! We're ready to party! 
Love. 
THE ALPHA XI'S 
A1PHA GAMMA ()[ I IA WISHES TO CON 
GRATULATE UNOA TRIMMER ON HER 
LAVAUERING TO KEVIN THOMAS 
ARDIVAN'S RETURNEDI 
PHI DELTA THETA'S FOUNDER 
HAS RETURNED TO 
HAUNT YOU. 
TONIGHT! 
ATTENTION DIANNE AMANN 
Hope you have a super birthday 
Because we know you're an osd lady now' 
Lots of love. Your Roomie Anne-Marie 
ATTENTION LADIES OF B G S U 
Now that hockey season is almost over and I'm 
getting hred of going out with the guys. I'm look- 
ing tor a gat to spend my tree time with It you 
Ike playing rscquelbal. going to movies, and to 
have fun. cal me. Jeff. 372-6404 
B.Q.S.U.S Beat Built Athletes 
Congratulations gymnasts on your excellent 
showing last weekend You girls are the 
greatest Good luck Sunday against New lamp 
srxre We'I al be there at 1 00 to cheer you on 
for the last home meet 
Love, the B G G Groupies 
BECKY LYNDON and LAURA SHORT 
Winter Wedding is drawrng near. 
Prepare yourself for some Alpha Sig Cheer 
Your dates have a great evening planned.FSo 
we hope thai you certainly do understand 
A surprise a in order to cap off the night. 
So ready yourselves to do It up RIGHT 
LOVE 
O'NAD and REHPOTSIRHC 
BETSY HANSCOM 
And 1  And 2 We had farm In you! 
And 3 And 4-Only wight more' 
And 5 And 6-lt had to be those kicks' 
And 7 And 8-You did supergreat' 
Congratulalions" You I be a GREAT Aerobics 
leader' 
WE LOVE YOUII 
Mary. Butch*. June 
BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA PSI 
Friday la here and me bme is near. The beer will 
flow from nine 'tl one: Wrth you. our leas are 
always fun! We're looking forward to a great 
time The Sisters ol Alpha Delta Pi 
CHOOSING YOUR COLLEGE MAJOR 
A workshop (or Freshmen and Sophomores 
Cal 372-2081 for more information 
Counsekng & Career Development CenlerF 
CONGRATULATIONS    TO    CARRIE    ROADS 
ANO MELISSA PUCKETT FOR WINNING MAP- 
CA PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT 
THE PANHELLENIC COUNCIL IS VERY PRO 
UD OF YOU' 
CONGRATULATIONS TO TRACY GROUL ON 
WINNING THE OHIO STATE COORDINATOR 
ATMAPCA 
THE PANELLEfwC COUNCIL IS VERY PROUO 
OF YOU' 
Congratulations to Lisa Tartagao and Paul Tohie 
on thee Alpha Delta Pi -Kappa Delta Rho of 
Toledo arvaserlng What a surprise this candle 
passing was' L 6 L. the Sisters of Alpha Delta Pt 
Congratulations to the Alpha Dell Spirit Award 
winners and swimmers at the Anchor Splash 
Your siaters are proud ol you' 
CONGRATULATIONS TO PHI DELTA THETA 
ON FOUNDERS DAY 
MARCH 15. 1987 
HAPPENIN AT 501 PIKE 
i) 
Waeupwlchu 
PoPo 
I Love You 
DAVE. (MY HUGQY BEAR) 
IT HAS BEEN FIVE WONDERFUL   MONTHS 
WITH YOU! GET PSYCHED FOR FORMALI 
LOVE, LIBBY 
PS   DON'T FORGET THE PINEAPPLEI 
DEB EBERT a CHRISTY SAYERS 
THE   BOWLING   GREEN   PANHELLENIC 
COUNCIL 
WAS VERY PROUD TO HAVE YOU SERVE AS 
PRESIDENT   AND   VICE    PRESIDENT   OF 
MAPCA 
YOU BOTH DID A FANTASTIC JOB' 
Design a logo for the 1987 Homecoming and 
wm a S30 gift certilicale to Kaufman's The 
theme is "Stars are shrang in Bowing Green'' 
Entries must be 8 1 -2 by 11 and may be sub 
mrtted lo 315 or 405 Studenl Services 
Dinner In London?? 
An evening in Paris?? 
For more info.: 
411 South Hen 
Wed. nights al 7:10 
Drink Drink Dnnk Your Drinks 
Oh Forget it. no uprisings ttvs hme 
Let's get excited (not psyched) lor a greai 
Writer Wedding' 
P S Vomit on the Jacuii 
FLU 
The Brothers would Ike to wish Robin Bar- 
santee good luck wrth the Golf Team 
PHI GAMMA DELTA 
FOOTS TYPING 
U-deaver. E-Z to And, $ 60 per page 
669-2579 
GALA '»7 COORDINATORS ANO MODELS 
Congratulations'   Thanks   tor   being   such  i 
GREAT group you were fantastic' 
What a success' 
Love. Cindy and Max 
OBNOXIOUS AL bM Oft Pric» 
You KNOW, lb 
RERU.Y  lIKf TO  tTND 
8R0  jOKeT ulcTCK" 
1 uJITHH RfPULY   eio 
lot*. 
OUT x GOTTA GO 
■ SNIFF r Z THINK  r 
smeLL- 
Sontt-TM/A/Cl 
BuftNINfr 
HfP. i was 
,  ftltjMT/ 
/ 
Gel Your inah Up 
at Campus Poeyeyoa 
Elect Mrsa St Patrick's Day 1987 
Try Guineas Beer1 
Glemby Advanced Hex Cutting Classes models 
needed, men and women. March 17. 18. 24. 
25 352 5615 
Glemby at UNmana 
50% Perm Wave Special 
Haircut Included 
352-5615 
Government Homes from Si (U repair) Dean- 
guent tax property Repossessions Cal 
805-687-6000 Ext OH 9849 for currant repo 
ast 
GREEK NIGHT AT THE DRY DOCK 
GREEK NIGHT AT THE DRY DOCK 
GREEK NIGHT AT THE DRY DOCK 
SATURDAY MARCH 14 
9:00-1 00 PM 
SEE "LOST KITES 
SHOW YOUR PRIDE AND WEAR 
YOUR GREEK LETTERS TO THIS EVENT 
COSPONSOREO BY 
PANHELIFC 
GREEK NIGHT AT THE DRY DOCK 
GREEK NIGHT AT THE DRY DOCK 
GREEK NIGHT AT THE DRY DOCK 
Guys Levi Jean Jackets 
reg S39 95 Sale S29 95 
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge 
HELLZ ANOELZ PRE-PARTY 
CYCLE AND DATE SWAP 
SATURDAY AT THE OX RANCH 
Hey Alpha Delta-Get excited lor a fun-filed. 
action-packed Rush Retreat this weekend See 
everyone at 9.45!) 
HEY KAPPAS. 
YOUR NEIGHBORS AHE LOOKING FORWARD 
TO THE TEA FRIDAY NIGHT THE 13TH' 
LOVE. 
THE ZBT'S 
Hombree da PI KAPPA PHI: 
Sabado por la noche caleoremoi aur da la 
fomtara, al tlplco Mexlcanoll Queremos la 
fiesta eon 1st, PI Kappa! SI al! 
Ua muchachas da PI BETA PHI 
i would axe to personaty thank the loaowmg 
FIJI'S on the* help with the Community Service 
Project 
Crawdad M*e Crawford 
Robber Dan LeBokl 
Scott Q Rosa LaPerna 
Enc Rohe 
Phi Gamma Detta 
-Kevin Rush 
INTRAMURAL SOCCER IM 4 W| entries due 
March 17th by 4 00 PM m 108 SRC Play 
begins March 30th 
INTRAMURAL BOWLING (CO-ED) entries due 
March 16th by 4:00 pm in 108 SRC Play 
begins March 30th 
INTRAMURAL SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDED 
Al intrested MUST attend an officials drac 
Tues March 17 at 5 00 PM in the Got! Archery 
room in the SRC  Play begins March 30th 
JILL BRADLEY 
CONGRATUALTIONS ON YOUR KENT STATE 
DELTA TAU DELTA ALPHA PHI LAVAUERING 
TO DALE WALKER. LOVE YOUR ALPHA PHI 
SISTERS 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA DELTA 
Spim Sisters ot the Week 
Wiffleb.ll Champs and Fane 
KD Spirit KD Spirt 
KAREN GOUTZ. 
CONGRATULATIONS   ON   YOUR   PEARLING 
TO RUSTY MABEE 
LOVE. 
YOUR AGO SISTERS 
KATHI HALAS 
CONGRATULATIONS ON DOING A GREAT 
JOB AS PAST EASTERN AREA VICE PRESI- 
DENT OF MAPCA WE WISH WE COULD 
HAVE PLAYED THE OPPOSITE OF SAM 
SMOOTH   WITH YOU' 
Love. Panhel Exec 
KIM and KRtSSY 
MERDE! 
Love. Kim. Tracy, Pam 
KPJS-C, 
Friday the 13th 
What a greet day to party 
Happy B day. 
Love, your 123 Roomies 
OX ALUMNI OHOSTRIOERS: 
Good to see you back in the aadoH again'" 
HELLZ ANOELZ PRE-PARTY 
OX RANCH 
LAURIE HART 
Get ready to have the beat experience ot your 
Me it's been great having you as our ante 
Your Bag and? 
Like. Wow Dudes' Road Tnps to Dayton 
What   a   great   megopoas'   Another   Winter 
Wedding-Scary   drink   creations   from   our 
favorite mixologist  Don! bother to bring your 
board--we 1 sjat surf on the tabtee' 
Lll' Srende Fogle- Saturday is the day 
You ,e done great so lar, Saturday 
aril be no different   Good Luck, soon lo be 
DELTA SIGMA PI brother SKI STEVE 
LOW POTTS 
GOOD LUCK ON DELTA SIGMA PI INITIATION 
TOMORROW HOPE ITS A LOT OF FUN ANO 
A DAY TO REMEMBER 
LOVE. YOUR SECRET BIG 
LUXURIOUS CONOOMsNIUMS FOR RENT 
TMS SPRING BREAK. AVAILABLE MOST 
CITIES IN FLORIDA. THE BAHAMAS. AND 
MYRTLE BEACH. AS LITTLE AS St 10 PER 
PERSON. ALL PRIVATELY OWNED. CALL 
■ILL HOLLISTER 364-1566. 
MARK LABRANCHE 
I guess good (twigs come to those who work al 
K-Mart, huh? Congratulations on your Lambda 
Chl-Tau Kappa Epsaon engagement to Poly 
lOtterbem) I wish you two the very best ar your 
future together 
Gamma Pni 
friendship and rrxne 
Annette 
MARY STERLING 
HAPPY HOURS, THE MOTORCYCLE RIDE. 
AND LAST SATURDAY NIGHT WERE GREAT, 
BUT TONIGHT I'M PUTTING YOUR FIRE 
OUTII 
PHI OELT SOCIAL CHAIRMAN 
Mrlca Mapca 87 
St   LOUIS to B G   Vannders 
Singing, dumb lokes. mlndgames. puke stories 
our moat embarassing moments 6 sexual tan- 
tasieal  What a tnp'  Don't lorget-Matka-ttss 
Sunday 
Nancy 
MIKE 
I KNOW YOU RE AS EXCITED AS I AM FOR 
TOMORROW' GOOD LUCK. I KNOW YOU'LL 
DO GREAT 
LOVE  BABS 
  DELTA SIGMA PI 
OX BIKERS AND HOGRIDERS: 
Wheese on over 
To the OX RANCH Turf 
For a BruMxn'. Booan' Good Time 
Urjatde-Downera S Jumpetart Uppers 
Are bound to get you primed 
HELLZ ANOELZ wj be here soon 
So. Gruaya Over Saturday 
Sometime, after   noon 
OX RANCH PARTY HOGS 
OX PRODUCTIONS 
BJ'S ANO TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY 
WILL TRAVEL 
REASONABLE RATES 
TIM 16X111 
PHI DELTA THCTA 
DIMENSIONS INTO THE UNKNOWN... 
PROVIDES AN ADVENTURE Of 
FUN AMD FROLIC AT THEIR 
UNIQUE DATE PARTY. 
ARE YOU A CHOSEN ONE! 
PI KAPP Spencer and FUI Jeff 
Hope you're looking lorward lo the BEST Alpha 
Pta Forget Me-Not Formal north of the bordei 
Youl forget-ue-not" m Windsor Canada' Una 
then 
Love. Lisa and Jenny 
POLLEYES LATE NIGHT DELIVERIES 
Sunday-Wednesday Ml 2:00 am 
Thursday. Friday S Set- till 3:00 am 
Call 352-0638 
R06KLEES 
Welcome to the tarrxfy' Keep your super spnt 
up si PI KAPPA PHI and al Bangs wn be pose. 
Me You're the BEST' 
YOUR BIG 
MAX 
Roo. what an awesome weekend' Cap'n 
Crunch Decoders, under the table, popcorn ia 
bl axe He champagne at 5 30 am. dettodase 
and poptarta. B-52's, the storage room. L'l Red 
Rktng Hood, and buckets ol chicken You are 
one hot baby' Love. Poppy 
P S the garbage man la reely sorry 
Ruaeti Sweats 
Speedo Swxnaurts 
Jama' by SHARK 
REC CENTER PRO SHOP 
Mea IIHaMll 
Happy Annrverssry' 
I Love You' 
Dave 
MOM EBES: 
I'VE WATTED SO LONG FOR YOUR TRIP TO 
BG 
WE'LL START IT OFF TONIGHT AT THE TEA 
SO MOM GET READY AND DON'T BE LATE. 
TO PARTY WITH THE CHI-O'S WHO THINK 
YOU'RE GREAT'" 
LOVE. 
DEBBIE 
Nancy   Biker Mama' Glanvllle- 
Heiii belli are celling baby! 
Leather, spikes, snd Maes are watting 
So wake up Mr. Daniel!   ft'e lime to get 
gaasadl 
Matt  The Pool' Suhrer 
Nancy Rlchter 
You're 35 and looking 
GREAT 
Happy Birthday" 
Jennie Steph. Karen & Lisa 
Need a rob tor the summer? It you are talented 
and going to be here thai summer try out tor the 
Pro Reg Variety Show' We are looking tor 
contemporary pop performers for Jury 8-30m 
M-TH. 8 30-9.30 pm You w* be paid' Sign up 
for aurjtlona at 405 Student Services Bug 
Audmons are Thursday Apr! 2. 1 30 pm - 7 00 
prn  
Old Peculiar Is finally In 
at Campus Poftyeyes 
OPENING SOON' 
CONNIE BARRON'S Mexican Restaurant 
watch lor ads m the BG News 
Scoft Hlnckley 
Get psyched for a great raght m Canada'1 Who s 
bringing the motor of?'? 
I LOVE YOU' 
Michele D 
SCOTT HOYT 
HAPPY 24TH BIRTHDAY! 
I hope thai you Ike your present 
ft rs just what you asked tor. rsn t II? 
Soon Jr.: 
Congratulations on your re election aa Fl|l 
Recording Secretary. Proud to be your bkjl 
Scott Sr. 
Slade 6 Eddy" 
Get psyched for an averang of tun and beer 
At the Alpha Phi Formal there wd be lota ot 
cheer 
Tonight in Windsor tt where we wd be. 
Forget-me-not   formal   wi   be   a   rqgnt   to 
LOW  Leunj .-. H,_. ,»,.. 
■jet wan and see" 
Speeoo Swrnisurts 
Russel Sweats 
Jama by SHARK 
REC CENTER PRO SHOP 
St Patty s Day Bean at Poeyeyes 
Come sing along Sunday Night 
Catchiest St PalricK ; Day tune 
wl wm a $20 grtt certificate 
Erin Go Brau' 
Continued on p  12 
» Alpha Phi 
Forget-me-not 
°    Formal 
March 13, 1987 
4 Windsor Canada 
BG salutes Hollywood's 100,hAnniversary 
STARS ARE SHINING IN 
BOWLING GREEN 
Design a logo for 19*37 Homecoming 
and win a $30 gift certificate to Kaufman's! 
Entries may be submitted to 315 or 405 Student Services 
• Must be 8% x 11 and Black and White 
Deadline: March 20th 
•••••*•••••••••••••••••• 
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STEPHEN -me WAVER' HCCANN 
ME AT THE BONEH(X£ ARE WHITING 
TO SAY. HAPPY 21ST BtflTHDAY. ITS 
A LEGAL LONG ISLAND DAY 
FROM    SUNDANCE    TO    MARKS    WELL 
STUMBLE 
ALL AROUND. THIS TeAE. THOUGH. YOU'LL 
BEFFALUNG DOWN 
FRBAY THE 13TH ITLL BE A BALL YOU 
SEE, LETS PARTY ALL NIGHT AND DON'T 
THRWW 
MY KEYS. 
HAPPY 21 tT (FNALLY) 
LOVE: THE BONEHOLE (DEB > TRACY) 
STEPHEN 4 RAY: (TTKA) 
ONE WEDNESDAY MARCH NIGHT 
NONE BARELY RECALL 
WE ALL MET AT SUNDANCE 
AND HAD A BALL 
$1 60 LONG ISLANDS 
AT SUNDANCE WE SAT. SURROUNDED BY 
GUYS 
FROM THAT TTKA FTuVT. 
LOOKING FORWARD TO SATURDAY AND ALL 
THAT IT ENTAJLS  FORMAL WILL BE GREAT 
WITH OUR TTKA MALES 
LOVE DEB I TRACY 
STEVE GREEN and DOUG DILL 
Hoc* you're ready lor en awesome 
up-north weekend trip. 
It so. grift your skit 
and 'pop a bawl*' to alp. 
Your wW -n crazy blondes 
are ready to have some 'tap' tun. 
aa we party w*h Bungle and Greener 
under me Boyne Highlands sun 
Love. Jute and Carln 
Sunday-St Patrick's Day Pre-Party 
Grab Yourself some Green leer 
at Poeyeyes 
Hear me sounds of The Uncased Four 
SUPPORT KAPPA DELTA S SHAMROCK PRO- 
JECT ON SATURDAY MARCH 14 BY HAVING 
A FRIEND ARRESTED" PROCEEDS BENEFIT 
THE PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE FOR 
MORE INFORMATION CALL THE KAPPA 
DELTA HOUSE 
TAKE A STUDY BREAK.I CHECK OUT OUR 
UNIQUE SPRING BREAK SWRTS--ON SALE IN 
THE B A   BUILDING' 
Tammy HI 
I can't wail to party with you mis weekend al 
Winter Weddng 
Lets Crash With Kamikazes* 
Thomas 
TERRY HANSON 
Daft Adventure, what a blast 
Then Spring Formal, it went so last 
Now get reedy lor a great time with me 
At Winter Formal with an Alpha Phi1 
Love. Kanberty 
The Alpha Delta vrieh their sisters Cindy 
stendorl and Missy Swartief best of kick m 
their performances tins weekend with the 
University Performing Dancers 
THE BROTHERS OF ZETA BETA TAU 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
CHRIS JARVIS 
ON HIS ENGAGEMENT TO 
CONNIE PETERSON 
The Sewers ol Delia Zeta would ska to con 
gjaheste Gretchen Rust tor bang choan me 
Sigma Chi Pledge Sweetheart" 
DZ'Dsaa Zeta-Stgma Chi-DZ 
The Saiers of Den Zeta wouU Ike to con- 
giiaasti Dawn Pant and DU Cneg Sacco on 
ma* recent Isvaaartng' Cortgatule»onel 
THE SISTERS OF PI BETA PHI WOULD LIKE 
TO EXTEND A CONGRATULATIONS TO 
DELTA UPtlLON CRAIG SACCO FOR 
TREASURER OF MBFCA, AND TO ALPHA 
GAM CARRIE ROADS FOR PRESIDENT, AND 
MELISSA PUCKETT FOR VICE PRESIDENT 
OF MAPCAII THE BGSU OREEK SYSTEM IS 
PROUD TO BE REPRESENTED BY YOUt 
Then CM Hem Angela 
Saturday. March 14. tSSr 
Ladles ol BGSU GET READY 
TIE DYE SHIRT SALE 
TIE OYE SHIRT SALE 
T€ OYE SMRT SALE 
MARCH g-20 
UNIVERSITY HALL 
MATH SCIENCE LOBBY 
ONLY So 
SPONSORED   BY   HONORS   STUDENT 
ASSOCIATION 
TO MY M BOB DICK. 
JUST WANTED TO THANK YOU FOR BE INC. A 
GREAT BK)i I HAD A GREAT TIME AT MARK'S 
LAST WEEKEND AND I'M GETTING TOTALLY 
PSYCHED FOR HiTlATION THIS SATURDAYI 
LOVE YOUR LITTLE. 
LAURIE 
To my Da* Data Fred 
Thanks lor a GREAT time al Daft Formal last 
weekend! Look out Windsor. Canada 'cause 
here we come to Alpha Phi Formal It's sure to 
bee blast 
Love. Hot! 
To My Twin Lfflee Amy and Jui 
Happy Birthday to the bom of you 
Gel excited lor the celebration on Saturday! 
L a L Big Path 
To our SAE dates Rick and Kevin. 
Get psyched lor tonight 
Alpha Phi formal «■ be out ol sight 
Wstch out Windsor, ws're on our way 
and we're planning an unforgettable stayFLove 
Michelle and Ketyn 
Tom and Slavs 
Get psyched lw tonight 
Windsor w* be out ot sight 
Love. Jut end Debbie 
PS Hey Tom. should I bring my Rstt tape! 
Typing and Word Processing Services and 
Resumes These and dasertohona « to Z Detn 
-across trom Urenan's, 352-5042 
UAO Sunbreak '17 
OrganlzattonsI Meeting 
Monday, March 11 
VERY IMPORTANT!!! 
ATTENOENCE STRONGLY ENCOURAOEOI! 
Wayne CoMn-We congratulate you on your 
success in directing the 1987 MIFCA MAPCA 
leadership conference m St Louis We would 
also a\e to recognize the Greek system of 
Bowing Green lor receiving the Outstanding 
Greek System Award In St Lou* this past 
weekend 
The Brothers of Sigma Phi EpsHon 
Wayne CotvNv-We congratulate you on your 
success in directing the 1987 MIFCA-MAPCA 
Leadership Conference In St Louis We would 
atao ave to recognize the Greek Syytem ol 
Bowing Green kx receiving an award In St. 
Louis this pest weekend 
■' by SHARK 
Soeedo Swtmeuits 
REC CENTER PRO SHOP 
WANTED 
• • •WANTED- • • 
Nomtnattone lor the Outstanding Contributor to 
Graduate Education award. Fore more info 
contact the GSS office (2-2426) 
2 female roommates needed for 87-88 school 
year Cal Mtehees 2 5808 
2-3 noniwnalll needed lor tma SUMMER to 
lublesas 2 bdrm luty furnished apt VIEW 
OVERLOOKING POOL. Cal 353-0037 
Female Wanted, to sublease apt lor summer 
and poesta* lease lor fall asm Nice apt , low 
rant, own bedroom If interested please cal 
Meanda at 353-2629 
Headed 4 people lo sublease brand new apt 
for 87-88 2 bdrm . 2 bath Cal Usa 2-5907 
One quiet lamata roommate needed for 87-88 
school yar Apartment dose lo campus For 
more information cal Pam or Laura al 
382-2092 
PLEASE HELP I or 2 persons to sublet my 
room ol s 2 bedroom furnished spt. On the 
edge of campus Now thru Aug I arm furnish 
depoeH Dave 354 4808 
WANTED 2 females to sublease lor summer 
Own rooms, greet new lurmshed apartments 
Cat 353-1408 
WANTED Cooks lor Porthole Restaurant on 
KeVaMland Send Resume lo 18771 Thorpe 
Rd Chagrin Fals. OH 44022 
HELP WANTED 
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer 
Camp In Pooono Mia.. PA. Contact Cayuoa. 
PO Box 234BG. Kenifcvorth. NJ 07033 
(2011-278-0106 
Attention College Students 
National Company needs students lor lull-time 
summer employment Earn S2.00O-S4.000 
pus acholershlpe. Work In your own hometown 
A great opportunity, plus guaranteed income 
Apply in person Thursday March 12m or Friday 
March 13m In Fort Rm Student Union al 1 00. 
2 00. 3 00.4:00 PM 
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON 
NANNY? 
Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys 
spending lime with children? Live m lovely, 
suburban neighborhoods. en)oy exceftent 
salaries benefits, your own Irving Quarters and 
tanned working hours Your round-trip transpor- 
tation is provided One year commitment 
necessary Cal or write Mrs Flach. Chadcare 
Placement Service, inc ICCPSI. 149 
Bucknvnatar Rd Brooktane. MA 02146 (617| 
588-6294 
Exerting Summer Job C>pportun*ee 
Toledo RNer CnJse Unas la looking lor young , 
adults  wan outgoing,   exciting  peraonaWea   ' 
Jobs liiaMiln In ticket reservations, waiter a 
•aitresses food prep , general utll 
(memtenanc* detvery. etc ) Grumps need not 
apply Write only -send resume Dan O'Connor, 
Toledo River Cruise Lines. 618 Front St. 
Toledo. Ohio 43605 
Exp stable help wanted Part time Mon. thru 
lii 8:00 AM to noon. Cal John 1-874-4241 
Pern/aburg 
HaUKation tranet 10-20 hrs wk to worst In 
group home setting with MRDO adults Send 
resume or apply In person to Gregg Hetden 
151 N Michigan. Suite 316. Toledo. OH 
43624 
Help Wanted Energetic, fun-lovtng people lor 
bartender A floor wafcer positions si Buttons 
Nightclub Apply after 8 00 pm 
Henry J'a Fundrinkery 
Is now hiring hosts, hostesses, bartenders, bar- 
maids, eatresses, orouptars and cleaning per- 
sonnel Must be energetic, embHIous and have 
an outgoing personalty Al positions era part 
One which Is greet for ooeage students Apply 
Wednesday Monday alter 8:00 pm 1532 S 
Byrne Rd, Toledo. OH 
Looking tor a IYalaiit4laaoioflt|i or atudent 
organisation that would Ilka to make 
1500-11 soo tor one week for a one week long 
on campus marketing project Group muet be 
organized and herd working. Can John 
J72-6707 
Looking to asm good It thla term but your 
schedule precludes study hours? We have a 
greet tob tor you representing major com- 
panies on campua with highly fexlbte hours 
Call JOHN 1724707 
Make hundreds weekly meeng drnusval No 
Quotas! omits' Bush self addressed stamped 
envelope AM MAR 256 Robertson. Dept P7. 
Beverly Has. CA 90211 
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round Europe, 
S Amer . Austral*. ASM Al twos $900-2000 
mo Signalling Free info. Write DC, PO Bx 
52-OH3 Cerona Del Mar. CA 92626 
Recreaton therspwt 10-15 hrs per week to 
work In a group home with high functioning 
MRDOrnen Send resume or spply in person to 
Gregg Hexttn. 151 N. Michigan Suite 315. 
Toledo. OH 43624 
Resort Hotels. Cruaeenee. Airanee, Amuse- 
ment Parks, NOW accepting applications For 
more IrrtomtaDon and an application write: Na- 
tional Coesgiate Recreation Service PO Box 
8074 Heton Head SC 29938 
Somewhere and something drtlerent for Sum- 
mer Ernptoyment? Work on the downtown 
Bhoresne ol Keasys island at the CASINO' Live 
entertainment 7 days a week Needed are 
bartenders, welters, waitresses and cooks Ap- 
ply to P.O 26, Keseys Island, OH 43438 c-o 
Tom UaYtch 419-746-2323 Good pay 
Summer Ernptoyment 
Put-In Bay Wend Carryout Del 50-55 hrs-wk 
Start mid-May Prior food service exp. helpful 
Cal Irwtn Saverman 14191 865-3793 
Summer Job Opportunities 
We are planning our summer NOW! Maybe you 
should be too! Students interested In gaining 
sales experience and earning above average in- 
come this summer can gel more information by 
submitting s resume to Permscrstts. Box 238. 
Sytvanta. OH 43580 
Tutor needed 2 to 3 nights a week tor First 
Grader 1 1-2 hrs per night. $45 a weak cat 
874-2347 ask for Joe or Colleen 
Weapaper helper Pintmg and papering contrac- 
tor needs a lul or pert time helper Transports 
Bon a MUST and must be dependable. State 
desired wage and send resume to Keith Lance, 
PO Box 904. BG 43402 
4 1X1111 nOUM leaVl blOCk ■TO*" OffonfMUOr IVW. 
Isl 1987   1 yr. lease $620 mo   1-874-7674 
8 bedroom, furnished house to sublease tor 
summer '87 Aa HM as $200 for whole sum 
mar Cal 372-3663 of 372-6658 ASAP tor 
more Into 
FOR SALE 
'78 VW Dasher 76.000 ml AC tape player 
(rens well) $960 19" color TV-S60 
372-8625. ask tor J Nathan 
BUFF APARTMENTS NOW RENTING tor 
school year 87-68 Furreshed or unfurnished 2 
bedroom apattments 9 or 12 month leases 
avalabie Rent Is $630 a month tor 9 month or 
$476 month tor 12 month Summer rent la 
$600 par apartment CM Tim at 362-7182 or 
364-1035 
1 Round trip ticket lo 
FLORIDA 
Cleveland lo Mam 
ONLY $119. 
must sal, cal Jeff« 
363-0312 
Check out the beet-kept secret In BO aptel 
Go lo 802 etn SI or cal 
354-8616 and la* lo Ph4 or Mai 
about a 4-peraon. 2 bdrm. turn apt 
Beta VCR Excel cond phone 363-2329 
Can you buy Jeeps. Csrs. 4 X II Seized in 
drug raids lor under $100? Csl lor Iscts today 
602-837-3401. Ext 299 
KsDhen table wllh 4 melching chairs, very 
sturdy-good condition $60 must Baa soon Cal 
352 8366 after 6 00 pm 
Need of good home for one male ferret, make 
offer, any offer -cat 372-5847 
Stereo Mixer Board 
Handass 2 phono's A tape deck, rmc 
Uxe new $35 or bast offer 
Tim 353-9111 
Want to DRUM up some excitement In your sis- 
buy a snare drum with stand for only $86 Cal 
353-6812 and ask tor ERIC 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS 
Nest to Aspen Wine Restaurant 
2 bdrm --turn 8 unfum. 
Cal Tom 352-4673 days 
362-1800 eves 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom apt. 6 bedroom house 
tor Summer Term  1-267-3341 
Four bedroom. furrUsbed house svsasble for 
summer and-or tal ol 1987 Great bceton' 
$800 per month. CM anytime 352-1169 
Furnished Efficiency 
Cornpiete wllh color TV . Cable and HBO. Al 
irtietws pak) Ideal lor upperdassmen 
graduates Semester leases B.G.'s finest 
apartment value $320 per month Phone 
364-3182 or 352-1520. 
House lor lubteaas tor summer $86 per month 
« uH per person max  5 CM 363-3918 
Ntos 3 bdrm   turn house   with washer dryer 
Aval May 18 Second > High 352-8827 
FOR RENT 
Steve Smith Apartment rtsntea Homes and 
Duplexes lor 1987-88 school year 352-8917 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apartments 
For 3-4 students 
OMce hours to s m -3 pm 
Located 316 E. Merry, No. 3 
For more alto or appointment 
Phone 352-7365 anytime 
Also summer rentals 
Two bedroom,  furnished spertments lor the 
67-88 school year 352-2863 
Urgent: Need someone to assume lease on s 
2 bedroom apt for '87-'M. Close to campus. 
Outstanding value. Cell 2-1340, 2-17G5. 
CO-OP CORNER 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Assortment ot marry apis 
$ dupeexeo tor summer $ 
fall rentals. CALL NOW 
tor chWcs apis 964-2210 
Office located at 319 E. Wooaler 
1 $ 2 bedroom furnished apts for summer & 
1987-68 school year S 1 V Rentals. 
352-7454 
1 Dedrooin apt tor summer 87 Air cond FREE 
heat, water gas. Close to Campua Cal Ten or 
Len 353-7907 
2 bdrm fum. apt. $400 tor summer 
2 bdrm unfum apt aval May or August Cal 
352-3445 
NEED A SUMMER JOB IN CLEVELAND? 
1 Opening tor Soph, Jr or Sr students maxxmg 
an Aoctg, IPCO. Business or Mechanical- 
Design Tschnology Psys 5 93-7 06 per hr 
2 Hospital*/ Salea majors are needed at Hoi- 
day Inn aa Desk dark. Conference Sates. Food 
Prspsrstton Rising Jr or Sr trom Clove eras 
Paid poerOon" 
Expending company in Youngstown-Werren. 
Boar omen Poland area needs Fr or Soph to 
staff rotas showrooms Bus or Science majors 
welcome! Paid position" 
Prssentation given by company lor students in- 
terested m salea tramng opportunlttee lor sum- 
mar - Tuesday, March 17. 4 00 PM in Co-op 
Office. 238 AoYren Interview schedule to be ar- 
ranged tor totowtng day 
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM 
236 ADMIN 372-2451 
THE COLLEGE OF 
MUSICAL ARTS 
present 
An Evening With 
UC L anaione 
April 11, 1987 
6:30pm and 10:00pm 
in Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
BGSU Student Tickets (with valid ID) $7,$10, $13 
General Public $10, $13, $16 
Go on Sale March 16 at the Kobacker Box Office 
(372-8171) 
& March 20 at Boogie Records in Toledo & 
Finders Records in BG & Findlay. 
All Seats Reserved 
GUI *Clff    invites you to redeem you Chuck Mangione ticket for o 10% discount 
' on your Aspen tab (drinks not included) the night of the show. 
Casual sex in the '80s: 
Mats— 
a gambling proposition 
Partners pass the bug p.5 Condom ads on television p.6 Cysts can bring infertility p.8 
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Campus Comments 
Fridoy interviews by D«n«ll« Jonas Frtdoy photos bu Mkh«ll« Thorn«uj«ll 
HOUJ important is your health to you? 
Gretchen Kirk, sopho- 
more hospitality man- 
agement major from 
Mentor: "I don't eot 
snacks and I eat the right 
foods. I don't exercise 
enough." 
Jeff Osborne, junior 
accounting major from 
western Kentucky: "/Mu 
neo*n Is real important 
to me. I'm Interested In o 
lot of sports, but I don't 
exercise enough. I'm 
conscious of the food I 
eat. I try to eot food that 
Is good for me." 
Deborah Baldridoe, 
senior Journalism major 
from Cleveland: "/ don't 
exercise as much as I 
should, but I tru to eat 
the right foods." 
Londb White, Junior 
Interpersonal and public 
communications major 
from Rkron: "My health 
Is very Important to me. I 
tft weights and go to the 
track to run, but I don't 
eat the right foods." 
Heidi Pokopoc, soph- 
omore sociology major 
from Chesterland: "/ 
exercise three or four 
times o week. I'm getting 
better with my food." 
Heath Center provides 
free advice to students 
by Donna Scenna and 
Amy Kizer 
The Student Health Center provides 
medical consultations for free. 
There Is no tee lor office visits to the 
Health Center, so students do not pay 
for an appointment If no treatment is 
given, said the center's clinic coordi- 
nator, Joanne Navin, RN MSN. Any 
care given by the physicians or nurse 
clinicians are charged on a lee-for- 
service basis. 
There are 33 staff members at the 
Health Center. This Includes nurses, 
medical assistants and clerical work- 
ers and live full-time physicians and 
nurse clinicians. 
Navin said the physicians on staff 
usually have a family-practice back- 
ground, and three of them nave 
emergency room experience. 
"Our staff Is very current. They are 
Interested In working with college- 
age students and that's why they're 
here," Navin said. "I'm proud of our 
statl and I would match them with any 
other. I would make these people my 
family doctors," she said. 
The Health Center otters an ambu- 
latory care clinic, a pharmacy, an 
allergy injection clinic, a Woman's 
Health Clinic, and X-ray and labo- 
ratory services. 
Also available to students are psy- 
chological services including coun- 
seling and psychological testing. 
Another part ot the Health Center is 
the Student Wellness Center. A group 
of student volunteers staff the center 
and provide a speakers bureau and 
resource library. Peer advisors are 
available for counseling regarding 
stress-reduction and other methods of 
limiting Illness. 
The Health Center Is open 8 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 
operates on an appointment basis. 
Navin considers the time between 8 
and 10 a.m. to be the best for appoint- 
ments. Students who desire an ap- 
pointment will receive one within 24 
hours of their call and drop-Ins are 
accepted. 
The Student Health Center was orig- 
inally built as a hospital before a limit 
was placed on enrollment, Navin 
said. 
The enrollment celling eliminated 
the need for In-patient care so me 
hospital was converted to an out-pa- 
tient facility, she said. 
Campus blood donors 
help hundreds in area 
by Kelly Rose 
F-nday stall reporter 
The American Red Cross of To- 
ledo has to obtain 275 pints of 
blood a day or the supply In north- 
west Ohio will be low and campus 
blood drives provide their largest 
drawing, according to a Red Cross 
volunteer. 
According to Judy Gorls, the 
Toledo Red Cross frequently sets up 
bloodmoblles at the University In 
hopes of obtaining 200 pints of 
blood a day to distribute to 19 
hospitals throughout 10 counties In 
northwest Ohio. 
Though needles scare off a num- 
ber of potential donors, Gorls said, 
"When you think of someone In a 
hospital that needs blood, the hurt 
of the needle Isn't so bad." 
Gorls said there Is no way a 
donor can acquire AIDS or any 
other disease from the donation 
process because all equipment 
used Is sterilized and disposed of 
after It Is used. 
The Red Cross also fakes several 
precautions to ensure that people 
with diseases do not give blood. 
Most people who have been 
exposed to Illnesses such as AIDS or 
malaria are eliminated at the med- 
ical history questioning stations. 
After the blood Is collected, It Is 
sent to the Red Cross tor testing and 
If It meets their qualifications, It Is 
sent to a hospital. Most hospitals, 
retest the blood, she said. 
The Red Cross recently added 
another step In the process to en- 
sure AIDS-free blood. 
Donors decide If their blood Is 
safe for transfusion by answering a 
questionnaire which asks If the 
donors believe they may hove 
been exposed to a virus that could 
have been transmitted through 
their blood. 
The answers are then sealed In 
an envelope, which Is sent to the 
Red Cross. There Is also a phone 
number to call at a later date If the 
donors change their minds about 
the quality of their blood. All Infor- 
mation Is kept confidential. 
The next University blood drive Is 
April 13-16. Gorls said anyone over 
17 and In good health Is eligible fo 
donate. She said donors should 
rest and eat beforehand. 
Friday 
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Success drive eclipses worship 
by Tracoy Baldorl 
I relay reporter 
Spiritual health Is being replaced 
with a worship of success by college 
students who strive to be upwardly 
mobile. 
According to the Rev. Steve Schert- 
zlnger ol Active Christians Today, a 
non-denominational organization, "It 
has to do with a drive to get good 
grades, to get a good Job where they 
can make beaucoup bucks," he said. 
The desire and time that it takes to 
succeed academically, Schertzlnger 
said, may not allow enough free time 
for a student to attend weekly 
fellowship or Bible study meetings, or 
attend church on Sunday. 
Jim Lltwln, director ot Institutional 
studies at the University, said that he 
agreed, and that the average stu- 
dent's amount of spare time has 
shrunk. 
"There Is a choice to make about 
what stays and what is cut out," he 
said. 
Ultimately, Litwln said, religion Is cut 
out and economic priorities come 
Into play, apparent from a 1986 sur- 
vey Lltwln conducted among all In- 
coming Ireshmen. When the students 
were osked to rank their Immediate 
priorities, "getting a good |ob" was 
ranked at the top of the list, while 
"religion" fell at the bottom of the list. 
"Frankly, the students were not In- 
terested In exploring their religious 
beliefs," Lltwln said. "Students are 
more -involved In getting good 
grades, finding a major and getting 
good professors." 
These economic priorities that 
usually dictate the future must be 
taken care ol while they can, Steve 
Evans, coordinator of Active Chris- 
tians Today, said, 
"II you're paying good money to be 
a student, and are trying to lead 
yoursell Into a vocation, you need to 
make the best out of college course 
work." 
Evans, a secondary science educa- 
tion major, said that he believes a 
student can balance studying lor his 
classes and still have time lor the 
scriptures. 
"A student can say. 'Well, I'm so 
sold out for Jesus, that I'm going to 
attend every Bible study group every 
day,' and end up neglecting his 
homework. There needs to be a fine 
balance," he said. 
Not only will a student strive to 
achieve lor economic reasons, but 
also lor reasons of acceptance, Jim 
Lett, coordinator of Navigators said. 
Navigators Is a national non-de- 
nominational Christian organization 
that caters to military and collegiate 
institutions. 
By filling their lives with activities, 
Lett said that a student fulfills two 
"basic needs" of security and signifi- 
cance. Through achieving academi- 
cally, Lett said a student Is deemed 
significant and Is therelore secure In 
this knowledge. 
"It Is the Idea of 'I have something 
to contribute,' or 'I have personal 
worth,'" he said. 
Another deterrence from spiritual 
Interest, Lett said, Is that the educatio- 
nal system does not teach students 
how to think, but rather, what to think. 
This Is evident, he said, by little or no 
Interaction with others In the class- 
room and the use of objective, as 
opposed to essay tests. He said that 
there Is no room lor exploring the Idea 
that there may be a supreme ruler, 
and that we are conditioned to think 
that there is only one "right" answer to 
every question. 
Mark Seymour, a University grad- 
uate and member of Navigators, said 
that he believes that to keep with the 
social trend means not being in- 
volved In a relationship with God. 
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Shertzinger agreed. "Religion Is an 
embarrassing topic to put forth," he 
said, "so It takes a low profile ." 
He said that the reason for this Is 
that students feel that religion is not 
intellectual. "Students want to be 
taken seriously and don't want to be 
attacked on Intellectual grounds," he 
said. 
However, he added that although 
the embarrassment Is still prevalent, 
student religion is more acceptable 
today than 20 years ago, as evident 
from the Increase in Christian campus 
organizations. 
"The conservative movement has 
made this so," Schertzlnger said. 
Anne Korcher. associate pastor at 
St. Thomas More, agreed that stu- 
dents' values have become more 
traditional. 
"Students are seeking out values 
and asking 'Who Is God?' and 'How 
can I be faithful to Him?' " she said. 
The students ol the '60s (which was 
deemed the "Jesus Revolution" era), 
were apathetic because they did not 
know what was going on in the world 
and they "turned to" a higher being 
lor guidance, Lett said. 
"The jungles ot Vietnam was a far 
away place, It was pre-sputnlk and 
pre-computer." Today, he said, a 
typical student Is apathetic because 
now they know what Is going on In the 
world, but they just feel helpless and 
Insecure. 
"They are not certain whether or not 
they can do anything about things 
like nuclear war," he said. Thus, a 
student will look to tangible, immedi- 
ate needs, such as achieving an 
"acceptable" economic status, he 
said. 
Do students have Intangible, emo- 
tional needs to examine religion? 
Schertzlnger said that he believes so. 
A need that motivates students to 
religion Is fellowship and guidance. 
"A tragedy, like breaking up with 
their boyfriend or girlfriend, or getting 
bad grades allows students to reeva- 
luate their lives and find that they 
need help In the midst ol troubles," 
Schertzlnger said. 
Karcher agreed, "It depends on the 
rhythm ol the student's life," she said. 
She said that a student will seek 
solace, especially when he Is under 
pressure. 
"During exam week, church atten- 
dance Is very high," she explained. 
Sometimes these feelings are not 
quite so sincere, Seymour said. "Stu- 
dents kind of keep God in their back 
pocket and take Him out when they 
teel the need." 
Students who irregularly attend 
church can find themselves sitting in 
a pew on the Sunday before exam 
week. 
Some believe that as a student 
becomes more established and se- 
cure, religion will eventually fill a 
bigger part ot their lives. 
"Religion becomes more important 
as people get out ot college." said 
Dave Boutelle, president of Christian 
Science Organization, a non-denomi- 
national, national group which has 
about 60 student members ot the 
University. 
This may be attributable to grad- 
uates having at least partially estab- 
lishing careers while thinking ol 
settling down and raising a family. 
"People have more of a direction." 
he said. 
Lltwln said students can also be 
"established" while In college. 
"After the freshman year, more stu- 
dents are comfortable and secure In 
their environment and begin to ex- 
plore religious and philosophical 
questions," he said. 
Boutelle agrees that the "search" is 
happening In college, but that It is not 
lifting the bill lor an Immediate need. 
"Students know that they should 
care about It. but It Is not their primary 
concern," he said. 
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A plague thai threatens all 
t>v Betsy Smith and 
Kathle Relgle 
There is a killer running rampant and people 
even/where are becoming Its victims. Its targets are 
suddenly not just homosexuals, drug users or hemo- 
philiacs. Anyone could be vulnerable. 
AIDS. Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, is 
a virus that breaks down the delense system ol the 
body. People that contract the disease sutler Irom 
acute Infections and rare forms of cancer. 
According to the pamphlet by the American 
College Health Association, "AIDS-What Every- 
one Should Know." the symptoms are similar to 
common, minor Illnesses. The symptoms Include 
excessive fatigue, recurring fevers, unexplained 
weight loss, enlargement of the lymph nodes, a 
constant sore throat, a persistent cough, easy 
bruising, continued diarrhea and pink or purple 
bumps on the skin. 
Because ol AIDS, sexual Intercourse with a 
stranger hos become a high-risk ordeal that could 
become a deadly affair. Although sex Is not the 
only way AIDS Is transmitted. It Is the most common 
way. 
During intercourse, the exchange of body fluids 
from one partner to another provides a conducive 
atmosphere tor the contraction of AIDS. Other 
sexual activities such as anal Intercourse and oral 
contact are extremely risky. 
Though no evidence as yef proves the disease 
can be passed on through saliva, the solely factor 
ol kissing remains uncertain. 
Contrary to popular belief, AIDS Is not easily con- 
tracted. It is not transmitted through air, water or by 
casual contact of any kind. 
Under no circumstances can AIDS be transmitted 
through donating blood, but It can be spread by 
exposure to Infectious blood. If the surface of the 
skin is broken by Injury or needle, especially those 
tainted by dirt or shared to Inject Intravenous drugs, 
an Individual runs a higher risk of contracting the 
disease. 
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop has said 1.5 
million Americans have this deadly disease, and 
although 70 percent to 75 percent ot those Infected 
with AIDS have traditionally been homosexual or 
bisexual men, the cases of women and children 
are surprisingly on the uprise. 
According to Sue Woodman's article, "AIDS — 
Getting It Straight," In New York Women Magazine. 
there were 1,806 women and 141 children In the 
nation diagnosed as having AIDS In 1986. 
In Ohio, last year's statistics documented 242 
cases ol the disease. Pam Gerwin, Immunization 
and communicable disease nurse at the Wood 
County Health Department, said that of these 242 
people, 105 were between the ages of 30-39, the 
largest age bracket. Children 13 years and 
younger had the smallest occurance ot the dis- 
ease, with only one diagnosed case, she said. 
Gerwin added that 76 percent ot those affected 
were Caucasian, 22 percent were black and 2 
percent were Hlspanlcs. 
In the history of Wood County, there has only 
been one reported case of AIDS and that victim Is 
deceased. 
"In 1986 there were no cases reported," Gerwin 
said. If a case of AIDS is suspected, It should be 
reported to the Medical College of Ohio (MCO) In 
Toledo. 
A study conducted by the National Academy of 
Science (NAS) has projected that by 1990, 58,000 
people will die per year ot this deadly disease and 
In 1991, 180.000 deaths from AIDS will have oc- 
curred. 
With the recent Increase In numbers, the NAS has 
strongly urged the lederal government to Increase 
spending In the amount ot S2 billion In the area ot 
research and education on the disease. Koop has 
proclaimed the need to educate the nation's 47 
million schoolchildren on the causes of the disease. 
Educating society on the prevention of AIDS has 
become a national project. Every hospital, govern- 
ment agency and community Is trying to help 
conquer this deadly enemy. 
A report Issued by the White House states that the 
easiest way to help combat the spread of AIDS Is in 
"mutually faithful monogamous relationships." II 
this Is not possible, be familiar with the chosen 
partner and keep the number of partners limited. 
Another way to be protected from AIDS is by using a 
condom. 
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Safety with sex requires effort 
by Deborah Gottschalk 
Friday stall reporter 
When discussing sexually trans- 
mitted diseases, most people say. "It 
won't happen to me." The problem Is, 
It might. 
It Is Important to understand the 
myths related to the diseases, as well 
as how they can be prevented. 
According to Joanne Navln, RN, MSN, 
clinic coordinator at the Student 
Health Center, STDs are affecting the 
entire college population. 
STDs   are   "diseases   which   are 
AIDS a valid 
concern for 
everyone 
by Deborah Gottschalk 
Friday staff reporter 
The college campus Invariably mir- 
rors the same problems, situations or 
concerns that the larger society expe- 
riences. 
Students otten worry that the bad 
elements prevalent In the nation may 
trickle down Into their somewhat se- 
cluded college atmosphere. 
Adding to the many worries college 
students already must bear Is the 
recent concern that "AIDS Is making 
Itself known In Ohio," said Joanne 
Navln, clinic coordinator at the 
Health Center. 
Although In Ohio the disease Is 
"nothing compared to the East and 
West Coast ... that Is how things 
happen — they hit the East and West 
first, and get to Ohio a few years 
later," she said. 
There were a total of 262 cases of 
AIDS In Ohio In 1986. 
Of these, one person from the 13-or- 
younger bracket fell victim; two were 
age 14 to 19; 54 were age 20 to 29; 105 
people age 30 to 39 contracted the 
disease; and 28 were over SO. 
These statistics are terrifying be- 
cause, while societal concerns hit the 
nation first, and then Ohio, the 
relationship between Ohio and Bowl- 
ing Green Is similarly relative. Some 
may wonder when these statistics will 
Include the University. 
Student concern over this Issue has 
spurred response. On Monday at 8 
p.m. In Gish Film Theater, Karen 
Krause, president/coordinator of the 
Toledo-area AIDS task force, will be 
facilitating an Information session on 
AIDS. 
Many University organizations are 
sponsoring the event, minority organi- 
zations Included. This may be be- 
cause the Ohio AIDS victims Include 
S3 blacks and 4 Hlspanlcs. 
spread by sexual Intercourse with an 
Infected person," according to the 
Ohio Department of Health, and 
"cannot be caught from objects such 
as towels, drinking glasses, doorknobs 
and public toilets." 
Another popular myth Is "I would 
know If I had one," Navln said. This Is 
not true because sometimes sexually 
transmitted diseases have no symp- 
toms. 
This makes them especially dan- 
gerous because STDs can be Incur- 
able or cause serious complications, 
Navln said. 
The staff at the Health Center wor- 
ries about Individuals who leel confi- 
dent that they could not suffer from an 
STD, as they tend not to go for regular 
checkups, Navln said. Without know- 
ing It, they could be carriers as well as 
victims of such a disease. 
Some diseases have noticeable 
flare-ups, she added. However, when 
the symptoms disappear, the disease 
does not. 
According fo Navln, there has been 
an Increase In STDs. 
One reason for this increase may 
be that sexual Involvement has be- 
come part of committed 
relationships, she said. The more sex- 
ual encounters a person has, the 
greater his or her chance of being 
exposed to STDs. 
People engaging In sexual Inter- 
course at a younger age and, often, 
with more partners, contribute to the 
Increase in victims of STDs, Navln said. 
The higher number of documented 
cases may be attributed to the fact 
that testing for these diseases Is more 
prevalent. A low-cost test for chlamy- 
dla, one STD common at the Univer- 
sity, was discovered only two years 
ago. 
An obvious way to prevent catch- 
ing an STD would be to abstain from 
sexual relationships, Navln said. For 
those who re|ect this option, however, 
Navin suggests limiting sexual part- 
ners. 
She said that when someone has 
sexual Intercourse, "He or she Is not 
just having Intercourse with that per- 
son, but everyone they've had sex 
with In their lives," because any dls- 
The more sexual 
encounters a person 
has, the greater his 
or her chance of be- 
ing exposed to 
STDs—Joonne 
Navin  
ease they might have caught from a 
previous partner has the possibility of 
being passed on to subsequent part- 
ners. 
For this reason, Navln encourages 
people to know their partners. In addi- 
tion, using condoms has proven to be 
nearly 100 percent effective against 
preventing STDs when used properly, 
Navln said. 
There are many different STDs, but 
four are particularly prevalent 
among college-aged students and at 
the University. 
According to the American Council 
for Healthful Living, the most prevalent 
STD Is chlamydla, which affects 3 
million to 10 million Americans each 
year. It is also one of the most com- 
mon STDs at the University. 
Testing for this disease was con- 
ducted by the Student Health Center 
for 500 women In the fall of 1985. The 
results showed that 10 percent of the 
women had chlamydla. 
This number has decreased now 
that testing for the disease has be- 
come mandatory lor all women who 
have checkups at the women's health 
clinic. By treating both partners with 
the antibiotic tetracycllne, the dis- 
ease Is easily cured. 
In the last five years, venereal warts 
have become one of the most promi- 
nant STDs at the University, according 
to Navln. This virus is characterized by 
irritation, burning, Itching and wart- 
like bumps, particularly on the geni- 
tals. This highly contagious disease 
can also be cured, Navln said. 
Gonorrhea and herpes are also 
present at the University, but are not 
as prevalent. Gonorrhea can be 
cured by taking penicillin. Herpes is 
Incurable, although the herpes rash 
may temporarily disappear. 
Sores, rashes and discharges from 
the genitals are indications of both 
these diseases, according to the 
American Council for Healthful Living. 
Unfortunately, an Individual can 
catch on STD after being with a part- 
ner only one time. For this reason, 
knowing the sexual history of a poten- 
tial partner is important. Although 
people may only see their sexual 
partner one night, they could receive 
"a gift that lasts forever," Navln said. 
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TV condom ads yet to hit area 
by Korin Nevlus 
I rnkiy stoff tefxxier 
The addition oi condoms to the list 
ot television advertisements has cre- 
ated controversy across the United 
States, but has had little Impact on 
northwest Ohio. 
Toledo affiliates ol the three major 
networks must develop their own poli- 
cies about condom advertising. 
Doug Sinn, sales manager for 
WTVG, Channel 13, said the policy 
decisions are to be made on an 
individual basis. 
"We will not turn an ad down but 
would not accept It without viewing it 
first," he said. 
Limitations of time periods during 
which the commercials could be 
shown, such as prime time or, more 
likely, late night, would also be at the 
discretion of the station. 
Sinn explained that WTVG has not- 
been approached by any condom 
advertisers and does not expect the 
Toledo market to attract many. "It's 
highly unlikely that this area (midwes- 
tern, medium-sized town) would be 
approached," he said. He added 
that Detroit Is a larger nearby market 
that has been advertising condoms. 
Sales manager for WNWO, Channel 
24, Larry Kruszewski, said the ads "will 
probably happen In major markets 
first and they'll make the decisions. 
Then the issue will be broken in by the 
time we get them." He added that It Is 
hard to come up with a policy before- 
hand. 
WNWO has not received any con- 
Sunscreen use suggested 
for keeping skin healthy 
and maintaining tan 
dom ads yet and therefore no policy 
has been made, he said. "The issue 
just hasn't come up. At the time It 
does, we will take a look at the com- 
mercial Itself and the content of It and 
decide at that point whether we'll 
allow It at all," Kruszewski said. 
Steve Israel, program manager at 
WTOL, Channel 11, said the station 
does not have a policy concerning 
the advertisements either. "Cosmos 
Broadcasting Corporation (WTOL 
owner) Is currently looking at the 
whole situation. We hope to have a 
policy later," Israel said. They also 
have not been approached by any ol 
the advertisers. 
WTOL has conducted an Informal 
survey ot viewers about whether or not 
condoms should be advertised on 
television. 
Rick Busselle, six o'clock news pro- 
ducer, emphasized that the poll was 
taken only of their viewers and, more 
specifically, only their viewers who 
telt like calling in. However, he said 
that "almost 1,000 viewers responded. 
Ot these, 59 percent think that con- 
dom ads have a place on TV, while 41 
percent do not think so." 
Sinn of WTVG does not understand 
why the subject is controversial. "An 
awful lot of print has occurred over a 
limited commercial matter," he said. 
Some University students think that 
condom ads are necessary to calm 
the fears about sexually transmitted 
dlseases.-though. 
Karen Rose, junior English major, 
said she believes society is backward 
In Its attitudes toward the ads. "I can 
see why some people might be em- 
barrassed because It is of an intimate 
nature, but If It can help save lives 
because m AIDS, then condom ads 
by Barb Symbolik 
fnday reporter 
Spring break last approaches and for those who are 
lucky enough to be going toward the warmer climates, 
here is a word of caution against the burning rays ol the 
sun. 
According to the Wellness Center's pamphlet on "Sensi- 
ble Fun In the Sun," sunburn occurs because the skin Is 
exposed to greater amounts ol the sun's ultraviolet rays 
than can be absorbed. Damage can occur in as little as 
10-20 minutes, although redness may not occur for several 
should be shown on TV," she said. 
Karen Vergamlnl, senior early 
childhood education ma|or, thinks 
television is the Ideal medium for the 
ads. "People should see It and be 
aware ol It. Television reaches more 
people and they would think about it 
more," she said. 
Allison von Weber, junior elementa- 
ry/special education major, also 
thinks that television commercials 
would get the message to more peo- 
ple. "The majority ol people don't 
tune In to a show about how to pre- 
vent AIDS, but the commercials will 
unconsciously settle in their 
thoughts," she said. 
Concern with AIDS and other sex- 
ually transmitted diseases Is accom- 
panied by concern about teenage 
pregnancies. Education ol teen-agers 
about condoms Is another aspect ol 
the televised ads. 
"II they see it on TV, they'd be more 
apt to buy it," said von Weber. "Kids 
see the sex on TV, and they ought to 
be able to see the protection as well," 
she added. 
Rose Hermlller. senior gerontology 
major, shared the opinion about edu- 
cating teen-agers. "Parents should be 
educating their children to be re- 
sponsible about sex and If they're 
going to gel all upset about these 
ads, their kids will carry on with that 
attitude and never learn," she said. 
Brian McElroy, junior interpersonal 
and public communications major, 
said, "I think they should be allowed 
to be aired if they emphasize the 
prevention of disease and unwanted 
childbirth and not the promotion ol 
sex." 
iours. 
The damaging effects the sun can cause on the skin 
Include first degree burns, blisters and peeling. The long- 
term damages are premature aging, wrinkling and even 
skin cancer. 
The different contributing factors adding to sunburn 
Include a person's skin type. The lighter the skin, the more 
susceptible It Is to the ultraviolet rays of the sun. Redheads 
and blonds are also very susceptible to these rays. 
Blacks are relatively safe because their skin has a 
pigment that protects them from the ultraviolet rays of the 
sun, but they can also burn, so protection Is recom- 
mended. 
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Sun continued from page 6 
Even though it may be cloudy or loggy, the sun's 
rays can penetrate through and cause sunburn. 
Water, sand and snow also reflect the sun's rays; 
therefore, protection Is needed against these con- 
ditions. Large umbrellas don't filler out all the 
harmful rays either. 
High altitudes also contribute to the risk of sun- 
burn because there is less atmosphere to absorb 
the  ultraviolet  rays.   Additionally,  the  sun   gets 
stronger as you get closer to the equator. Certain 
types of medication may change the skin's reac- 
tion to the sun such as antibiotics, diuretics and 
birth control pills. Perfume may cause the skin fo be 
sensitive. 
tf Is best fo tan before 10 a.m. and after 3 p.m., 
when the ultraviolet rays are the weakest. For those 
who want to stay out longer, start off gradually and 
then build up tolerance to the sun. Protect eyes with 
dark green or gray polarized sunglasses while in 
the sun, limit exposure time, use a sunscreen and 
common sense. 
A variety of sunscreens filter out most of the 
damaging rays. Ihey contain PABA (paro-amino- 
benzoic-acid), which allows for gradual tanning. 
The higher the number on the package, the greater 
the protection you get. 
If a sunburn occurs, try and restore the moisture 
that was lost by taking a lukewarm bath or apply- 
ing a rich moisturizer. A cortisone cream or spray is 
often recommended for relief of inflammation. 
There are several on the market. 
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Disease leads to female infertility 
by Jenny Hudson 
Friday reporter 
When Nancy (not her real name) 
woke up one morning In 1963, the 
pain In her lower left side was excru- 
ciating. The dull, persistent pain went 
straight through to her back. 
Since Nancy had had ovarian and 
menstrual problems In the past, she 
quickly went to her gynecologist In- 
stead ol the emergency room. Upon 
examination, Nancy was diagnosed 
as having Steln-Leventhal disease, or 
polycystic ovarian disease. 
Medical reports showed that she 
had become, In some doctors' esti- 
mates, one ot of least 10 percent of 
women In the United States afflicted 
with this disease. 
Steln-Leventhal disease Is not well- 
known, yet It affects thousands ol 
women yearly. According to Dr. Jean 
Chin, New York City gynecologist, the 
disease is a disruption of the monthly 
ovulatlon process and prevents the 
egg-containing    ovarian    follicles 
deep within each ovary from releas- 
ing the unripe eggs. Instead, they 
remain stuck within each ovary. 
Eventually, Chin said, ovaries can 
become studded with many small 
cysts, which causes them to enlarge 
at much at two or three times their 
normal size. 
In Nancy's case, her pain was 
caused by a problem often asso- 
ciated with polycystic ovorlan dis- 
ease. Nancy's cysts had ruptured and 
she bled Internally into her ovary. 
According to Nancy, the pain ex- 
perienced when the cysts bleed It 
very acute. Nancy's physician told 
her patients with Steln-Leventhal dis- 
ease are often taken to. the emer- 
gency room and operated on for 
appendicitis, since the symptoms are 
often similar. 
Symptoms of the disease include 
lower abdominal pain and, most 
prevalently, Irregular or absent men- 
strual periods due to the normal ovu- 
latory cycle being Impeded, Chin 
said. Other symptoms may be weight 
Increase due to abnormal hormone 
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levels In the body and increased 
body and facial hair due to produc- 
tion of the male hormone present In 
small omountt In all women that 
Increases with the disease. 
Chin sold this condition Is prevalent 
among women between the ages of 
17 and 30. The cause Is unknown, but 
heredity appears to be a major fac- 
tor. Unfortunately, a great number of 
those affected may be infertile 
Nancy, a 22-year-old University stu- 
dent, was 19 when she was diag- 
nosed a* having Steln-Leventhal 
disease. She sold she was diagnosed 
by her doctor through a manual 
check of her ovaries that showed 
some enlargement and also through 
blood tests which showed the differ- 
ences In hormonal levels that are 
consistent with polycystic disease. 
Another method of diagnosis, said 
Chin, Is a visual examination of the 
ovaries. This con be done by a lapa- 
roscopy or culdoscopy, procedures 
In which a special viewing Instrument 
Is Inserted through a small Incision In 
the abdomen or vagina. 
Treatments for the disease may 
vary, according to the condition of 
the Individual, Chin sold. 
Some physicians may prescribe 
specific hormone therapy such as the 
use of birth control pills or a progeste- 
rone compound, as In Nancy's case. 
This usually re-establishes menstrua- 
tion and will let the patient have a 
regular period, while also reducing 
hair growth. Chin said. 
According to Chin, oral contracep- 
tives do prevent ovulatlon, so fertility 
drugs may be taken to stimulate ovu- 
latlon and eventually result In preg- 
nancy. 
In some cases of polycystic dis- 
ease, doctors may recommend sur- 
gery. Although In Nancy's case 
surgery was not needed, Chin said 
there Is a procedure called a wedge 
resection whereby a small portion of 
each ovary Is removed. 
Medical reports show this has been 
effective In reducing menstrual Irreg- 
ularity, but Chin recommends talking 
to a family physician before having 
any type of surgery performed. 
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* * Critic's Corner   * * 
by Jon Manning 
Friday reporter Husker Du — Warehouse: Songs and Stories 
Husker Du ha» come a long way 
from playing their hometown Minne- 
apolis bar scene during the punk rock 
heyday and being noted as the fast- 
est playing band in the world. 
Fittingly, the band's latest Warner 
Brothers double-record release, 
Warehouse: Song* and Stories, proves 
It. 
The style ol their music has 
changed, yet the lineup ol guitarist 
(vocalist Bob Mould, bassist Greg Nor- 
ton and drummer/vocalist Grant Hart 
Is still the original Husker Du. 
During their last eight years to- 
gether, they have evolved from being 
just another hard-core band playing 
to a predominantly hard-core clique, 
to becoming a critically praised and 
talented neo-punk outfit expanding 
their crowd considerably. 
This new-found acclaim has alien- 
ated many diehard fans who seem to 
think that Husker Du hat "mellowed 
out" and sold out to the populous. 
Well, Husker Du may have aced the 
"faster than a speeding train" motto 
but they still have not compromised 
the thought that makes the music — 
the real quality Is still there. 
Over the last three albums, Includ- 
ing Warehouse. Husker Du had been 
dropping subtle hints that they were 
moving In this direction because their 
music has progressively become 
slower, so their mellowing out should 
come as no shock. 
Starting with the 1985 SST-records 
release of Flip Your Wig and last 
year's Warner debut Candy Apple 
Grey, the music was being peppered 
with traces ol mainstream melodies. 
The transition became obvious 
when "Too Far Down," an acoustic 
number, and "Hardly Getting Over It," 
a tune with slow-dance written all 
over It, both appeared on Candy 
Apple Grey. 
Thus, Warehouse; Songs and Stories 
makes the transformation complete. It 
Is the pinnacle of the triad. Even 
though the others have yielded some 
of the best songs the band has ever 
done, as a whole, this one Is the most 
consistent In style. 
The Individual songwrlttng of Mould 
and Hart Is their most poignant ever 
and the band's overall performance 
Is tight and thorough. The same goes 
for Mould's and Hart's producing. 
Sound engineer Steve Fjelstad has 
proven what an art his work can be In 
represent the rising action, as they 
contain most of the album's faster- 
paced, upbeat, urgent variations on 
me theme. 
"These Important Years" opens with 
the notion that young people "better 
make them last" and that "Once 
you've seen the light, you finally/Rea- 
llze it might end up all right." 
"Back From Somewhere" Is the per- 
fect lead-In for the last song on side 
one, "Ice Cold Ice." This cut Is assur- 
edly the album's boldest. It tells of the 
ever-present need lor friendship in 
situations in which people believe it Is 
them  against  the  world — a  time 
Because life is short, people should keep in 
perspective certain things such as trust, 
friendship, living within one's means and, per- 
haps hardest of all, maintaining one's sanity. 
the overall sound quality. 
The sum total theme of Warehouse 
is this: In this cold, complex and fast- 
paced civilization, the simple "little 
guy" Is apt to get caught up In the 
dog-eat-dog mindset. Because life Is 
short, people should keep In perspec- 
tive things such as trust, friendship, 
living within one's means and, per- 
haps hardest of all, maintaining one's 
sanity. 
In executing this motif, Warehouse 
becomes a pseudo-novel. The songs 
are the plot set to guitar, bass, drums 
and vocals. 
Collectively, sides  one and  two 
when there Is no one to look up to 
except 'icons/No one else could- 
/Trust." 
"Ice Cold Ice" pumps In the mo- 
mentum that fuels the second side. 
Kicking In with Hart's "You're A Sol- 
dier," the song picks on the actions of 
an arrogant soldier with a "little boy 
tace/A fresh scrubbed teenage out- 
look on terror/And a khaki attitude." 
The third cut on the side, "Too Much 
Spice," alludes In a great way to the 
big picture of the theme. It suggests 
that people should not live life with 
"Too Much Spice" because In doing 
so, "you Indulge yourself and your 
feelings are Ignored." 
The album's climax finds the last 
three songs on the side being com- 
bined. 
"Friend, You've Got To Fall," "Vi- 
sionary" and "She Floated Away" all 
relate to the listener the Idea that a 
life dominated by Ill-Intent and chas- 
ing materialistic dreams will result In 
a desenslllzatlon toward others. 
If record one of the set grabs the 
listener's attention, the second one 
pull* the listener in for a more relaxed 
portion. Sides three and lour rep- 
resent the ultimate excellence of the 
new Husker Du. 
Keeping In stride with the pseudo- 
, novel approach, side three begins 
with the first move In the direction ol 
falling action. Symbolically, the mu- 
sic starts to get less Intense and more 
subdued. 
Whereas the majority ol the "Songs 
and Stories" on the first disc dealt with 
people In need of advice from possi- 
ble friends, the second half deals with 
nearly the opposite. Here, Hart and 
Mould show an alienation within 
themselves which displays how vul- 
nerable they are. 
They lay It on the line as the songs 
become more personal. 
"Bed Of Nails" and "Actual Condi- 
tion" typify this. "Bed Ol Nails" could 
be the "Too Far Down" ol this collec- 
tion. It is Mould's most heartfelt song 
on this album: "I know I might depend 
on you/But If my concentration 
breaks/I'm washed away with pain/ 
And then my feet begin to bleed upon 
my only bed of nails." 
Hart's song "Actual Condition" fol- 
lows up with the lines "The actual 
condition of my heart/Feels like two 
hands that are ripping It apart," 
Although the self-doubt is heavily 
sprinkled throughout the second half 
of the album, some possible resolu- 
tions arise toward the end. 
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* * Critic's Corner   * * 
by Diane Wonderly 
l-riday sloti reporter 
The movie "Light ol Day" has some 
redeeming qualities, such as the 
good music. Michael J. Fox's por- 
trayal ol Joe Rasnick. and Billy Sulli- 
van as the adorable Benjl Rasnick. But 
these qualities were not enough to 
carry the story through an entire two 
hours. 
The Barbusters, Pattl Rasnick (Joan 
Jett), Joe Rasnick and company, 
played some older music, such as 
"Sweet Emotion," and some new 
material, like the title song, "Light ol 
Day." Entertaining and professional in 
sound, their music shlned. 
It's nice that the actors did their own 
music and did not have to rely on 
dubbed-ln studio musicians or sing- 
ers. 
Joe Is only a secondary character 
in the movie but Fox carries oft his part 
beautifully. Fox, a veteran actor of the 
IV sitcom "Family Ties" and films 
"Back to the Future" and "Teenwolf," 
makes his debut as a dramatic actor. 
Jett, Fox in Light of Day 
music good, movie poor 
As the younger brother of Pattl, he has 
to be the peacemaker between his 
sister and his mother. Jeanette Ras- 
nick (Gena Rowlands). 
Although the story revolves around 
his mother and sister, Fox's character 
does not take a back seat. 
The scene of Joe bathing his 
nephew, Benjl Rasnick (Billy Sullivan), 
was more Interesting to watch than 
the supposedly heart-wrenching mo- 
ments between Pattl and her mother 
while the mother lay dying of cancer 
in a hospital bed. So was the one 
showing him teaching Benjl the song 
"You Got No Place to Go," which Fox 
wrote lor the movie. 
Though the chemistry between Jett 
and Rowlands Is not strong, this is not 
the case with Fox and Sullivan, Pattl's 
4-year-old illegitimate son. 
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He Is adorable and stands out In his 
scenes and works well with Fox. Sulli- 
van Is a veteran ol more than 75 TV 
commercials and appeared In a 
Captain Kangaroo special with John 
Denver. 
It's disappointing to see Rowlands 
In a movie that did not give her full 
recognition as an actress. Rowlands 
has done some great work In TV 
movies such as "A Question ot Love," 
"Thursday's Child" and "The Betty 
Ford Story." 
However, her role In this movie does 
not demonstrate the talent which 
netted her an Academy Award nomi- 
nation (or her role as the disturbed 
housewife In "A Woman Under the 
Influence." 
Her character Is minor In compari- 
son to the others. The director does 
not give Rowlands a chance to 
stretch her character enough to give 
a clear understanding ot what Jea- 
nette Rasnick Is all about. 
Jett, however, displays little talent 
as an actress. Her debut years ago as 
a 15-year-old band leader was Im- 
pressive; her debut as an actress was 
not. She has a lot to learn If she 
Intends to make a career of acting. 
There were situations In the movie 
which called for emotions rather than 
her perpetual anger. Her ability to 
lead The Barbusters In some bad- 
sounding rock 'n' roll was Jett's one 
redeeming quality .She found her call- 
ing as a singer/band leader, but not 
as an actress In a leading role. 
Full character development was 
denied the other cast members, but It 
was a refreshing change to see Mi- 
chael McKean In something other 
than old re-runs of "Laverne and 
Shirley." 
The best parts of the movie, besides 
the acting skills of Fox and Sullivan, 
are the performances given by The 
Barbusters while on the road and In 
the Cleveland bars. 
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■SMI    CBA    BASKETBALL 
(MON) 
■SMI FISHIN' HOLE (TUEI 
(ESM)   WRESTLING   (WEO. 
THUI 
(TMO MOVIE (WEOI 
4:30 
8 DIVORCE COURT 
B FOCUS NORTH (FRI) 
8    SHARON.     LOIS     ft 
BRAM'S ELEPHANT SHOW 
(MON) 
O VID KIDS (TUE) 
8        WONDERSTRUCK 
(WED) 
■B WHAT'S NEW? (THU) 
B PEOPLE'S COURT 
B   HE-MAN    AND    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
BM A.S.K. Q 
BGI JOE 
(TMCI MOVIE (THUI 
4:36 
(TMCI MOVIE (FRII 
MO 
8 PEOPLES COURT 
8 NEWFOUNDLAND OUT- 
DOORS (FRI) 
8 VIDEO HITS (MON-THUI 
8 BENSON 
FACTS OF LIFE 
8 HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
8 B MISTER ROGERS (R) 
B SILVERHAWK8 
©WHAT'S HAPPENING!: 
■SMI WATERSKIING (FRII 
■SMI NBA TODAY (TUEI 
■SMI   WINNER'S   CIRCLE 
HORSE RACING MAGAZINE 
(WED) 
(ESPNI     MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER     FISHING 
JOURNAL (THUI 
(TMO SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE (TUEI 
6:30 
8 JEFFERSONS 
8BTJNEWS 
THREE'S COMPANY 
BM'A'S'H 
STHI8 OLD HOUSE (FRII 
OHIO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK (MONI 
8   BOWLING   GREEN   FO- 
RUM (TUE) 
BART BEAT IWEDI 
8 TIME OUT (THU) 
SQUARE ONE TELEVI- 
SION p 
« BRADY BUNCH 
GOOD TIMES 
(ESPNI SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA (TUEI 
ESMI INSIDE THE PGA 
TOUR (WEOI 
■SMI   TOM    MANN   OUT- 
DOORS (THU) 
(TMO MOV* (MON, TUE) 
FRIDAY 
MARCH 13. IM7 
EVE WHO 
6:00 
OBBBNEWS 
B   PM   MAGAZINE   Tto N 
MJHI at m pod an Iht KIIMI him 
ch*aci««    a   (aurxon   at   lottery 
8 REAL ADVENTURES OF 
SHERLOCK JONES AND 
PROCTOR WATSON Sh»»x» 
artd Biyan uM a computar to 
laptoduca tha avanla thai lad to 
tha daidutiion ni t«v«ral laiahtia 
ptopcla m tha achool tcranca la. 
% MACNEII       /     LEHRER 
NfWSHOUR 
Q3 SD DlFF'Rl NT STROKES 
6:30 
(D CBS NEWS 
(D NBC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWS Q 
Qi NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
ID GET SMART 
(D FACTS Of LIFE 
IISPN)     NCAA     TOURNA- 
MENT TONIGHT 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
O VIDEO HITS 
0) WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
Q   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT   IntWVWW   With   KID'    Pi 
area Brosnan  In stereo 
8) NEWLVWED GAME 
Q    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
SD CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
(D GIMME A BREAKI 
®M*A'S"H 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA i.-mm.,!! Cham 
ptonvhap Fast  Round Gama  The 
t- i IN 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Danger 
ousMove* I19B5) Michel Picco 
li At- >andre Ar hall An OK* tOI 
Beit Foreign Film want to this be- 
hind the-scenes portrait of • 
thamp-onsh.p chess match be 
iwean an arimg Russian world 
master and a detector now 1-vmg 
■n Europe 
7:30 
O PM MAGAZINE Featured 
Pol   show/     a  reunion   of   lottery 
winner*    karate  triumphs,   lutura 
Baku 
O JEOPAROY 
(D TAXI 
ffi DATING GAME 
© MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
O TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
PORT Sara daodas   to go out 
with ona of Jackie ■ lormar boy- 
friend* 
ffi THREES COMPANY 
BOO 
O 0 MAOtC Of OAVID 
COPPERFIELO Tha Escape 
From Alcana/ Tha strait akcfceted 
■HusponMt wrB attempt to ftaa horn 
a lockad cal. deceive prison 
guards and attack dogs and be- 
come tha fast man to neaps 
horn Alcatrei   Host   Ann J*en 
O TOMMY HUNTER Guests 
Larry Gatkn and tha Gathn Broth 
ats Band. Murray Mr I sue Mm tha 
Forester Sisiars Wayna Thomp- 
son and Tha Gaartnalaw Broths** 
Musical      selections      include 
Houston   Maans I m Ona   Day 
Closer        'GoUan   FBUB'    and 
Ju«t m Caaa IRI 
tD AMAZING STORIES A 
Broadway compoaar usaa a pay 
chic to contact tha span ol 
Gaorfla Garshww. SIM* Bob Bar* 
ban and Larnra Kaian   In slarao 
Bi I WEBSTER Ona ol Gaorpa t 
formw taammaias krstaa Katha- 
rrna rn honi ol Wabslar   IHu; 
ffi     QI     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEWCP 
©GUNSMOKE 
© PISTONS PRE -GAME 
BSO 
(D AMAZING STORIES A 
nardy coaaga hid discovars a po- 
tion to mass prnup grrls coma to 
Ma InstBao IRK; 
83 BEACH BOYS.. 26 
YEARS TOGETHER Glan 
CampoaH lha Fat>urOus Thunoar- 
bads Ray Charlas. lha Evarly 
Broihars and Gtoria* lormg ara 
among tha guasis (tuning tha 
Baach Boys as thay cawbrata therr 
*iiv»- annrvarsary horn Hawan [J 
S © WALL STREET WEEK 
' What s New Around tha 
Housa' Guest Harculas A 
Sagalas santor vca prat-dani. 
OxiR-l Burnham lambarl Inc 
ffij NBA BASKETBALL Oa 
troil Pistons at Crucauo BuNs 
ttrva) 
MM 
Q O OALLA8 J" aiismpt* 
to Kama CWI lor Jama % daath 
Donna brushss oil Sarvator Oowl 
mg sadvancas Q 
S PROFESSIONALS 
MIAMI VICE Tubb. hits lha 
root whan ha taarni that somaona 
m lha vica squad is (aahmg vtlor 
motion about drug busts   In stsr- 
(fi DOCTOR WHO 
d WALL STREET WEEK 
SPECIAL WITH LOUIS 
RUKEYSER in this follow-up to 
his spaoal lha Naw Is. law 
and You. lotas Rukaysa* rooks 
at mvastmants m stock*, bonds 
and mutual lunch and drscusaas 
ways tha avaraga taxpayar and 
•nvasiot can maaanira linancaa 
undar tha naw taa law 
ID MOVIE * * ■- H-gh M.d 
raght (19791 M*a Connors. Da 
wd Banay A construction wortar 
saaka ravanga whan h« wita and 
chad ara m.*iahanly katsd m a 
drugravd 
(ESPN) NCAA TOURNA- 
MENT TONIGHT 
(TMC1MOVIE »** Cocoon 
(1985) Don Amacha. WsHord 
Bnmlay Raasdanls ol a Florida ra- 
ts' amant convnunity 8a ra|u- 
vonaiad whan thay coma *n con 
lact with aitralanastrial cocoon 
Ha pool   ln.1s.ao    PG  II   [; 
MO 
«SPN) COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL NCAA Toufnvnant Cham- 
psonahsp Fast Round Gama 'our 
kaan 0.iva) 
I IO:O0 
O 0 FALCON CREST Vrd*« 
and Dan put a dampw on tha an- 
gagamant   party   Angola   has   lor 
tham by trying <o awad it p 
O NATIONAL gj 
0   CRIME    STORY   Inlightmg 
batwaan   luca   and cr*ma   boss 
Manny Wwsbor d gnraa Toraao an 
opportunity lo daunantst tha luca 
gamoang oparation   In ttarao 
ffi        BILLY        GRAHAM 
CRUSADEp 
fD YOU MADE ME LOVE 
YOU On location at Paony Park s 
Royal Twraca Ballroom a. Ornaha. 
Nab lha H«ry Jamas Orchaatra 
lakas a nosiaVoK look at tha tug 
band ara 
10:26 
O JOURNAL 
11:00 
00009 03 NEWS 
IE DARK SHADOWS 
(D LATE SHOW Host Joan 
Riwai Schadutod Paa waa Mar- 
man. Staphanra Baacham ("Tha 
Corbys I tha muarc group Trrnbuk 
3 aviator Brooka Knapp In nw 
ao (R) 
(TMCI MOVIE * * Yaftow Ha> 
And Tha Fanraas Of Gold' 
(t9B4llauranalandon. KanRob- 
Ktson An •ntrap-d. Apacha ranad 
duo compatai with a Mas-ion 
ganaral and ranagada coman 
charos lor gold itolan by an inca 
kfe* Inckan trriM In ttarao R 
11:30 
0 MOVIE * * •    Tha Island 
01 Dr Moraau M977I Burl Ian 
castar. M-thoa. Vork Baaad on a 
nory by M G vVaas A damantsd 
scwntist parlacts a mathod to 
convwi fungts ammaH snto human 
savagas 
O GOOO ROCKIN* TONITE 
Tha nvrmOa. ol Glass Ttgar dm 
cuss past achsavamants tha* r« 
caul tour with Journay and tha" 
upcoming EuTopaan tour with Taut 
Turrwa Glass Tigar's vtdaoa m- 
cluda I Wal Ba Thara. Don t 
lorgai    Mo,        Somaday      and 
Voura What I look For " 
0 COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
NCAA    Tournamant    Fa si   Round 
Gama ■ i ..-> 
0 TONIGHT SHOW Hosi 
Johnny Carton Schadulad S*>g- 
ars l->cla Ronttadt. Dorly Parton 
and Emmytou Harris actor Gaorga 
Hamstton In starao 
0 NIGHTLINE Q 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
0 LATE SHOW Hoat Joan 
Rrwxt Schaoulad: Pa* WM Har 
man. SlaphanB Baacham ("Tha 
Cosby* ] tha munc group IimOufc 
3   aviator  Brooka Knapp   In tlar 
ao PI} 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
S DUKES OF HAZZARD 
MYSTERYI     Irwj Raiurn of 
Shartocfc      Holmes       Tha     Pnory 
School     VVhaa mysttpgat-^ lha 
ktoVtappartg of a ouka's son from 
tha Pnory School. Motmet owcov- 
at that tha Garman maalB and 
his breyest Ba also rmasmg p 
0 MOVIE WAV,     Blood And 
Black    lace      I196S)    Carnaron 
Milchal. (va Baric* 
(ESPN) DAVIS CUP TENNIS 
Fast    Round    Smgtas    Mitch 
ITapadt 
Churchill's 
Video 
Monday - Thursday 
$1.89 Overnight Rental 
VCR Rentals $4.95 
,11415.11811181. 354-2526 
Banquet Catering & Meeting 
Rooms available to accommodate 
your every need. We can help you 
plan those special events. 
Founder's Days, Parents Days, 
Awards Banquets. 
WHEN YOU NEED 
TO MAKE YOUR 
BEST IMPRESSION 
Professional Work at Reasonable Prices 
Stop in and see our samples! 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court 
352-4068 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30 
Wdoy/Morch 13, 1987 13 
12:30 
Q MOVIE **•>    Roaercoeat 
•r"   H977I George Segal   Tsmo- 
thy Bottoms 
CD FP.IOAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
© THE JUDGE 
12:66 
(TMC)    MOVIE    * * ■ ■.        rhe 
Loved    One       119651    Robert 
Morse   Anpnoim Com* 
1:00 
tt) JIMMY SWAGGART 
© COMEDY CLASSICS 
1 30 
© MOVIE *** Guns Fa. 
Sen Stbniiifl (1968) Anthony 
Qumn Charles Bronson 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Tournament Cham 
paonsfvp Fail Round Game fit 
teen  (Seme rby lapel 
1:46 
O   MOVIE   #*     Deeihsporr 
('9781   Oa.id  CarMn    Claud* 
Jamngi 
SATURDAY 
MARCH 14.  1987 
12 OO 
O   sD   COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Tournament Second 
Round Gam* (Live) 
Q      SPORTSWEEKENO 
0 LAZER TAG ACADEMY 
2J WEEKEND SPECIAL 
Couga>> Two children then 
nouw swept away by a MiSS>SSap 
pa flood 'tod themselves up 
■gaanst a mouniam kon and two 
ruthless kidnappers (Part 1 of 3) 
IRIL) 
(B MODERN MATURITY 
CD MOVIE ##11 How To 
r>t.,'l A W.UI BArm (19661 An 
netle Funsretto Dwayne Hutunan 
© MOVIE * "> Kaler Leop 
erd (1954) Johnny Sheffield. 
Beverly Garland 
ItSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
SATURDAY 
12:30 
fB KIDD VIDEO 
© PUTTIN- ON THE KIOS 
CD VICTORY GARDEN A tour 
01 iha Royal Horhculturel Garden* 
mW.vley  tngujnd   (R) 
CD ROO ANO REEL 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK 
(TMC)    MOVIE     **H       Tha 
Minstrel Men      (19/»l   Glynn   Tur 
man   Ted Ross 
1:00 
(D   STUDENT   TELEVISION 
NETWORK 
89    AMERICAN     BAND- 
STAND     Guam       Wae      Tia.ii 
I   Sha Comas On   I 
CD   FRUGAL   GOURMET 
ffi WE RE COOKING NOW 
(ESPN)      MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER     FISHING 
JOURNAL 
1:30 
«£ MUSIC CITY USA 
SI AMERICA'S TOP TEN 
CD   THIS OLD   HOUSE   Cold 
mamb*ana looting on the patio 
shatter •« piovidad by Southwwi- 
ern v*ga> (log rafters) and dram 
aga by Meacan style cansles 
(pipes). • tout ol a modatn castle 
onCamabadt Q 
©EMERGENCY 
(ESPN) TOM MANN OUT- 
DOORS 
1:4B 
CD THIS OLD HOUSE Cotd 
membrane tooling on Iha patio 
shelter is provided by Southwest 
am vgas (log taftaiil and Q»*n 
aga by Mesicen style canales 
(papail a lour ol a modaan castk» 
onCemefceck Q 
2:00 
O   0 COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Toutnamani Sacond 
Round Gam* (Live) 
ffl    BABE    WINKELMAN'S 
GOOD FISHING 
CD     IN-FISHERMAN       87 
SPECIAL   Host   Al   Lindner   and 
ins  stall otter  dash water fishaig 
ups    equipment   updalas  and m- 
SHIT information on Iha bast spots 
m North AmatKi 
CD LAP QUILTING Seren host 
Oat gu Bonetleef drafts tha SM 
■ngSiaisqwli 
CD MOVIE*** The War Ol 
the Worlds (1963) Gana Barry 
Ann Robinson 
(ESPN) BODYBUILDING 
Men s 1986 International Compa 
ntion horn Columbus Oreo IR) 
2:16 
CD LAP QUILTING Sat** host 
Georgia Bonasiaal drafts tha Saa 
■' i'I Stars (in.it 
2:30 
CD     WOMEN'S     TENNIS 
Chrystet  Doubles Championships 
from Marcos Island FU diva) 
CD VAN CAN COOK 
(TMC)    MOVIE    ***      Tha 
Sttation   Story     (19491   Jamas 
Stewart   Juna Allyson 
3:00 
O SPORTSWEEKENO 
Sche-kaad Labati Brew Sam.fi 
rials from Edmonton. Alia H.vel 
CD PBA BOWLING $140 000 
King lour- Opan bve horn (my 
louse WaM in Overland Park. Kan 
CD AUSTIN CITY LIMITS A 
membat ol Iha Country Must Halt 
of Fame since 1980 singer John 
ny Cash performs with tha Carter 
Family whose members include 
hn, wife June her sisters Helen 
and Amu Catiar. and June's 
daughter Car lent Cat let Songs 
include Ring of Fee In stereo 
© FRUGAL GOURMET Prep 
jration ol ■•walla thicken and 
truck pea stew as wei as garlic 
and «gg soup In stereo 
© NHL HOCKEY Oetio.1 Red 
Wings ei Minnesota North Stars 
Hive) 
3:30 
© GREAT CHEFS OF CHI- 
CAGO 
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
freestyle Chumpionship* from 
Brack enndge. Colo IR) 
4:00 
O CD COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Tournament Second 
Round Game (Live) 
CD TENNESSEE ERNIE 
FORD'S AMERICA A rnua<cal 
salute to America featuring lee 
Greenwood She ley Jonas. Larry 
Gaifcn   and   the   Gatkn   Brothers 
' Mereyn McCoo and Juk Manners 
In stereo  (R) 
© MAGIC Of OIL PAINT- 
ING 
© STAR TREK 
4:30 
CD   PQA   GOLF  Hertr  Bay  Hal 
Classic.   Ihtrd round,  from Ortan 
do Fla ILrva) 
© WIDE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Scheduled US vs 
USSR n Amaieur Boimg horn 
Orlando Fla World Cup Skeng 
men s "downhill horn Calgary 
AJberia   (Taped) 
© PURELY GERSHWIN Ml 
lerwews with famsty and friends 
and a parlor mence by Leshe Ug 
gams caplura tha Ma and music of 
George Gershwin Featured tongs 
■nr.kMt" Someone to Watch Ovei 
Ma' and Summertime Willujm 
Hutt hosts 
(ISPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SPORTS AMERICA 
(TMC)      MOVIE      ***'» 
Kkite    (1971) Jane Fonda  Don 
aid Sutherland 
6:00 
© DANCIN' TO THE HITS 
Musical guest   Donna Allan I   Se 
© STAR SEARCH 
(ESPNI DAVIS CUP TENNIS 
Fast      Round     Doubles     Match 
(Taped! 
6:30 
© DREAM GIRL USA 
EVENING 
•too 
O SATURDAY REPORT 
©NEWS 
© RUNAWAY WITH THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Oma. 
Sharif in the Caribbean actor 
Senon MecCork mdale and his ac 
tress wile Susan George m the 
French countryside 
© ARLO GUTHRIE SHOW 
Pete Sea-get Bonnet Raili David 
Bromberg and Jerry JeM Water 
iun Arto Guthne m a loft style 
lamhorea that mctudas perform 
ances of The City of New Or 
leans       II I Had a Hammer   and 
Mr Bo jangles    in stereo 
©IT'S A LIVING 
© STAR TREK 
6:30 
O THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
©NBC NEWS 
© PUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
© LAWRENCE WELK: 
TELEVISION'S MUSIC MAN 
This portrait ol bandleader law 
tence Weft features the Weal M„ 
set-nmlsconcfcitoiCelrl I the an 
nual Music family PH mt and 
mtarvayws with the singers and 
musrciant who performed with 
Wash during Iha Champagne 
Music Maker's 27 year career 
on   tr-ievisioii    Host    Kathy  Ian 
© MAMAS FAMILY Naom. 
feets neglected when Vint dacidas 
10 torn an efcie man s club 
(TMC) SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CASE 
7:0O 
O MUPPETS Guest lota f Ma 
M 
Q WORLD FIGURE SKAT- 
ING SchedukJd Dane- Fesiss. 
horn Cmcmnati Ohio  (Taped) 
©NEWS 
©MUPPETS 
© SOLID GOLD Schaduled 
{■pose I Come Go With Ma"). 
Jody Watley I Lookng lor a New 
Love' I. Frenkie Valli ( Graaaa I. 
Georgia Satekites. Edrka Money. 
Chco DaBarge. Swwtheam ol 
the   Rodeo    Mary   Wilson   (inter 
© ONE BIG FAMILY 
©    WHAT'S    HAPPENING 
NOWII   Rai  ikscovars   thai   Na 
ilme   nosed   nude   lor    a   painter 
years ago  IR) 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * •■> On 
The Town 119491 Gene Keay. 
Frank Sinatra Music by Leonard 
Bernstein A Ino ol sailors team 
up with a tasi drnrar and a Student 
ol anthropology to tmd a beautiful 
gal whose prtture is drsplayerl m 
the subway 
7:30 
O © SMALL WONDER Ted 
and Jamie buy a con man s siceen 
goods (Rl 
© CASH EXPLOSION 
© CHARLES IN CHARGE 
© WHAT A COUNTRY! 
8:00 
O   O   FIGURE    SKATING 
Women s  World Champ*w»sh«s. 
leujl   competitions    Itom   Cmon 
net.  (live) 
O NHL HOCKEY Calgary 
FLsmes at Toronto Maple leafs 
ILrve) 
© FACTS OF LIFE Naiake 
gets Blaa a fob at ihe teco shop 
In stereo  (Rig 
© SIDEKICKS Ruro tries to 
jiali h 141 his relationship with his 
mother   (Rl Q 
© COUNTRY MUSIC LEG 
ENOS 'his solute to country art 
ists who have atheived crossover 
popularity features performances 
by Will** Nelson Mel Tats 
George Strait Paid Page Slim 
Whitman Bobby Bare and Lynn 
Anderson Also tr*>utes to Marty 
Bobbins and Patsy Ckne   In sier 
CD MOVIE   * * '1     Tha Three 
lives Ol Thomasma 119641 Pa 
inck McGoohan Susan Hamp 
shea Tha lives of three people are 
deeply affected by the apparent 
death and meaculous rebirth ol a 
chad s beloved cat 
© STAR TREK 
© THE RICH AND FA- 
MOUS: 19B7 WORLD'S 
BEST The Th.n Annual count 
down ol the world S bast hotels 
restaurants anal resorts with ap 
pearances by Bob Hope Morgan 
Brittany Victoria Print«pal Joan 
Van Ark and Susan SukWen Host 
Robei teach 
(ESPNI FISHIN' HOLE 
8:30 
©22 7IO .tereo 
©     SLEDGE     HAMMERI 
Hammer and Doreau are held bos 
lage aboard an aeplane   In stereo 
(Rig 
9:00 
O © MOVIE Prison For CM 
dreni IPremrare) John Ritter Bet 
ly Thomas The treat man t of 
youthful offenders prompts the 
super-niendant of a correctional 
lacrhly lor lean agars to seek re- 
forms a* the juvenile rust- e sys- 
lam g 
©   GOLDEN   GIRLS A lat» 
youth that Dorothy is tutoretg is 
thraatanad with deportation In 
Mr—o  g 
© OHARA A one t-me friend of 
Jasaa s gats out of prison looking 
to seltla an old score Q 
©MOVIE ***',* Gasl^-ht 
119441 Charles Boyer Ingrid 
Bergman A tkabokcal husband 
sets out to dtiva IMS wife insane 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Tournament Cham 
fMXishv Fast Round Game Twen 
ty (Taped) 
(TMC) MOVIE ## * H Reds 
119811 Warren Seatty Diane 
Keeton Based on Ihe tine story 
ol American fournakst John 
Reed s mvofvemr-nl .n the Russian 
Revolution ol 1917 and his love 
lor  early  temmisi  Louse  Bryant 
PG g 
9:30 
© AMEN fryes skels as a 
magKutn ronw mio play when 
he S confronted by a burglar 
(Positioned horn an earker data I 
In stereo 
10:00 
©    HUNTER    A    rock    singer 
helps Homer search lor iha assail 
ant ol a young pregnant woman 
In stereo  t J 
© SPENSER FOR HIRE 
Vietnamese expatriates hue 
Spenser 10 Imd a ran hrsive author 
©   MOVIE   * * *      San Anto 
run 119461 Frrol flynn Alei.s 
Smilh A rHghttluh singer on a 
Western lour laks m love wilh a 
ranclier    whale    working    for    his 
© BILLY GRAHAM 
CRUSADE Q 
11:00 
O © © NEWS 
O NATIONAL CJ 
©   MTV   TOP    20   VIDEO 
COUNTDOWN 
© COUNTRY EXPRESS fee 
lured    Dwrght   Voakam    Restless 
Heart     Gels    Neil    Ooor     Steve 
lark-   DonWrikams   Ecttke Rabbitt 
interview   and   video    (   Step   By 
Step   ) 
© HOLLYWOOD CLOSE-UP 
Scheduled     an    interview    with 
Phydtia    Hashed    (   The   Cosby 
Show   ) and bar sportscastar bus 
band   Ahmad   flashed     Cohosi 
actress   Joanna Kerns  (   Growing 
P,»ms   I   (Rl 
©9TOB 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK 
11:16 
©NEWS 
11:30 
0 MOVIE * * * New York 
New York (1977) Lira Mmnetli 
Roberi OeNeo During the big/ 
band era. a deakceted musician 
finds his devotion torn between 
has music and his songstress wife 
© MOVIE * * * The Ordeal 
0* Or Mudd (1980) Dennis 
Weaver Susan SuHivan Dramai 
i/etion of the story of Ihe Mary 
land physician who became iha 
subpet ol ona of tha country's 
most infamous trials when ha 
unwittingly   eicted   tha   escape   of 
1 mcom s assassm 
© SATURDAY NIGHT'S 
MAIN EVENT Featured bouts 
■Klude Inter comment el champion 
Randy Macho Man Savage vs 
George      Ihe   Arvnujl       Sleeks   at 
"The Battle lor Ehiebeth and a 
70 men battle royakt which ev 
eludes Ivaavywaaght champejn 
Hulk Hogan IPostponad from an 
aarber date I 
© AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
This salute to the drvstrsity of ac 
coroSan music features Ihe lydaco 
muSN rjf 83 Grammy winners 
Queen Ida and the Bon Temps 
Band the conjunto music of San 
tiago Jimenez' Jr . and Ihe bob 
and shuffle of Ponty Bone and the 
Sguaeiaionas In stereo 
©WRESTLING 
© MOVIE **'i iceman 
(19841 Timothy Hutton Lindsay 
Ciouse Members of an eipacktion 
team discover and defrost a fro 
ran 40 000 year old treetme. 
and one  member  wants to keep 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
O FAMOUS KNOCKOUTS 
©SOUL TRAIN 
(ESPN) WRESTLING 
12:30 
O WRESTLING 
©  MOVIE   * * *      Women In 
Cham-,      (19711 Ida  Lupino   Lois 
Netlleton 
(TMC)  MOVIE   *'/      Creature 
l>98*>)KleusKinski  Sianhrar 
1:00 
© HART TO HART 
1:30 
© CHRISTIAN CHILDREN S 
FUND 
©  MOVIE  * * * '1      Midnight 
Cowboy       119691    Duslm    Hoff 
man   Jon V»ghl 
(ESPN) ROLLERMANIA 
SUNDAY 
MARCH 16. 1987 
AmANOON 
12:30 
© MEET THE PRESS 
(ESPN) LEGENDARY WORLD 
OF GOLF 
1:00 
O WORLD FIGURE SKAT- 
ING Women s Competition   from 
Cmtnmati Otw Meped) 
©     EVERYTHING     YOU 
WANTED      TO      KNOW 
ABOUT TAXES BUT WERE 
AFRAID TO ASK 
© WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
RE VIEW Q 
© HOLLYWOOD: THE GIFT 
OF   LAUGHTER 
©   MOVIE   * * * En IDf 
from Fort Bravo (19631 Wekam 
Mot.k-n Eleanor Parker 
■ESPN) HORSE SHOW 
JUMPING Grand Pn« of Palm 
Beach horn Wesi Palm Beach. 
FU (Taped! 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * Danger 
ous Moves 11985) Michel PKCO 
k  Alexandre Arbetl 
1:30 
©    BABE    WINKELMAN'S 
GOOO FISHING 
©   WALL   STREET   WEEK 
2:O0 
O © COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Tournamanl Second 
Round Game (Lrva) 
O SPORTSWEEKEND 
Sr^vaduksd World Cup Skeng 
Super G   from Mounl Allan   Alia : 
'   Read Report'   on World Cup Ski 
-m   ITapad) 
© MOVIE * * vs F light To 
Holocaust 11977) Patrick 
Wayne Chris Mitchum 
© WALL STREET WEEK 
SPECIAL WITH LOUIS 
RUKEYSER in ifvs fokow up to 
has special Tha New Taa Law 
and You. lows Rukeyser looks 
at mwntments a> stocks, bonds 
end mutual funds and discusses 
ways the average taxpayer and 
investor cen maxenna finances 
under the new lai law 
© MOVIE * * '7 Room Se- 
utn M938I Mara Btolhars. Lu- 
OfaiBssI 
230 
© MOVIE * * •■>    The Daugh 
tars   Of   Joshua   Cabe     119721 
Buddy ibsrn  Karen Valentine 
(ESPNI SWIMWEAR'87 
3 CO 
O      SPORTSWEEKEND 
■■cheihaxl    Labatt s   Boer   FesH 
tromErknonton   Alia  tlivel 
© TO 8E ANNOUNCED 
ffi     GREAT      MOMENTS 
FROM    NOVA   Space  eapkora 
tux       |ssM tube     bjburs      larking 
crMmps   .in. I   erupting   voKanoes 
are .imonri ihe i'»i" eiammed *t 
this .-IMI ;n- live (t<wi from   14 
seasons   11I    iha    science    seren 
"Ntm " Actu  Richard Keay nar- 
rates  ij 
ffi MOVIE **** Forty 
BKOftd Street 11933) Ruby 
Keeka DSck Powell 
(ESPN) OAVIS CUP TENNIS 
U S vs Par.iguay m last round 
play It ive) 
ITMCI      MOVIE      *** The 
VlPft     (1963)  Elizabeth  Taylor 
Rn haul Burton 
3:20 
©  PLEDGE   BREAK  Regularly 
1  sttM»kile<l  i^oujramming  may   be 
<lelav-il due 10 pledge breaks 
4:00 
O © COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Toi.iiem.ht Sacond 
Round Game llivel 
© PGA GOLF Hertr Bay Mill 
Class-: laiel round Irom Orlando 
Fla  Uivl 
© STAR SEARCH 
© W.C. FIELDS STRAIGHT 
UP Scenes ttom thi torrvaefcan S 
silent lams and other tare footage 
befongtng to the Fields estate are 
included m this 'etrospeciiva look 
at Ihe life en.< career of W C 
F*kh 
© STAR TREK 
BOO 
©FAME 
©     GREAT     PERFORM- 
ANCES      Jamas    Stewart     A 
Wondnlul    life Vmtage     Mm 
ckps lave photographs mter 
wews and anecdotes Irom f>rands 
and 1 'i workers including Ckftt 
Eastwood Carol 8 «n-tt lee 
MV.II.. the Prewoa-n end Mrs 
Reagan rBghkght this rettospec 
trve on the kfe and career ol acior 
Jimmy Stewart Host Johnny 
Carson g 
© NEW GIOGET 
ffi LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Morgan 
1 in n.iii vrwis a medarvai man 
sion m f 1 gland automotive en 
Meprenaur Joa Hnrdka. a tour of 
New »jr» s Waldorf Astoria Ho- 
lel. ihe Pans-Dakar Raky  (fl) 
OPEN: 
MonThuis. 6"im9pm 
Frt. 6"»m -10pm 
S« Sim 10pm 
Sun. awtpe 
Wl.S. Mah 
ItowUK Gm, l)Ut 
352-0123 
IneilUiVifilty Iml 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp    S6.95 
B.BO Chicken & Rib combo    S5.95 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and dessert Buffet 
plus choice of potato 
Call us about our 
Daily Specials 352-0123 
Co FOR A FASHION CUT 
THAT'S EASy CARE 
Custom Cuts '6 
Carefree Perms »20-(75 
MINI MALL SALON 
190 S. Main thru the Brick Walkway 
352-7658 
FALCON HOUSE 
-ran-JtManVStoalfai rmttmrnHrnktit, 
Come to Falcon House 
for ell your BGSU T- 
shirts. Sweatshirts and 
all other accessories 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Friday/March IS, 1987 14 
(TMO MOVIE ***    Cocoon 
< 19851     Don     Amtcht.     Wrfford 
6:30 
0   THflOe   Sandy   and Zach 
search loi  new rock   n   ro* acts 
(Rl 
EVENING 
0:00 
O RIVALS OF   SHERLOCK 
HOLMES 
ID NEWS 
0 LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Morgan 
fmhM visits a mtotevat man 
«on .n England, eutomotrva an 
trepreneur Jot Hrudfce: a low ol 
New York's Waldorf Astoria Ho- 
Ut in* Pans Dakar Ratty (R) 
© MOV* ***«» Ml 
B landings Builds Hi* Dream 
House 119481 Cery Grant Myr- 
na Loy A Manhelian advertising 
eiecutive and his wife have a herd 
lime coping with the problems 
plaguing the construction of thee 
country home. 
0 TED KNIGHT SHOW Mrs 
Stmson s nmce causes fiction 
•when she works as an intern at 
tht newspaper (Rl 
© STAR TREK 
(ESPN! WORLD CUP SKIING 
Men i Super G from Calgary 
Alberta  (Taped! 
0:30 
O CBS NEWS 
IS NBC NEWS 
CD CHECK  IT OUTI Convinced 
that the* si ■year relationship hjs 
lost us magic   tdne issues How 
aid an ultimatum  IR) 
7:00 
OO 00 MINUTES 
Q WORLD FIGURE   SKAT- 
ING 
0 OUR HOUSE To Gui 
Aamay Jess* invites thee neigh 
bor Mrs Taft to convalesce in the 
Withsrspoon home In stereo Q 
0 MOVIE Young Harry HouoV 
Pi" (Premeirel Jose Ferrer. Wil 
Wheaton A liciionaiifed account 
of a crucial year m ihe hie of the 
boy who would ultimately become 
the world's most famous escape 
artist A Disney Sunday Movie" 
presentation Q 
0 NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC From Alaska s Brooks flange 
IO Wyoming s YeMowslone Na- 
tional Park, this fern portrait of the 
gririty bear eiammes the facts 
and myths surrounding Ursus arc 
in-, hornbiiis In stereo Q 
© CELEBRATION Of CAR- 
ING 
0 FAME ReggM is suspended 
from school (Rl 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
SUNDAY 
(TMC) MOVIE **Vi The 
flamingo Kid' 119B4I Malt Oil 
Ion Richard Crenna In 1903. a 
^Brooklyn plumber * son gets a |Ob 
at a chic beach dub and becomes 
enamored with the material trapp 
ings of Me   PG 13 
7:30 
IESPN) SKI WORLD 
7:40 
0 PLEDGE BREAK Regularly 
scheduled programming may be 
delayed due to pledge breaks 
MO 
0    0     MURDER,      SHE 
WROTE   Afler   the  offspring  of 
two feuding comedian* decide to 
gat    married     the   father   of   Its* 
bride is murdered tj 
O   MOVIE      Murder   Sets   The 
light     IPremiarel   Saul   Rubmefc 
Janet  Lame-Green   A  private de 
■active's    ■VntStrgatiOn    into    the 
drsapptaranct of a wealthy   TV 
evangabst leads him to a lakeside 
resort community 
0   RAGS   TO RICHES Nek 
enters Boat a* a candidate lor ihe 
debutante ban In stereo 
0   NATURE A portrait of the 
American   mustang   through    the 
lens ol cmematographtr Wolfgang 
Bayer In stereo Q 
ffi) VIEWER'S CHOICE 
CD LIMELIGHT 
© RUNAWAY WITH   THE 
RICH    AND   FAMOUS   Omar 
Sharif    *      the   Caribbean      actor 
S.mon MacCorkmdale and h*s ac- 
tress wife   Susan   George   in   Ihe 
fre-ich countryside 
(ESPN) NHL HOCKEY Hartford 
Whalers at (dmonlon Oilers ILrvt) 
8:30 
© PUTTIN' ON THE   HITS 
i io synced songs include tht Bea 
ties    Revolution   and Stacey 0 s 
Two of Hearts   " In stereo 
9:00 
O 0 PEOPLE'S CHOICE 
AWARDS Live horn the Santa 
Monica ICaM ) CrvK Auditorium 
The <3ih annual awards prssen 
tatron recognumg top performer* 
m television, motion picture* and 
music as determined by a Gallup 
Pod Hosl Dck Van Dyke 
0 MOVIE The Stepford CM 
ctan (Premiere) Barbara Eden. 
Don Murray A lawyer turns erne 
teur sleulh lo uncover Iht troth 
surrounding the death of her bus 
band s hrst wale two decades ear 
he* m tht mysterious town of 
Slepford in stereo t J 
CD MOVIE * CannontNjII Run 
ll 11984) Bui Reynolds Dom 
DeLu.se This sequel features an- 
other coatchon ol crafts in all 
sorts of motomed vehicles racing 
cross country for cash Many 
guest star cameos, including 
Frank   Smapa.   Sheley   Madame 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Sdas Marner Oscar-wm 
nmg aclor Ben Kmgskty I' Gan- 
(»>« I porirays Srles Marner m tfcs 
adaptation of Victorian author 
George (hots 1861 novel A 
lonely linen weaver is transformed 
by tht relationship that develops 
between rum and the young child 
whose unexpected arrival on his 
doorsitp. teaches firm how io 
love another   Q 
©MOVIE** House Of Tht 
Dead 11980) John Encfcaon. 
Charles Ajdrnen A convantrontar 
■n a strange city gats lost m a 
storm and seeks Shaffer m a fu- 
neral home where Ihe mortician 
teas of the mysterious and 
strange ways m which each 
corpse met us fate 
0 WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII Raj discovers that Na 
Ana posed node lor a pe-nter 
year* ago  (R) 
(TMC) MOVIE ***'-. "Tttt 
trip To Bountiful 11986) GereJ- 
Ane Page. John Heard An Oscar 
for     Bttf      Aclrtst     want      to 
screenwriter Horton Foote's siory 
of an elderly Teie* woman who 
tetka io recapture a piece of her 
past by returning to her home 
town one last tame   PC 
8:30 
0 SANFORD AND SON 
10:00 
O CBC NEWS p 
©WASHINGTON REPORT 
10:36 
O VENTURE 
10:3O 
0 KENNETH COPELAND 
11:00 
0 0 0 0 NEWS 
0 SISKEL & EBERT t THE 
MOVIES    Scheduled    revaws 
lethal   Weapon     IMtt Gibson 
Danny Glover)    Raising Arirons 
(Nicolas Cage HoUy Hunter) aho 
a feature on lily Tornhn 
0 FACES OF   JAPAN 
0    TALES     FROM     THE 
DARK SIDE 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
SUNOAY 
(TMC)    MOVIE    * * y>       Tht 
lovtd    One      (19651 
MONDAY 
MARCH 18. 1M7 
0:OO 
OOOO NEWS 
0   PM    MAGAZINE   Actors 
who ve added music to thee i#» 
tnls.      cosmtHC      antrtprtneur 
Alien Arpel 
0 ADAM SMITHS MONEY 
WORLD 
0    MACNIii      /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CD © DIFF RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
SNBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS C? 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
0 GET SMART 
0 FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN,     SPORTSCENTER 
SUNDAY 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
O   MONITOR Tope   comedy 
wars   a brtefeeway group speaks 
out agamst yuk-yuks 
0 WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Interview with Chni East 
wood In stereo 
0 NEWLYWED GAME 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF DISNEY Duck For Hee In 
a serws of cartoon shorn. Donald 
Duck tries a lot of Afferent **>* 
but has a hard time keeping them 
because of his temper 
•D GIMME ABREAKI 
©M-A-S-H 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NAIA &0lh Anniversary 
Tournamtni Stmtfmal Game. 
from Kansas Gly. Mo ILrvtl 
(IMC) MOVIE ** ■. "TIM 
Minstrel Man (1977) Glynn Tur 
man. Ted Ross Two Mack broth 
ers at Ihe lurn of the century 
hkBvt an mdebble mart upon the 
work) of mmstrel munt and con- 
tribute to the evolution of ragtime 
bands 
7:30 
0 PM MAGAZINE Actors 
who ve added music io thee tal- 
ents. COSmttiC entrepreneur 
Adtem Arpel Burhng minister 
Male Stengel 
O RACCOONS Al Ihe news- 
paper time and SuDpats art run- 
ning out as Cyril Sneer pit* his 
fortune agamst tht paper's con 
imued tuttenct IR)[J 
0 JEOPARDY 
STAXI 
DATING GAME 
O TOO CLOSE FOR COM 
FORT Muriel s latest assignment 
interferes with Henry s 25th anrw 
versary plans 
© THREES COMPANY 
8 0O 
O 0 KATE B> ALLIE A bou 
quet ol roses, with an unsigned 
apology attached is deeversd to 
the apartment IJ 
O ONLY WHEN I LAUGH A 
pattern s estranged lather arrives 
lor a ..sit 
0 ALF Wirhe teas a psycholo- 
gy t-wrid ail about AlF In ster- 
eo 
0 LIFEQUEST: HIDDEN 
ADDICT The nature and impact 
of eddKlrvt behavior are tiptoed 
through the stories of a smoker, a 
recovering afcemohc. a bwiimc and 
a cocaine ebuser   Host   Merlm 01 
0 ADVENTURE IPremitrel 
The hrsi episode ol tins B part sa- 
ne* chronrchng modern adven 
lures foeows Dodge Morgan as he 
sets a new worlds record for 
non-stop solo cecumnawgaiion of 
■ht Earth m his 60 foot sailboat 
American Promise " Q 
© COUNTRY MUSIC LEG- 
ENDS This salute to country art 
■sis who have echravad < 
popular it y feature* parlor n 
by Withe Nelson. Mat Teat. 
Gaorga Sbert. Patti Page Slim 
Whitman. Bobby Bare and Lynn 
Anderson Also, tributes to Marly 
flobbms and Palsy Chns   In star 
© GUNSMOKE 
© BLOOD FEUD The conHtci 
belwetn Teamsters Union leader 
Jimmy Hoffa IRobert Blake) and 
Robert F Kennedy (Cotter Smith. 
at its begmnmge m tht 1950s 
(Part 1 of 2) 
8:30 
O 0   MY SISTER   SAM A 
handsome stranger spans a hard- 
hjck   story and asks Sam for a 
loan g 
O AIRWAVES Jean attempt* 
to bake a pre for Matt m her con- 
tinued efforts to be a good mother 
figure Q 
0 VALERIC Marts esotrc pet 
Aes wheel in David s cart (Post 
ported horn an tarter data ) In 
stereo Q 
8:0O 
O 0 NEWHART Michael * 
luture as a network producer 
hmgas on hi* ababiy to datrver 
quafrty programming (Postponed 
from an a treat daft j C3 
(RACING GAME 
MOVIE     In Love And War 
(Premeare)   James   Woods.    Jane, 
Ale.ander What a Navy officer 
endures eight years of brutal cap 
trytty m a North Vietnamese pris 
oner o' war camp, his wife bagms 
a pubkc awareness campaign re 
gardmg tht prisoners treatment 
Based on a true  story   In stereo 
0 MOVIE We Are The CM 
dren (Premrere) Arty Shttdy '-' 
Danson Tht hvts of three Amen 
cans mtertwint at an Ethiopian 
cknrc as Ihty try to assist m rahef 
efforts related to widespread lam 
me q 
0 POWER OF EXCEL- 
LENCE WITH TOM PETERS: 
THE FORGOTTEN CUS- 
TOMER Tom Peters, author of 
several besi-sellmg management 
books, utilise* both siucfco discus 
ston and fern loo I age shot at sev- 
eral companies to eiemme the re- 
lationship of good customer 
service to a business success 
0 MOVIE * * N Parachse 
Aaey (1978) Sylvester St atone. 
Armand Assante Three schemmg 
brothers from New York City's 
Hell s Kitchen combine brems and 
brawn m thee efforts io create 
belter lives for themselves 
IESPN) COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL NAIA 50th Anniversary 
Tournament Semifinal Game 
from Kansas City Mo (Lrvt) 
(TMCI      MOVIE      * * * 
Khjte (1971) Jane Fonda Don- 
ald Sutherland A detecirva s in- 
vestigation mto tht Asappearence 
of a promment busmtasmen leads 
hrm to a Manhattan prostitute   R 
8:30 
O 0 DESIGNING WOMEN 
Charhma s convmctd that she'll 
become the ntit country music 
smgmg star (Posipontd from an 
tares* date.) 
lO.OO 
O   0 CAGNEY   aV   LACEY 
taoay t arrtsltd for protesting the 
transportation   of   nuchstr    waste 
through her community   Q 
O NATIONAL C3 
©NEWS 
10:26 
QJOURNAL 
10:30 
0 CELEBRATING A JAZZ 
MASTER: THELONIOUS 
SPHERE MONK Dun <>" 
ktspte. Htrbte Hancock, tht Wyn 
ton Marsabs and Branford Mar 
sabs Quartets. Garry Mulligan and 
other* jom hosts BrM Cosby and 
Debbie ABan m tfws treJute to jau 
grtai Thtlonaus Monk, taped at 
Constitution Hal m Washington. 
D C In stereo 
© HONEYMOONERS 
11:0O OOI9B NEWS 
© DARK SHADOWS 
© LATE SHOW Hot! Joan 
Rrvtrs Scheduled George Hamil- 
ton. Engafbert Humperdmc* ac- 
■rass Mary Frann I Ntwhtrt I In 
stereo 
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
fTMC) MOVIE **** Fanny 
And Altsandar (19831 Ptrmae 
Alrwm Bartd Guvt Two children 
m t thettneef famdy lost thtw 
bvtfy enioymtnt of hit when the* 
Widowed mother marries • cok! 
emotionltss bishop   (Dubbed)  R 
11:30 
O TAXI 
O SJMON 4V SIMON The 
Simon* are terrorized by a vicious 
er con who seek* revenge agamst 
Ihtm for thee part m hrs convtc 
lion (R) 
0 BEST OF CARSON From 
February 1986 comeAen Robm 
Wtbtms. actor Danny Cooksey 
and mime bio Murrwntnscharu 
rom hosl Johnny Carton In ster- 
eo   (Rl 
0 NK3HTLINE C3 
O NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
0 LATE SHOW Host Joan 
Rivers Scheduled George Hamil 
ion. Engatbtrt Humpardmch ec 
trass Mary Frtnn ("Ntwharf I In 
tltrto 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:36 
0 MINDER 
13:00 
0KOJAK 
0 DUKES OF HAZZARD 
0 NATURE A portrait of the 
American   mustang   through   tht 
lens of Ceternalogrepher Wolfgang 
Bayer   In stereo  CJ 
0 MOVIE * * *     Tfws Proper 
ly IsCondtmntd    119661 Netehe 
Wood Robert Redford 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN Scheduled 
author   Jan   Herald   Brunvand    In 
stereo 
© THE JUDGE 
(ESPN) FISHIN- HOLE 
TUESDAY 
MARCH 17. 1987 
0:00 
OO00NEWS 
0 PM MAGAZINE Model 
Paula C it cone (Madonna s setter), 
en interview with author V C An- 
drews 
0 OCEANUS 
O MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 © DIFF'RENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
0:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
S GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN! NBA TODAY 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
0 COUNTRY REPORT 
O WHEEL OP FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT    Interview    with    Tma 
Turner   In stereo 
0 NEWLYWED GAME 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF DISNEY Darnel Boons De 
spue his writ's rtfuetanoa io 
movt to tht Kentucky wilderness. 
Darnel Boons (Dtwty Martin) 
yearns to atltks there and get* tht 
chance when ht a asked lo lead a 
group of pioneers (From 1960) 
0 GIMME A BREAK I 
0M-A-S-H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC) MOVIE ***» The 
Trap To Bountiful (19861 Gar el 
i dme Paga. John Heard An Oscar 
for Bast Aclreae want lo 
screenwriter Horton Foots s story 
of an elderly Teeas woman who 
seeks 10 recapture a piece of her 
pttl by rtturnmg io her homt- 
lown one last time   'PG' 
7:30 
O PM MAGAZINE lee Ram 
«k   Trak« VVhetes.   103rd birth 
day wish, kid • tafk 
O    SHELLEY      Brave    New 
World' 
0 JEOPARDY 
0TAXI 
0 DATING GAME 
© TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Muriel and Henry must dt 
cide rl they want to know thee 
baby s *e> before it s born 
© THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN! KARATE 
8:00 
O O SPIES Stone and Smyths 
receive  orders  to terminate  each 
other 
O FIFTH ESTATE A report on 
the Salvation Army s kiss of SI 
million  m  investment*   that  want 
awry in Corntrbrooh. Nlld 
0 MATLOCK Mattock defends 
a dying crime boss   who is bemg 
framed for  murder    agamst  long 
time  rival  prosecutor   Jl    Brack 
ett Wriham Conrad and Jose Ferr- 
er guesi star   In stereo (R) 
0 WHO'S THE BOSS? C3 
0 © NOVA The lest film ever 
made documenting tht mcredrbft 
cham   of    events   whech   turn   t 
sperm and an agg mto a newborn 
baby is presented  IR) CJ 
© GUNSMOKE 
© BLOOO FEUD The contact 
belwetn Teamsters Union leader 
Jimmy Hoffa (Robert Blake) and 
Robert F    Kennedy (Cotter Smith) 
as ■■ contmuts up to Iht Senator s 
assassmation m 1968   (Pan 7 of 
2) 
8:30 
0   GROWING   PAINS   Ben 
traces   the    Seaver    lermty   roots 
with surprising results  Q 
8:00 
O O MOVIE Murder By The 
Book (Premiere) Robert Hays. 
Cetherme Mary Stewart A popu- 
lar detective novesst consults his 
fictional alter ego whan faced 
with Iht real lite mystery in 
roundmg a young woman's Vid 
napping Q 
Q SEEING THINGS Lowe 
goes undarcover to write a story 
atxi.it Toronto's street people and 
dascovsrs a corpse on a park 
bench Q 
0 MOONLIGHTING Q 
© PLEDGE BREAK Regularly 
scheduled programming may be 
delayed dut to pledge breaks 
0 MOVIE * * * '1 Under 
Fat' 119831 Nick Nolle Joanna 
Cassidy Two Amsrican journal 
■sis and a pnoiographtr cover tht 
Nicareguen war what a French 
double agent uses photographs of 
rebel* to starch lor hay Sandmista 
leader. 
IESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NAIA 60th Anniversary 
Tournamtni Championship 
Game,   from   Kansas   City.   Mo 
Itol 
FIRST EDITION 
TANMM ULON AM HUt KStM 
4*4 (ACT WOOSJBt    JW-M77 
Fridoy/Morch 13,1967 15 
OMO MOV* *s»*H On 
The Tovm " (IMS) Gn Kefy 
Frer* Smetre Muec by Leonard 
■ernste** A Ml of se*or* Mam 
up with a law driver and • aiudani 
of entNopOrogy to find a beeutrhi 
gel whose prclure i» displayed m 
the subway 
9:16 
0 NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC Richard Kaey narrates this 
close up examination ol the be- 
hevwr ol bgora m iha wed. Mmad 
«n two ol kneea's national parka 
? 9:J0 
tfj MOVIE s>*V, My W4d 
kith Rose 119471 Dennei MOT 
gen. Aitana DaN Cheonca* Okott 
bacomaa a successful and femou* 
ln«h i*>c#ng ita> 
10:00 
« NATIONAL C? 
MILL   STREET BLUES A 
wounded Bettor  niuggtei lo>  his 
We    Renko s   blackmailed   by   a 
ffi JACK AND MIKE Jack* 
mvesugaies reports thai a dance 
echo* has been defrauding older 
eaten ol ibee Me savings Q 
• NEWS 
10:16 
S MUSIC Of IRELAND 
10:26 
OJOURNAL 
10 30 
© MONEYMOONERS 
1 1.00 
gOOffi® NEWS 
STORY OF THE CLANCY 
BROTHERS AND TOMMY 
MAKEM A pfofea ol the Iriah 
lofktmgers from ihee toots m Tip 
parary and Armagh to rhee 1984 
reunion concert at Nee/ Vork'a 
LeKOlnCenier 
«fj WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN)    INSIDE    THE    PGA 
TOUR 
OMCI MOVIE +*'•> The 
Flatrengo ««1 (19841 Matt CM 
Ion. Richard Crervuj In 1963. a 
Brooklyn ptumber a eon gelt a |0b 
at a dec beach dub and bacomea 
enamored with the malarial trapp 
mgeofefe PG 13 
11:30 
(TAXI 
T.J. HOOKER Hooker par 
suedes a fraand to return to the 
berno to help rehabrMaie pvenee 
gang members (R) 
■ TONIGHT SHOW Hoat 
Johnny Caraon Scheduled corn* 
ecior Tan Con-ay In atereo 
C NIGHTLINE C? 
NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
FORT 
0   •   LATE   SHOW   Hoai 
Joan   Rivera    SchedukM    Betty 
ford, recording arinn Cteo Lama 
and John Dan*worth  In atereo 
(ESPN! SPORTSCENTER 
11:M 
O    I.    CLAUDIUS   CUwd.ua 
provea IO be a Solomon rather 
than an icsoi. and becens hra reign 
m peace and prosperity 
12:00 
SKOJAK 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
HERITAGE: CIVILIZA- 
TION AND THE JEWS On 
May 14 1946. tha Jev.nr> aiate 
of Israel wee hnatty eitebkehed 
Th>a episode espkoree its reiunn 
•l«p  with  rhe  U-m—l *>tM*a  and , 
I 
iha world and afao looks at Soviet ' 
Jewry/a preeent pfcght m larme of 
human nghte  (Part 9 of 9) |RI Q      1 
(ESPN) SFORTSLOOK ' 
12:90 
8) LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID   LETTERMAN Scheduled 
MUI muscian Lionel Hamplon   In 
aiareo 
•D     MOVIE    * * *      Money I 
From  Home     11953)  Dean  Mar 
im   Jerry Lawn 
©THE JUDGE 
(ESPN) TOR RANK   BOXING 
Oavey   Moore   ve    John   David 
Jackson m a jun-jr rrv,ddk» weight 
bout   Khaduled   lor   10 rounds, 
from Aitanhc City. N J IRI 
WEDNESDAY 
MARCH IB. 1BS? 
6:00 
O OflDCO NEWS 
ffl PM MAGAZINE Beh«»d the 
scenes of the Home Shopping 
Network reviving canceled net- 
work serais 
ffi PERKINS FAMILY Man 
um\ io eiplam Jeasrca s pretence 
m his house to Tracy Chris and 
AleR plot to help Tracy. Akta 
learns Chris cheated Mom has 
doubts about hr*shmg her book 
S3 MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
Q3 © DIFFRENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
(D CBS NEWS 
fiTj NBC NEWS 
GO ABC NEWSQ 
W NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
S GET SMART 
FACTS OF LIFE 
KSPN)    INSIDE    THE    PGA 
TOUR 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
O DATELINE ONTARIO 
(D WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
S)   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Interview with John. An 
jetrca and Tony HuaKm  In atereo 
8) NEWLYWED GAME 
9      MACNEIL      /      LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
O   WONDERFUL    WORLD 
OF     DISNEY       Three   On   The 
Run    Two toothers trewi an un 
hfcafy group of dogs for an annual 
aled race Co stars Denver Pyte 
CD GIMME A BREAK I 
© M'A'S'H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI      MOVIE      **#       The 
VIP a    M963I Ekiabeth Taytor. 
Rrchaid Burton   As paaaengers of 
a delayed feght await take-off m 
the VIP lounge of a London ae 
port, the* eves become curiously 
miariwmed 
7:30 
O PM MAGAZINE Ben.no the 
scenes of the Home Shopprng 
Network reviving canceled net 
work earree rock and rod benefit 
conoarl preview, roadside arts 
O DANGER 9AY Nrccea and 
Jonah lece the drffrcult taak of 
larvdrng a plane after (he peot 
suffers e heart attack IJ 
(V JEOPARDY 
BBTAXI 
I m DATING GAME 
B TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Jackra lafto m lova with a 
pohceman   much to Henry a cba- 
appoantmeni 
(JD THREE'S COMPANY 
KSPN) NHL HOCKEY Hartford 
Whalers   at   New   York   Rangers 
ILrvel 
BOO 
O CAN WE TALK? m a game 
show format, vtgnettas by the 
ktrjatrom Famrly Trea" and "The 
Cosby Show help viewer* rate 
larnrly ccrmmunrcation ekrUe 
OOENIE AWARDS Live horn 
Toronto s Metro Convention Cen- 
tre, hosts HrAsn Shaver. Linda 
Soreneon and Jean LaOerc prea- 
ant Ihe eighth annual awards cer 
emony honoring outstanding 
Canadian frlm production 
0 NEW MIKE HAMMER 
Hnmmnr trawls to Cakforrea to 
son* ihe murder of a nightclub 
comic a manager 
f£ HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
A reckless young man and an un 
married pregnant teen ager kaarn 
e lesson about love and lespon*. 
Mily In stereo CJ 
69 PERFECT STRANGERS 
larry legrsti lakmg a Mypoa cure 
for Ihe common cold. (R) Q 
6) MINNELLI ON MINNEL- 
Ll: LIZA REMEMBERS VIN- 
CENTE Thu porlrerl of Vmcenie 
Mmnew features deughter Lua'S 
memories ol her lather m- 
larrotfi wilh fanMly photo 
graphs mtervwws with the ckrec 
tor rare documentary footage 
and ckps Irom has movies includ- 
ing Meet Me m Si Lours. 
G*gi    and   An American m Par 
O GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES James Stewart A 
Wonderful Life' Vantage '4m 
ckps rare photograph*, inter 
vraws and anecdotes from fronds 
and i.u worker* including Cknt 
Eastwood Carol Bumett. Lee 
Remtck. the President and Mrs 
FUegan hrghkght Ihia ratroapec- 
tive on the kfe and career of actor 
J*nmy Stewerl Host Johnny 
Carson Q 
SGUNSMOKE 
MOVTE ** "i Hero At 
large 119801 John flitter. Anne 
Archer A struggling young actor 
dons Ihe guru of a superhero ef 
Mr unintentionally Stopping a 
holdup 
B30 
0 HARRY The Army ckacovers 
that   Harry   wrote   IHB   own   ck* 
charge paper* yeara ago Q 
BOO 
O O MAGNUM. P.l. Mag- 
num's Pulitzer  Prize wmrting aunt 
arrrvea m Hawaii 
■ NIGHT COURT A paternHy 
surf names Dan aa the lather of a 
precocKms 10-year old 
B DYNASTY Krystle con- 
cerned about Sarah's health trav- 
els to Wyoming io invite her to 
move win) the Carrmgton man- 
sion (Postponed from an earher 
data I p 
8    MOVIE    ** Dzeam 
Houae" II9B1I John SchnoKler. 
Marau Hermar A young Southern- 
er lafla m love with a Menhetten 
dwerter   and plans   to bued hra 
dream houae m a New York Oty 
ghetto 
(TMCI MOVIE *** Danger 
oua Moves (1985) Mrchel PKCO 
k. Atesendre Arbeit An Oscar tor 
Best Foreign Fran went to tree b» 
hmd-theacervM portrait of a 
championsrwp chess match be- 
tween an arimg flusaian world 
mesiar and a defectoi now kwng 
tn Europe 
9:30 
BS THE TOR TEIL IS Nick gets 
hrs l«si brg break m the TV-<epae 
busies* when he's asked to re- 
paw Charo s lelevrsron In stereo 
f£ GREAT PERFORM^ 
ANCES Judy Garland The 
Concert Years' Lome Luft boats 
itws review of the star s concert 
and late vision parlor mances m tha 
'50s and 60s knked with remin- 
iscences by Tony Bennett. Alan 
<ng Ra> Rend Stephen Holden 
Melrsse Manchester and Nelson 
Riddkt 
9:60 
f£)  PLEDGE   BREAK  Regutatly 
vch«duk>d   iiroymmming  may  be 
dsHayed dur> to pledge breaks 
10:00 
O (D HOUSTON KNIGHTS 
S NATIONAL CJ 
NSC    NEWS   SPECIAL 
Greed   and    Power    on   Wal 
Street 
8) HOTEL The cast of a movie 
bamo lamed el the hoiel helps 
promote Christine as a Congres 
sionaf candidate Guest stars m 
ckxJ. Susan Blakety and Slewerl 
Granger  Q 
6t) LAND   OF THE   MOUN- 
TAIN ELEPHANT 
fflNIWS 
10:26 
OJOURNAL 
1O:30 
© MONEYMOONERS 
(ESPN) WOULD CUP SKIING 
Freestyle     Champronshrp.     from 
B'eckenridge   Colo  IB) 
11:00 
OOSB8 NEWS 
©DARK SHADOWS 
B LATE   SHOW Host    Joan 
Rivses     Scheduled     actor    Ed 
Asnw.    -truss    Mtcheee   PMhps 
{   Knots lanckng  I  In stereo 
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * 1    Beds 
119811    Warren    Beetty      Diane 
Keaton    Based on  the  true  story 
of    American    |Ournalisi    John 
Reed's rnvorvement m the Russian 
Revofutwi of   1917 and hra love 
lor early feminist lourse Bryant 
PG g 
11:30 
O  TAXI 
4fJ   ADDERLY A   member   of 
Mai   Clack s  Korean War  unit  is 
found murdered  (R) 
BS   TONIGHT   SHOW Host 
Johnny Caraon   Scheduled actor 
Alan Trucke In stereo 
ffl NIGHTLINE Q 
B SPEAKER FROM TEXAS 
Thrs portren of   '■■•» Democrat 
Jwn Wr^jht traces his 40 year ca- 
reer >Kiucang hrs erection aa 
Speaker of the House effective 
with ihe 100th Congress 
B NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
B LATE SHOW Host Joan 
Rivers Sctvedusad actor Ed 
Aener     actress   Michelle   PrWkps 
' I KmHsLancbng't ki stereo 
(E9PNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:36 
O MOVIE ** The Hounda 
Of Notre Deme (19B0) Thomaa 
Peecocke. Barry Morse The head- 
master of a Canadian boarcfeng 
school faces chatrenge* m ar un- 
cescvaned new student a depfel 
ed school fund and a hockey 
game 
12:00 
OKOJAK 
B DUKES OF HAZZARD 
ffl   MOVIE   **>      My   Name 
Cased Bruce    (1978) Bruce Le. 
Christ ma Cheung 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
B LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN Sct>edured 
ABC Now* renraspondent Sam 
Donaldson rock group Los Lobos 
In stereo 
© THE JUDGE 
(ESPN)     MARK      SOSIN'S 
SALT     WATER      FISHING 
JOURNAL 
THURSDAY 
MARCH 19. 1987 
6:00 
OO BID NEWS 
B PM MAGAZINE Lee Rem 
»ck the treetor of two mechanical 
humpback whales seen in the 14m 
Star Trek IV The Voyage 
Home ' 
S OCEANUS 
© MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
© © DIFFRENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
6:30 
CD CBS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
B ABC NEWS p 
S NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
©GET SMART 
© FACTS OF LIFE 
rtSPNI   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Tournament Cham. 
BssBBBB) Regwnel Semmnel  (Lival 
7:00 
O CBS NEWS 
O THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
B WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
B   ENTERTAINMENT   TO 
NIGHT Interview with comic ec 
tor Denn, OeVilo  In stereo 
B NEWLYWED GAME 
S    MAC N EH     /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
B WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF DISNEY A sane* of cartoons 
feeturmg Donald Duck and Mickey 
Mouse being fruslreted end 
inckprt by then rescarry nephews 
S GIMME A BREAK I 
M-A-S-H 
(TMC)      MOVIE      * * * 
Klule' 11971) Jane Fonda. Don 
afd Sutherland A detecinre s m 
vestigaiion a>to the oYsappearance 
of a prommeni busmesaman leads 
rem to a Manhattan prostitute   R 
7:30 
B   PM   MAGAZINE   Medon 
na a arater. an* secrets. 1 Boone 
Prckens chef Bernerd 
O GZOWSKI ft  CO. An mier 
'view wrth Mm producer Sandy 
vVeson I My American Coueei'l 
amid her famrly and ftranda >" 
chxang Ihoee on which her mowe 
characters were based (R) 
B JEOPAROY 
BTAXI 
B DATING CiA ME 
© TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT Ai.ii achemes to effect a 
reconcetetejn between Henry and 
the brother he hasn't spoken io 
tor 40 years 
© THREES COMPANY 
8:00 
O   B   WIZARD   Simon   at 
tempts  to protect  a   12 yeer old 
wolf gal    from crvalzat-on   IB) 
O     SMALL     MIRACLES 
Waix  Troyer  narrates  this 'our 
part  series on  hearth  care in  Ihe 
Thad World  (Part 4 of 41 
B   COSBY   SHOW  In  stereo 
n 
© OUR WORLD Sierras from 
MM IJII ol 1946 include the return 
of truops from World War II Ihe 
Republican landslide in the Con 
(sessional election*, end Ihe end 
of Ihe b»g band era tats with 
Wuody Herman and Harold Rus 
sell  Q 
B NATURE An eiarrwietion of 
the behavior of man s felme 
frwnds  [ J 
©     MOVIE     ***        Fort 
Apache       (19481    John    Wayne 
Henry Fonde   A  stubborn cavalry 
officer is held responsible lor ram 
pant Indian attacks agamst a me> 
tary outpost 
©GUNSMOKE 
© MOVIE * * *    Foul Play 
(19781    Goiche    Hewn     Chevy 
Chase   A  librarian enkets the ard 
of an tfiepi pokce detective after 
she becomes involved in e bizarre 
series of murders and kidnapping 
8:30 
B ROOMIES (Premiere) Come 
ily A retaed Maraie Corps veter 
tn and a 14-year-old whiz kid be- 
come rcrommetes at cofkage Stars 
Burl Young and Corey Haen Epr 
soda avIormatKin to be an- 
nounced m stereo 
(ESPN) 1996 FINAL FOUR 
HIGHLIGHTS 
9:00 
O B COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL NCAA Tournament Re 
gwnal Semrhnel (Live) 
O RED SERGE Aba gets dra 
tracied by an upcommg vnut from 
a beautiful woman out of hrs peat 
* CHEERS in stereo i ; 
THE COLBYS Jeson 
catches Ph4kp and Francesca m a 
compromising posdion Phekp 
confesses to hn double Me as 
Hoyt Parker (J 
B UPSTAIRS, DOWN- 
STAIRS A new housemaid has 
drastic effects on the larrnly and 
servant* IR) 
B MOVIE   * * Three The 
Hard Way" (19741 Jan Brown. 
Fred Weaemson A myaternue 
genocide orgenuratMin is brought 
under control by three man 
KSPN) FISHIN HOLE 
fTMCI MOVIE *** The 
Stratton Story' (1949) Jamea 
Stewart June AHyson The tact 
based ftory of baaafaal plaver 
Monty Stratton. who refueed to 
kat the amputation of a leg end fas 
9:30 
Q   GHOST SHIPS OF   THE 
GREAT LAKES 
B CHEERS In stereo t j 
10:00 
Q NATIONAL CD 
B BRONX ZOO I Premie, a) Ed 
Asner Kathryn Harrold and Kath- 
leen Beear star m thrs drama set m 
an urban school beset by drugs 
vrrjktnce end chaos Tonight Den 
rig s arrrval at Beniamm Harrison 
High is met with tough opposrlion 
and he s slapped with a lawsuit 
thai could coat ban has job In 
stereo 
B 20 / 20 Schedussd a report 
on people who suffer from obae* 
vve compulsive behavex CJ 
B UPSTAIRS. DOWN- 
STAIRS The Bellamys former 
parlor rruad Sarah returns to the 
household altar a chance encoun- 
ter wilhE-zebeih IRI 
©NEWS 
(ESPN) TRUCK ANO TRAC- 
TOR PULL 
lOttf 
O JOURNAL 
1030 
© MONEYMOONERS 
1 1:00 
O O B B ® NEWS 
B WHO IS RED GROOMS7 
A  documentary  portrait   of   artist 
Charles Rogers Grooms    whoae 
works range from creating pemt 
inc|s    sculpture  and films  to  dra 
malic    and    humorous    perform- 
ences 
© DARK SHADOWS 
©   LATE   SHOW Host    Joan 
River*  Scheduled  recording artist 
Bo OiddWy   Mekotm Forbes   In 
stereo 
ffi WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN)    1996   FINAL   FOUR 
HIGHLIGHTS 
(TMCI   MOVIE   »** The 
Trap  To Bountiful     (19BS)  Gerat 
cane Pegs   John Heard An Oscar 
lor    Best    Aclreas    went    io 
screenwriter Horton Foote S Slory 
of  an  elderly  Teies  woman  who 
seeks to recapture a piece of her 
peat   by  returning   to  her   home 
town one last tane    PG 
11:30 
Q TAXI 
B COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
NCAA Tournemenl Recaon* Sem- 
rhnel (Taped) 
B TONIGHT SHOW Hoai 
Johnny Carson Scheduled but 
ton coaactor Oaflon Stevens In 
stereo 
B NIGHTLINE Q 
B FRONTLINE The coets end 
benefits of  malpractice   suits  are 
esammed (Rig 
© NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE- 
PORT 
©   LATE   SHOW Host    Joan 
Rivers Scheduled recorckng artist 
Bo   Diddray    Mefcorm   Forbes    In 
Stereo 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
MM K^V 
CXmondrg • ••» 
r iiiii i. . . ***» 
VarOood .     *** 
(~od  .... .   **H 
IMSM.   . . .   .    »• 
N*  .  .  *H 
Per .... .  . .   * 
rrrr TTirn 11 rrT^xOs 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION 
INBG! 
OVER 5000 MOVIES! 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
99-Io S196 depending on movie 
NOW SHOWING:      •   TOfOUN 
. 0«C««»SUMMBI 
• M1B ITOP0JN 
• 52nco» 
IhaiVCrllalUiaerath*. 
aaJiiaMlaalmMSST)   ] 
L.._**-. I 
.T 
112 E. WASHINGTON       352-4171 1
 a I' * ■' * * i»111111 
\S\.»?*V'.\-. •,«,•■.-.«■>■■;-:••:'■. ■••.--•2 
i^^g| 
For 
Cut 
Flowers 
And 
Foliage . . 
906 Napoleon 
353-8381 
Hour*:Fri. 6 8pm 
Sat. 8-4pm 
Sun. noon-4pm 
-w5
The Arrangement 
352-4101 
352-4143 
181 (B)S. Main 
Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
one of the following 
with this ad 
haircuts, perms, 
manicures, 
cellophanes, 
highlighting 
explrea 4-3-87 
87B2D E. BROADWAY 
(419)838-7825 
Present 
BLACK OAK ARKANSAS 
wi In Special Ljuest 
RASBERRYJAM 
ST. PATRICKS DAY PARTY 
CO-SPONSORED BY 21st CENTURY HEALTH SPA 
MUST BE 19 and 
HAVE PROPER I.D. 
TUESDAY 
MARCH 17th 
TICKETS only $5.00 ADVANCE 
$7.00 DAY OF SHOW 
•DOORS OPEN AT 4 pm 
FOR HAPPY HOURS 
•SHOW STARTS AT 9 pm 
TICKETS ON SALE AT GLASS CITY BOARD WALK, FINDERS 
RECORDS, BOOGIE RECORDS, THE SHEDS & ABBEY ROADS 
FRIDAY MARCH 13th ■   93Q WRQN BANANNA BOAT BEACH PARTY 
SUNDAY MARCH 15th- VIETNAM VET JAM 
12 HOURS, 12 BANDS, 2 pm -2 am 
FREE FOOD!   ONLY $5.00 IN ADVANCE 
.. ^ J .■. i 
